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ABSTRACT 
Antonovsky (1S79; 1987c) suggested thai the dominant paradigm in the study of 
health and illness has been pathogenic, that is, that it has emphasised the 
explanation of the causes of pathology. Antonovslc/ believed that there v/as a 
need for a new paradigm, that explained the causes of health. Antonovsky 
presented a model within the nev/ paradigm. He called this model the Theory of 
Sense of Coherence. 
The dominant paradigm in the study of the psychology of spinal cord injury has 
similarly been pathogenic. In much of the literature on spinal cord injury it has 
been assumed that negative cognitions and affects are a normal consequence of 
spinal cord inju.ry. There has been little research on successful adaptation to 
spinal cord injury, or on resilience following a spinal cord injury. The research 
described in this report was designed to study some aspects of successful 
adaptation to spinal cord injury, including testing some predictions from the 
theory of sense of coherence. 
All of the research participants had had a traumatic spinal cord injury and were in 
an acute treatment program. At 2 weeks follov/ing injury, 40 participants, at 4 and 
6 weeks, 32 participants, at 8 weeks, 18 participants and at 13 weeks, 19 
participants, completed psychological tests that measured anger, anxiety, 
depression, negative and positive affect and sense of coherence. The 
participants were also inte.rviewed at the same ti.mas and the contents of the 
interviews were analysed for anger, anxiety, depression and positive affect. The 
participants v^ere then independentry interviev/ed to obtain information about the 
incidence and intensity of their pain at 2, 4, 6, 8, 13 and 26 weeks following their 
injury. There are very few similar prospective longitudinal studies of people who 
have had a spinal cord injury and none so soon after injury. 
It was found that during the first 6 weeks following injury, there were significant 
inc.reases in sense of coherence and positive affect and significa.nt dec.reases in 
anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect. During the first 13 weeks 
following injury, there were significant positive relationships between sense of 
coherence and positive affect and also between anger, anxiety, depression and 
negative affect. During the first 13 v/eeks following injury, there we.re significant 
negative relationships between both sense of coherence and positive affect and 
anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect. During the first 6 .months 
following injury, there was no decrease in either the incidence or the intensity of 
pain and the.re was no .relationship between sense of coherence and the 
incidence and intensity of pain, although later intensity of pain could be predicted 
by earlier pain intensity scores and scores on the psychoiogicai tests and 
content analysis scales. The results therefore support some predictions from the 
theory of sense of coherence but do not support others. However, the results do 
support Antonovsky's argument that pathogenic models do not adequately 
explain the psychological consequences of exposure to an extremely stressful 
event, such as a spinal cord injury. Salutogenic recommendations for the design 
of treatment programs for people who have had a spinal cord injury are therefore 
suggested. 
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STATEMENT OF THESIS 
In this research report some psychological aspects of traumatic spinal cord injury 
will be considered that have not previously been studied. It will be suggested that 
there are serious problems in the present understanding of the psychology of 
spinal cord injury. As a consequence, treatment programs may not necessarily 
be designed on the basis of assumptions that facilitate adaptation to, or 
psychological growth following, a spinal cord injury. Indeed, it will be suggested, 
the present understanding of the psychology of spinal cord injury is such that the 
design of treatment programs may actually add to the psychological difficulties 
experienced by a person who has had a spinal cord injury. 
The study will look in particular at the concept of "sense of coherence" developed 
by Aaron Antonovsky (1979;1987c). Antonovsky (1987c, p.19) defined sense of 
coherence as: 
A global orientation that expresses the extent to which one 
has a pervasive, enduring though dynamic feeling of 
confidence that (1) the stimuli deriving from one's internal 
and external environments in the course of living are 
structured, predictable, and explicable; (2) the resources 
are available to one to meet the demands posed by these 
stimuli; and (3) these demands are challenges, worthy of 
investment and engagement. 
Sense of coherence will be considered in detail in Chapter 2. 
Antonovsky (1979;1987c) argued that the dominant paradigm in research on 
health and illness is "pathogenic", rather than "salutogenic". That is, that the 
identification and treatment of illness and of pathology (pathogenesis), has been 
emphasised in a (pathogenic) paradigm, rather than the identification of the 
causes of health and of strength and of growth (salutogenesis), in a (salutogenic) 
paradigm. Because of the dominance of the pathogenic paradigm in medicine 
(and, it might also be suggested, in much of clinical psychology), emphasis has 
been given in spinal cord injury research and treatment to the identification of 
(assumed) psychological pathology following a spinal cord injury. Little emphasis 
has been given to the identification of sense of coherence, to psychological 
resilience or strength, or to positive cognitions or affects (such as hope and 
optimism) following a spinal cord injury, or to the importance of these in recovery 
and in the design of treatment programs. 
Antonovsky (1979;1987c) argued that treatment programs designed on 
salutogenic assumptions, in which there is an emphasis on the identification and 
development of a sense of coherence and related positive cognitions and affects, 
are quite different from treatment programs designed on pathogenic 
assumptions. In treatment programs designed on pathogenic assumptions, 
emphasis is given to the identification and treatment of anger, anxiety and 
depression and related negative cognitions and affects, that, it is assumed, must 
almost necessarily follow a spinal cord injury. As a consequence, sense of 
coherence, and psychological strength and growth, may actually be neglected, 
or even ignored. 
Antonovsky (1979;1987c) argued that the experiences of people in salutogenic 
and pathogenic treatment programs are quite different. This is particularly well 
illustrated by Lightpole's (1991) description of his experience in a pathogenically 
designed spinal cord injury treatment program. (The principles of this program 
were described in Bedbrook, 1981 ;1992.) Thirteen years after his spinal cord 
injury Lightpole was still angry at the ways in which he felt that his psychological 
needs had been neglected during treatment. Lightpole's experience can be 
compared to that of people who were treated in more salutogenically designed 
programs in which their experience of their injury, and its meaning and 
implications for them, were given much more emphasis. Valuable descriptions of 
experiences in such programs (which are quite different from that described by 
Lightpole and Bedbrook) have been written by Halpert and Williams (1992) and 
Theuerkauf and Stewart (1992). The differences in assumptions between 
salutogenic and pathogenic spinal cord injury treatment programs have been 
described by Mourer (1992), and will be considered in detail in Chapter 7. 
Antonovsky (1979;1987c) argued that, after an initial decrease from its pre-injury 
level, a person's sense of coherence may gradually increase during acute 
treatment following an extremely traumatic event, such as a spinal cord injury 
and that the sense of coherence may return to its pre-injury level. Antonovsky 
also argued that, following an extremely traumatic event, there are significant 
(and Antonovsky suggested, causal) relationships between sense of coherence 
and positive and negative cognitions and affects. The higher a person's sense of 
coherence following an extremely stressful event, the more positive and hopeful 
and optimistic, and the less angry, anxious, depressed and negative, the person 
would be. Antonovsky suggested that these relationships would continue during 
acute treatment and later. Some of these predictions are tested in this research. 
There are very few similar prospective longitudinal studies in the literature on the 
psychology of spinal cord injury. 
A great deal of emphasis has been given in the literature on spinal cord injury to 
the identification of psychological pathology following a spinal cord injury and to 
the implications that the apparently high incidence of pathology following a 
spinal cord injury has for the design of (pathogenic) treatment programs. 
However, and consistent with Antonovsky's assumptions in the theory of sense 
of coherence, it is suggested that psychological tests that are commonly used to 
identify "pathology" following a spinal cord injury may not be appropriate for use 
with people who have had a spinal cord injury (for related discussions, see 
Heller, Flohr & Zegans, 1989; Jacob, Zachariah & Bhattacharji, 1995; Marinelli & 
Dell Orto, 1991). It is assumed in the use of these tests that certain behaviours 
are evidence of pathology. However, this is not necessarily so. These behaviours 
may, in fact, be normal (rather than abnormal) behaviours following an abnormal 
event (the spinal cord injury), or they may be the physical consequences of a 
spinal cord injury, or the physical, or psychological, consequences of treatment. 
These issues will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 3 and 7. 
It will be suggested that conclusions that have been made from psychological 
tests about people with a spinal cord injury may thus have misrepresented the 
experience of people who have had a spinal cord injury and may also have 
overstated the incidence of psychological "pathology" that follows a spinal cord 
injury. It will be suggested that these incorrect conclusions have reinforced the 
acceptance of pathogenic assumptions about behaviour following a spinal cord 
injury and about the experience of people who have had a spinal cord injury. It 
will also be suggested that the emphasis on the identification and treatment of 
pathology following a spinal cord injury has led to the neglect of such important 
process as sense of coherence, psychological resilience and strength and 
psychological growth. It will be suggested that this neglect has had iatrogenic 
consequences, which will be discussed. 
Pain is a significant problem following a spinal cord injury (Siddall, Taylor & 
Cousins, 1995;1997). Antonovsky (1987c) suggested that there is a relationship 
between sense of coherence and pain: the higher a person's sense of 
coherence, the less likely that the person would experience pain following a 
physical trauma, or the less intense the pain would be if pain were experienced. 
These predictions were tested and will be discussed. 
Important implications for the design of spinal cord injury treatment programs 
follow from Antonovsky's conceptualisation of sense of coherence and from the 
conclusions of this research. Recommendations will be suggested on ways in 
which spinal cord injury treatment programs could be designed on salutogenic 
assumptions that emphasise the identification and development of sense of 
coherence and psychological growth, rather than on pathogenic assumptions 
that emphasise the (mis)identification and treatment of "pathology" and that 
neglect processes such as sense of coherence and resilience. 
THE STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT 
In the remainder of this chapter the characteristics of the spine and of the spinal 
cord will be described. Five terms used in the report will be defined. These terms 
are spinal cord injury, incomplete injury, complete injury, and paraplegia 
and tetraplegia. The physical and functional consequences of a spinal cord 
injury will be described. The incidence, prevalence and causes of spinal cord 
injury in Australia and the demographic characteristics of people in Australia who 
have had a spinal cord injury will be discussed. The economic costs of spinal 
cord injury will also be discussed. 
In Chapter 2, Antonovsky's (1979;1987c) concept of sense of coherence will be 
considered and the research that has followed from this conceptualisation will be 
reviewed. The Intersystem Patient Care Model of treatment that is designed on 
the assumptions of the theory of sense of coherence (Artinian, 1983;1984;1991) 
will be discussed. In Chapter 3, the (separate) literatures on the psychology of 
extremely stressful events and on the psychology of spinal cord injury will be 
reviewed. In Chapter 4, the aims and hypotheses, in Chapter 5, the design and 
in Chapter 6, the results, will be presented. In Chapter 7, the results will be 
summarised and discussed. Recommendations will be presented for the design 
of treatment programs for people who have had a spinal cord injury. The 
limitations of the research described in this report will be considered and 
suggestions will be made for further research. 
THE SPINAL CORD 
The spine consists of 33 vertebrae that are grouped according to their location 
on the spine (see Figure 1.1 on the next page). There are seven cervical 
vertebrae (called the C2 to C8 vertebrae, although CI is actually not a vertebra, 
but is a ring shaped arch at the top of the spine on which the skull rests), 12 
thoracic vertebrae (T1 to T12), five lumbar vertebrae (LI to L5), and five sacral 
(SI to S5), and four (rudimentary) coccygeal vertebrae. The spinal cord is 
essentially an extension of brain tissue and, together with the brain, forms the 
central nervous system. The spinal cord passes through a hollow canal in the 
vertebral column, from the foramen magnum in the brain to the first or second 
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C5 Deltoid and biceps 
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Figure 1.1 The scinal cord and spinal nerves (Zejdiik, 1992, p. 58) 
The spinal cord acts as a two-way communication system, carrying messages 
from the brain to the peripheral nervous system and from the peripheral nervous 
system to the brain (see Cardona, Hum, Mason, Scanlon & Veise-Berry, 1994; 
Zejdiik, 1992). 
DEFINITIONS 
Five terms relating to the physiology of spinal cord injury will be used in this 
report and should, therefore, be defined. More comprehensive information on the 
physiology of spinal cord injury may be found in Apple (1992), Cardona et al. 
(1994), Grundy and Swain (1993), Hanack and Scott (1993), Stass, Formal, 
Gershkoff, Hirschwald, and Schmidt (1993) and Zejdiik (1992). 
Spinal cord injury is defined as: "An acute, traumatic lesion of neural elements 
in the spinal canal, resulting in any degree of sensory deficit, motor deficit or 
bladder/bowel dysfunction. The deficit of dysfunction can be temporary or 
permanent" (Blumer, 1995, p. 31). This definition was originally recommended 
by the Centre for Disease Control in the United States and has since been 
adopted by the American Spinal Injury Association and by the International 
Medical Society of Paraplegia. It has also been adopted for the newly created 
Australian national register of spinal cord injury by the National Injury 
Surveillance Unit of the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (Blumer, 
1995). It is the definition used in the Acute Spinal Injuries Unit at Royal North 
Shore Hospital and in the Moorong Spinal Unit at the Royal Rehabilitation 
Centre, Sydney, Australia, where the research described in this report was 
conducted. 
The level of a spinal injury is described by the last remaining undamaged nerve 
root relating to a vertebra above the injured part of the spinal cord. Thus, a spinal 
injury described as C5 would occur between the C5 and C6 nerve roots and 
would leave undamaged both the C5 nerve root and functions relating to the C5 
nerve root. The functions that are determined by the nerve supply from each of 
the different vertebrae were shown in Figure 1.1. Thus a person with a 05 injury 
would lose functions supplied by the C6 nerve root and below. These would 
include loss of the wrist extensors, the triceps, the hands and the chest, 
abdominal and leg muscles and would also include loss of significant bladder, 
bowel and sexual function. The degree of loss could also depend on other 
characteristics of the injury. (For discussions, see Cardona et al., 1994; Zejdiik, 
1992.) 
Injury to the spinal cord may be defined either as incomplete or as complete, or 
as paraplegia or tetraplegia. The definitions preferred in the international 
clinical and research literature on spinal cord injury are those published by the 
American Spinal Injury Association in its Standards for Neurological and 
Functional Classification of Spinal Cord Injury (American Spinal Injury 
Association, 1992) and in its Reference Manual for the International Standards 
for Neurological and Functional Classification of Spinal Cord Injury (American 
Spinal Injury Association, 1994). The American Spinal Injury Association 
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classification standards were defined in consultation with, and their international 
use was endorsed by, the International Medical Society of Paraplegia. A useful 
summary of the American Spinal Injury Association standards may be found in 
Ditunno, Young, Donovan, and Creasey (1994). 
An incomplete injury occurs: "If partial preservation of sensory and/or motor 
functions is found below the neurological level and includes the lowest sacral 
segment, the injury is defined as incomplete" (American Spinal Injury 
Association, 1992, p. 7). 
A complete injury occurs: "When there is an absence of sensory and motor 
function in the lowest sacral segment" (American Spinal Injury Association, 1992, 
p. 7). 
Paraplegia is defined as: "Impairment or loss of motor and/or sensory function in 
the thoracic, lumbar or sacral (but not cervical) segments of the spinal cord, 
secondary to damage of neural elements within the spinal canal. With 
paraplegia, arm functioning is spared, but, depending on the level of injury, the 
trunk, legs and pelvic organs may be involved" (American Spinal Injury 
Association, 1992, p. 5). "Arm functioning is spared" means that the use of the 
arms remains. 
Tetraplegia is defined as: "Impairment or loss of motor and/or sensory function 
in the cervical segments of the spinal cord due to damage of neural elements 
within the spinal canal. Tetraplegia results in impairment of function in the arms 
as well as in the trunk, legs and pelvic organs" (American Spinal Injury 
Association, 1992, p. 5). The term "tetraplegia" has replaced the term 
"quadriplegia", which, however, is still used in clinical practice in Australia. 
Tetraplegia rather than quadriplegia will be used in this report. 
THE EXPECTED LEVEL OF PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING FOLLOWING A 
TRAUMATIC SPINAL CORD INJURY 
The physical consequences of a traumatic spinal cord injury depend on the 
characteristics of the injury. However, generally, the level of expected functioning 
following a spinal cord injury is determined by the neurological level of injury. 
Thus a person with a 01 to C4 (a high tétraplégie) injury, would be dependent on 
others for self-care and for transfers between bed and wheelchair, would be 
dependent on others if using a manual wheelchair, but could be partially 
independent in a motorised wheelchair. A person with a C5 to C8 (a low 
tétraplégie) injury, with appropriate adaptive equipment, could be partially or 
totally independent of others for self-care and transfers, could be partially or 
totally independent in a manual wheelchair and, with adaptive equipment, could 
be able to drive a motor vehicle. A person with a T1 to T10 (a high paraplegic) 
injury could be totally independent of others for self-care and transfers, could be 
totally independent in a manual wheelchair and, with adaptive equipment, could 
be able to walk short distances. A person with a T11 to 15 (a low paraplegic) 
injury could also be totally independent of others for self-care and transfers, 
could be totally independent in a manual wheelchair, could have more ability to 
walk than a person with a T1 to T10 injury, but would still need adaptive 
equipment for walking. (For more details, see Cardona et al., 1994; Ditunno & 
Formal, 1994; Zejdiik, 1992.) 
THE INCIDENCE, PREVALENCE AND CAUSES OF TRAUMATIC SPINAL 
CORD INJURY 
Approximately 300 new cases (that is, the incidence) of traumatic spinal cord 
injury, with consequent neurological deficit, occur each year In Australia (Blumer, 
1995). The exact number is not known because a complete national surveillance 
register for spinal cord injury has not existed in Australia, although a complete 
register was introduced in mid-1995. Approximate national data are available for 
the six years from 1986 to 1991, after which funding was not continued for the 
data collection until 1995. Only incomplete Australian national incident data exist 
after 1991, including during the period of this research, from 1992 to 1995. The 
1986 to 1991 data do not include two categories of people: those who had a 
traumatic spinal cord injury and who died before admission to a spinal injuries 
unit and those who had a traumatic spinal cord injury, but who were not treated 
in a spinal injuries unit, particularly children admitted directly to paediatric wards, 
or elderly people admitted to general medical wards (Blumer, 1995; Walsh, 
1992). The number of people in these two categories is not known (Blumer, 
1995). In addition, a review of the Australian data collection between 1986 and 
1991 identified a number of errors in the reporting and recording of the incidence 
data (P.O'Connor, personal communication, December 1,1995). 
The reported incidence in Australia of traumatic spinal cord injury (that is, new 
cases in the total Australian population) decreased between 1986 and 1991 from 
21.8 per million of population (348 people) in 1986, to 15.5 per million of 
population (268 people) in 1991 (Blumer, 1995; see also, Walsh, 1988; 1992). It 
is considered that a number of influences contributed to this decrease (Blumer, 
1995). These include the improved design of roads and motor vehicles, the 
introduction of laws relating to the compulsory use of seat belts, full-face 
motorcycle helmets and approved helmets for cyclists, and random breath 
testing for alcohol, more active school education programs and changes in the 
rules of rugby football. Nevertheless, even though the incidence decreased, it is 
believed that the prevalence (that is, the balance between the number of new 
injuries that occur and the survival rate of people already alive with the injury) 
increased in Australia between 1986 and 1991 (Blumer 1995; Walsh, 1988; 
1992). It is thought that approximately 7,500 people who have had a traumatic 
spinal cord injury are now alive in Australia, although, again, the exact number is 
not known (Blumer, 1995; Walsh, 1988; 1992). The increase in prevalence is 
thought to be due to improvements in treatment immediately following injury and 
during acute care, rehabilitation, and after discharge from hospital (Blumer, 
1995). 
In 1991 (which is the last year for which (incomplete) Australian national data are 
available), 76.5% of people admitted to a spinal injuries unit in Australia following 
a trauma were male and 23.5% were female; 47.4% were between the ages of 
15 and 30; 52.5% had an incomplete injury and 47.4% a complete injury; 43.4% 
had a paraplegic injury and 567% a tétraplégie injury; 53.4% of the injuries 
occurred in road transport accidents, 26.1% occurred in falls and crushes, 
14.5% occurred in sport, 3.7% occurred as a consequence of violence and 2.2% 
occurred for other reasons (Walsh, 1992). 
Different criteria, and methodologies, have been used internationally to collect 
and report data on the incidence and prevalence of spinal cord injury. It is 
difficult, therefore, to compare incidence and prevalence data between countries. 
The interested reader is referred to Chiu, Deanfl/ater, McCarty, Songer and 
LaPorte (1993) for a discussion on these difficulties. 
The most comprehensive epidemiological data on spinal cord injury have been 
collected in the United States. However, (and surprisingly) spinal cord injury is 
not a reportable condition in the United States, although epidemiologists have 
suggested that it should be (Burney, Maio, Maynard & Karunas, 1993). As a 
consequence, the incidence and prevalence of spinal cord injury in the United 
States are not accurately known. It is estimated that there are approximately 
10,000 new cases of traumatic spinal cord injury each year in the United States 
(Berkowitz, Harvey, Greene & Wilson, 1992; Ditunno & Formal, 1994; Harvey, 
Rothschild, Asmann & Stripling, 1990) and that in 1988 (the last year for which 
data have been comprehensively analysed) there were approximately 177,000 
people in the United States who had had a traumatic spinal cord injury 
(Berkowitz et al., 1992). It is generally accepted that since the 1970s the 
incidence of traumatic spinal cord injury in the United States has been 
decreasing and that the prevalence has been increasing. (For comprehensive 
discussions on the epidemiology of traumatic spinal cord injury in the United 
States, see Berkowitz et al., 1992; Burney et al., 1993; Tator, Duncan, Edmonds, 
Lapczak & Andrews, 1993a.) 
Because different criteria and methodologies have been used in the Australian 
and United States data collections, it is difficult to compare epidemiological data 
between the two countries. Nevertheless, it appears that the incidence, causes, 
and physical consequences of spinal cord injury in Australia and in the United 
States are similar, although it also appears that significantly fewer people in 
Australia experience a spinal cord injury as a consequence of violence. More 
definitive comparisons between the two national data sets cannot be made (see 
Berkowitz etal., 1992; Blumer, 1995). 
THE ECONOMIC COSTS OF SPINAL CORD INJURY 
The psychological and social consequences of spinal cord injury will be 
discussed in this report. The economic costs of spinal cord injury are not 
considered. However, it is recognised that these are considerable, both for the 
injured person and for society (for useful discussions, see Harvey, Wilson, 
Greene, Berkowitz & Stripling, 1992; Stover & Fine, 1986; 1987; Whiteneck, 
Menter, Charlifue, Brooks & Solnick, 1988). There is little Australian data on the 
economic costs of spinal cord injury. The most useful research in Australia has 
been carried out by Walsh, an actuary, who also has a tétraplégie spinal cord 
injury. Walsh (1988) concluded that based on 1987 Australian dollar figures 
(and not costing for inflation) and assuming an annual incidence rate of 25 new 
cases per million of population after 1987, the annual initial hospitalisation, and 
ongoing treatment, and related costs, of spinal cord injury in Australia in 1996 
would conservatively be $238 million. In addition, because the prevalence is 
increasing, and because of the need for continuing care and treatment following 
injury, Walsh also predicted that this figure would continue to increase (Walsh, 
1988; see also, Blumer, 1995, p. 5). In addition to the above costs, the Australian 
Quadriplegic Association estimated in 1992 that, depending on the nature of the 
spinal injury, personal expenses relating to injury for a spinally injured person in 
Australia were between $2,800 and $7,500 a year (Blumer, 1995, p. 5). 
Little international data have been published on the economic costs of spinal 
cord injury (however, see Tator, Duncan, Edmonds, Lapczak & Andrews, 1993b, 
for (incomplete) Canadian data). The most comprehensive international research 
on the economic costs of spinal cord injury was conducted in the United States 
for the Paralyzed Veterans of America (Berkowitz et al., 1992; see also, Harvey 
et al., 1992). In the Berkowitz et al. research it was found that, based on the 1988 
US dollar, and again not calculating for inflation, average acute and rehabilitation 
treatment expenses in the United States for spinal cord injury were US $95,000. 
Home modification expenses were $8,000. Continuing medical and other spinal 
cord injury related expenses were $14,000 a year. The indirect costs of injury, 
such as loss of income, were $13,000 a year. It was estimated that the total 
lifetime economic cost of a spinal cord injury in the United States ranged from 
$500,000 for a person who sustains an incomplete paraplegic injury at the age of 
43, to $1 million for a person who sustains a complete tétraplégie injury at the 
age of 27. It was calculated that in 1988 the total direct costs of all spinal cord 
injury in the United States for hospital and medical care, home modifications, 
equipment and pharmaceuticals were $3.4 billion. Total indirect costs in 1988 
were $2.2 billion. Assuming an incidence of 10,000 new cases of spinal cord 
injury in the United States in 1990, it was also calculated that the total direct and 
indirect lifetime costs for these 10,000 people would be $8.9 billion (Berkowitz et 
al., 1992, p. 2). 
Berkowitz et al. (1992, p. 175) emphasised that their research: "Could not 
capture the pain and suffering and emotional hardship of adjusting to the 
physical limitations imposed by spinal cord injury". In addition to their economic 
analysis, therefore, Berkowitz et al. also presented data on the social 
consequences of a traumatic spinal cord injury. Berkowitz et al. considered in 
detail changes that occur following a spinal cord injury in social and other 
activities, in educational and occupational plans and in marital status (see 
Berkowitz etal., 1992, pp. 175-194). 
SUMMARY OF THE CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT 
In this report, research will be described in which Antonovsky's (1979;1987c) 
theory of sense of coherence was tested. Antonovsky made a number of 
predictions about changes in sense of coherence that would occur following 
exposure to an extremely stressful event, such as a traumatic spinal cord injury. 
Antonovsky argued that following such an event, there would be predictable 
changes in sense of coherence and predictable relationships between sense of 
coherence and anger, anxiety, depression, negative affect, positive affect and the 
incidence and intensity of pain. Before the research described in this report was 
carried out, these predictions had not been tested. The research confirmed the 
predicted changes in sense of coherence and the predicted relationships 
between sense of coherence and anger, anxiety, depression, negative affect and 
positive affect. The research did not confirm the predicted relationships between 
sense of coherence and the incidence and intensity of pain. A number of 
recommendations for the design of treatment programs for people who have had 
a spinal cord injury follow from these results and from the theory of sense of 
coherence. These recommendations will be presented in the final chapter of this 
report. 
In the next chapter Antonovsky's (1979; 1987c) theory of sense of coherence will 
be summarised and discussed. A model of treatment will be considered that is 
designed on the assumptions of Antonovsky's theory (Artinian, 1983; 1984; 
1991). The research literature on sense of coherence will also be reviewed. 
CHAPTER 2 
SENSE OF COHERENCE 
THE IMPLICATIONS OF SENSE OF COHERENCE FOR THE EARLY 
TREATMENT OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE HAD A TRAUMATIC SPINAL CORD 
INJURY 
CHAPTER 2 
SENSE OF COHERENCE 
For a number of reasons that are discussed below, Antonovsky's ideas are 
relevant to the study of the psychological consequences of exposure to an 
extremely stressful event, such as a traumatic spinal cord injury. Antonovsky's 
ideas were presented in two books (Antonovsky, 1979; 1987c) and in numerous 
articles, particularly Antonovsky (1984; 1987 a, b; 1990 a, b; 1991; 1992 a, b, c; 
1993). 
Antonovsky's theory developed out of a study carried out in 1970 on adaptation 
to middle age in a representative sample of Jewish women aged between 45 and 
54 who had been born in Central Europe (Austria, Czechoslovakia, Germany 
and Hungary), and who had migrated to Israel (Antonovsky, Maoz, Dowty & 
Wijsenbeek, 1971). The women had been aged between 16 and 25 when the 
Second World War began in Europe in 1939. Among the demographic 
questions in the study the women were asked if they had been imprisoned in a 
Nazi concentration camp. 
Two hundred and eighty-seven women were included in the study, of whom 77 
had been in a concentration camp. Antonovsky and his colleagues compared the 
physical and emotional states of these 77 women with those of the 210 women 
who had not been in a concentration camp. As one might expect, there were 
significant differences between the two groups. The women who had been in 
concentration camps were significantly less healthy physically, and significantly 
less emotionally well adjusted, than those who had not been in a concentration 
camp. Nevertheless, 40% of the concentration camp survivors were in "excellent 
or quite good health" and 29% were emotionally well adjusted. 
Following this study, Antonovsky et al. (1971, p.191) began to consider the 
question: "What has enabled some women, subjected to the most destructive 
experiences conceivable, to lead well-adapted lives?", or later, and more 
generally: "A pathological orientation seeks to explain why people get sick, why 
they enter a given disease category. A salutogenic orientation (which focuses on 
the origins of health), poses a radically different question: why are people located 
toward the positive end of the health ease/dis-ease continuum, or why do they 
move toward this end, whatever their location at any given time?" (Antonovsky, 
1987c, p. xii). 
Antonovsky's ideas were a reflection of a paradigm change that had begun to 
occur in the late 1960s in thinking about health and illness. (For discussions that 
reflect this paradigm change, see Anderson, 1975; Halstead & Halstead, 1978.) 
Previously models had emphasised the study of the causation, and 
development, of physical and psychological pathology (that is, they were 
pathogenic models), rather than the study of health, psychological strength, or 
successful adaptation (that would follow from an acceptance of the assumptions 
of the salutogenic model). Discussions on this paradigm change may be found in 
Gentry (1984), Matarazzo, Weiss, Herd, and Miller (1984), Sheridan and 
Radmacher (1992); and Taylor (1991); see also, Haddox (1996), Kuhn (1970), 
and Tamm (1993). 
Antonovsky (1979; 1987c) argued that stressors are always present in life, but 
that they do not always necessarily lead to physical and psychological pathology, 
as had been assumed in earlier paradigms. Antonovsky suggested that stressors 
could have neutral, pathological, or even positive (that is "salutogenic", 
Antonovsky, 1987c, p. xii), effects on a person's physical health and 
psychological adaptation. The actual effect depended, Antonovsky argued, on a 
person's perception of the stressor and on his or her ability to manage the 
"tension" created by a stressor. The more successfully a person was able to 
manage the tension, the less likely that the tension would develop into physical 
and psychological stress and consequent possible physical or psychological 
pathology. Indeed, Antonovsky suggested, some people actually benefited both 
physically and psychologically from the successful management of tension 
created by a stressor. 
Antonovsky (1979; 1987c) argued that the ability to manage tension was 
dependent on a person's access to what he called "Generalised Resistance 
Resources" and the balance between these Generalised Resistance Resources 
and "Generalised Resistance Deficits". Generalised Resistance Resources are 
potential resources that a person may use to reduce tension created by a 
stressor. Antonovsky suggested that these resources include commitment to a 
social group, coping strategies that are flexible, rational and far-sighted, cultural 
stability, intelligence, knowledge, material resources, a stable system of values 
and beliefs that derives from a personal philosophy or religion, and social 
support. Generalised Resistance Deficits are deficits in, or a lack of, appropriate 
Generalised Resistance Resources (Antonovsky, 1987c, p.xvi). What 
Antonovsky called Generalised Resistance Resources and Deficits are now well 
documented, and comprehensive discussions on them, and on the place of the 
theory of sense of coherence in the literature on stress, can be found in DiMatteo 
(1991), Lazarus (1993), Sheridan and Radmacher (1992), Ursano, McCaughey, 
and Fullerton (1994) and Wilson and Raphael (1993). 
Sense of coherence develops as a consequence of previously successful and 
unsuccessful attempts to reduce tension (for discussions, see Antonovsky, 1979; 
1987c, pp.89-128). Antonovsky (1987c, p.xvii) suggested that sense of 
coherence was: "A dispositional orientation rather than a personality trait" and 
(1987c, p.15) that: "Sense of coherence is a very major determinant of 
maintaining one's position on the health ease/dis-ease continuum and of 
movement toward the healthy end". The stronger a person's sense of coherence, 
the more likely that the person would be able to manage tension successfully 
and the less likely that the person would become physically ill or psychologically 
distressed. Antonovsky (1987c, p. 23) emphasised, however, that sense of 
coherence is not the only variable that influences health, but that it is an 
important variable in a person's ability to prevent, or to manage, tension and 
possible stress and illness. Antonovsky argued that a person with a high sense 
of coherence would be more able to cope successfully with exposure to an 
extremely stressful event than would a person with a lower sense of coherence. 
Similarly, a person with a high sense of coherence would be less likely, for 
example, to develop chronic pain following a physical trauma, and would be 
more able, if pain did occur, successfully to manage the pain. 
Antonovsky (1987c, p.19) defined sense of coherence as: 
A global orientation that expresses the extent to which 
one has a pervasive, enduring though dynamic feeling of 
confidence that (1) the stimuli deriving from one's internal 
and external environments in the course of living are 
structured, predictable, and explicable; (2) the resources 
are available to one to meet the demands posed by these 
stimuli; and (3) these demands are challenges, worthy of 
investment and engagement. 
To operationalise the theoretical concept of sense of coherence, Antonovsky 
carried out a study with 51 people who were independently chosen to meet two 
criteria: (1) the person was known to have been exposed to an extreme stressor 
with inescapable major consequences for his or her life, and (2) the person was 
functioning well. Eighteen of the 51 people had experienced a severe physical 
disability, 11 the loss of a loved person, and 10 extremely difficult economic 
conditions. Eight had been in concentration camps and four had immigrated to 
Israel from the Soviet Union. The study is summarised in detail in Antonovsky 
(1987c, pp. 64-88). 
Each of the 51 participants in the study was interviewed, and the interviews were 
transcribed, and then analysed by Antonovsky and three colleagues who were 
familiar with the theory of sense of coherence. Sixteen of the 51 participants were 
identified as having a strong sense of coherence and 11 a weak sense of 
coherence. Examples of transcripts illustrating strong and weak sense of 
coherence may be found in Antonovsky (1987c, pp. 67-75). Antonovsky and his 
colleagues were able to identify, and later (see below) to operationalise, the three 
characteristics of sense of coherence. Antonovsky called these three 
characteristics: comprehensibility, manageability, and meaningfulness. 
Antonovsky (1984, p.118) defined comprehensibility as: "The extent to which 
individuals perceive the stimuli that confront them as making cognitive sense, as 
information that is ordered, consistent, structured, and clear - and, hence, 
regarding the future, as predictable - rather than as noisy, chaotic, disordered, 
random, accidental, and unpredictable". Antonovsky (1987c, p.17) considered 
that: "The person high on the sense of comprehensibility expects that stimuli he 
or she will encounter in the future will be predictable or, at the very least, when 
they do come as surprises, that they will be orderable and explicable", and that: 
"Death, war, and failure can occur, but such a person can make sense of them". 
Antonovsky (1984, p.118) defined manageability as: "The extent to which people 
perceive that resources are at their disposal that are adequate to meet the 
demands posed by stimuli". For a person high on manageability: "Events in life 
are seen as experiences that can be coped with, challenges that can be met. At 
worst - and recall that these are people who have undergone very difficult 
experiences - the event or its consequences are bearable" (Antonovsky, 1987c, 
p.17). The resources that are available to the person, and that are mentioned in 
the definition of sense of coherence, may be under the person's own control, or 
they may be controlled by a trusted other person, such as a partner, friend, 
political leader, or member of a treatment team: "To the extent that one has a 
high sense of manageability, one will not feel victimized by events or feel that life 
treats one unfairly. Untoward things do happen in life, but when they do occur, 
one will be able to cope and not grieve endlessly" (Antonovsky, 1987c, p.18). 
Meaningfulness is the motivational aspect of a sense of coherence, and, 
Antonovsky suggested, the most important of the three characteristics. 
Antonovsky (1987c, p. 18) defined meaningfulness as: "The extent to which one 
feels that life makes sense emotionally, that at least some of the problems and 
demands posed by living are worth investing energy in, are worthy of 
commitment and engagement, are challenges that are "welcome" rather than 
burdens that one would much rather do without". When "unhappy experiences 
are imposed" on a person with a high sense of meaningfulness: "He or she will 
willingly take up the challenge, will be determined to seek meaning in it, and will 
do his or her best to overcome it with dignity" (Antonovsky, 1987c, pp.18-19). 
Antonovsky chose the term meaningfulness after reading Viktor Frankl's (1955; 
1975; 1984) descriptions of his experience in Auschwitz. FrankI argued that 
meaning was central to a person's possibility of survival in a concentration camp. 
Primo Levi (1969; 1988), with a similar experience to FrankI, came to similar 
conclusions. Frankl's ideas have been discussed in detail in Gould (1993), 
Liiceanu (1994) and McAdams (1994). Stavros (1994) discussed the importance 
of Frankl's concept of meaning in adaptation to spinal cord injury and to the 
design of spinal cord injury treatment programs. Similarly, Lantz (1992) 
discussed the relevance of Frankl's ideas to the design of treatment programs for 
people who have experienced an extremely stressful event. The importance of 
meaning following exposure to an extremely stressful event is considered in 
more detail in Chapters 3 and 7. 
Antonovsky (1979; 1987c) argued that a person could be placed on a continuum 
from a low (weak) to a high (strong) sense of coherence. At numerous points in 
his writings (see, for example, Antonovsky, 1987c, p. 26). Antonovsky suggested 
that sense of coherence is an expression of psychological strength. A person 
with a higher sense of coherence is psychologically stronger than a person with 
a lower sense of coherence. 
Antonovsky (1987c, pp. 33-62) believed that there were similarities (but also 
significant differences) between sense of coherence and Kobasa's (1979) 
concept of "hardiness", Werner and Smith's (1982) concept of "invincibility". 
Boyce, Jensen, James, and Peacock's (1983) "sense of permanence" and the 
assumptions in Moos's (1984) discussion of "dynamic environmental systems". 
Antonovsky (1987c, pp. 52-53; 1992b) emphasised that there were fundamental 
differences, however, between sense of coherence and the well-known concept 
of locus of control (Rotter, 1966; see also, Oberle, 1991, for a review of the 
literature on locus of control). Central to Antonovsky's idea of manageability is 
that of trust: trust in oneself, in another person, in a set of values, or in an 
institution or profession. Antonovsky suggested that a person with a high sense 
of coherence would be more able to give up control and to trust others, than 
would a person with a lower sense of coherence. However, locus of control is 
defined on the assumption that control is either held by a person (internal locus 
of control) or externally, by other people (external locus of control), who are not 
necessarily trusted. Indeed, in locus of control theory and research, value is 
given to internal rather than to external locus of control. 
Antonovsky (1992b) argued that locus of control is a culturally determined, and, 
therefore, limited concept. Antonovsky also argued that trust had been neglected 
in discussions on locus of control theory, but that appropriate trust is necessary 
for the continuing successful management of tension and, therefore, of stress. 
The ability to trust, Antonovsky believed, is also a defining characteristic of a 
strong sense of coherence. (See Sullivan, 1989; 1993 for useful discussions on 
the theoretical relationships between sense of coherence and hardiness 
(Kobasa, 1979), learned helplessness (Seligman, 1975), locus of control (Rotter, 
1966), and meaning (FrankI, 1955; 1975; 1984).) 
Following the study with the 51 people who had experienced extreme stressors, 
Antonovsky designed a 29 item questionnaire to measure sense of coherence. 
He called this the Orientation to Life Questionnaire. The Orientation to Life 
Questionnaire has good psychometric properties. These are summarised in 
Antonovsky (1987c, pp. 79-86; 1993) and in Chapter 5 of this report. A clinical 
and research literature is now appearing on sense of coherence, using the 
Orientation to Life Questionnaire. The literature will be reviewed later in this 
chapter. 
SENSE OF COHERENCE AND THE INTERSYSTEM MODEL 
Antonovsky (1979; 1987c) originally argued that a person's sense of coherence 
had developed by early adulthood and that, generally, sense of coherence did 
not continue to increase during adulthood. Antonovsky accepted, however, that 
permanent increases, or decreases, in a person's sense of coherence could 
occur in adulthood. Antonovsky originally suggested that this would be unusual 
and that changes that did occur to a person's sense of coherence after early 
adulthood would almost certainly be related to significant positive, or negative, 
events in the person's life. For example, Antonovsky believed that a person's 
sense of coherence would decrease (although not necessarily permanently) as a 
consequence of an illness, or exposure to an extremely stressful event. 
Unfortunately, Antonovsky did not discuss the conditions in adulthood that could 
facilitate increases in sense of coherence. A number of authors have argued that 
this is a weakness in Antonovsky's conceptualisation of sense of coherence (for 
discussions, see DiMatteo, 1991; Sheridan & Radmacher, 1992; Wiseman & 
Koester, 1993). As a consequence, and in a review of the theory of sense of 
coherence published shortly before his death in 1994, Antonovsky (1993) 
accepted that he had not given sufficient thought to the ways in which sense of 
coherence could be increased, or strengthened. Antonovsky (1993) agreed with 
his critics that there was a need to identify the characteristics of environments 
that could facilitate the growth of sense of coherence, since once these were 
known they could then be used to design treatment and other programs. (For a 
discussion of the implications of sense of coherence for the design of treatment 
programs, see Langius, Bjorvell & Antonovsky, 1992; and Linn, Monnig, Cain & 
Usoh, 1993, p. 31 ; for a discussion on the implications of sense of coherence for 
the design of work environments, see Ryland & Greenfeld, 1991.) 
The nursing profession, in particular, has appreciated the implications that the 
salutogenic model, and sense of coherence, have for the design of treatment 
programs. As early as 1981, the nursing curriculum at Cleveland State 
University was (re)designed on salutogenic assumptions (Cleveland State 
University, 1981). Sullivan (1989; 1993) discussed the treatment implications of 
the salutogenic model for nursing theory and practice. Artinian (1983; 1984; 
1991) described a nursing model of treatment, the Intersystem Patient Care 
Model, which was designed on salutogenic assumptions. Much of the research 
on sense of coherence has been carried out by nurses. Social workers have also 
understood the relevance of the salutogenic model to the design of treatment 
programs and have carried out research on sense of coherence and related 
concepts (see Saleebey,1992 for a valuable discussion and for a useful list of 
references). Unfortunately, there has been very little research by psychologists 
on sense of coherence (however, for an example of research on sense of 
coherence by psychologists, see Pethe & Azariah, 1990). 
Artinian (1983; 1984; 1991) suggested that it is essential in treatment to 
understand a person's experience of his or her illness, or injury. This is a 
fundamental assumption in Antonovsky's (1979; 1987c) conceptualisation of the 
salutogenic model. Artinian argued that a person's experience of treatment is a 
complex consequence of a series of processes occurring over time and between 
interrelated biological, psychological and spiritual systems (hence Artinian's term 
"Intersystem Patient Care Model") and the continuing, and changing, 
relationships between each of these systems, and the environment, including the 
environment in which a person is being treated. Artinian understood that implicit 
in the theory of sense of coherence are ideas relevant to the design of treatment 
programs that could facilitate physical and psychological recovery and growth 
following an illness or injury. 
Antonovsky (1979; 1987c) stated that sense of coherence would change 
following exposure to an extremely stressful event, or during an illness. Artinian 
(1991, p.199) called this changing sense of coherence the "situational sense of 
coherence". Artinian argued that a person's situational sense of coherence could 
be determined early in treatment by treatment staff, in consultation with the 
person who is being treated, and with his or her family. Once the person's 
situational sense of coherence was determined, the needs of the person, relevant 
to treatment, could then be identified in each of the three characteristics of the 
sense of coherence: comprehensibility, manageability, and meaningfulness. 
Implicit in Artinian's conceptualisation of the intersystem model were two 
(salutogenic) assumptions: that increases in sense of coherence could facilitate 
recovery from illness or trauma; and that treatment programs could be designed 
that facilitate increases in sense of coherence. 
Artinian (1991, pp. 200-205) described a scale for measuring situational sense 
of coherence, and gave an example of the use of the scale. Artinian (1991, p. 
203) stated that research was being carried out to determine the psychometric 
properties of the scale. These psychometric data have apparently not yet been 
published. Nevertheless, Artinian's comments on situational sense of coherence, 
and on the design of salutogenic treatment programs, are creative and valuable. 
They are considered again in Chapter 7. 
REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH ON SENSE OF COHERENCE 
The literature on sense of coherence published to the end of 1995 will be 
considered in this review. Approximately 70 reports had by then been published 
in English of studies on sense of coherence carried out in 20 different countries. 
There have been no published reports of research in Australia, nor have there 
been any published reports on the relationship between sense of coherence and 
the psychological consequences of exposure to an extremely stressful event, 
such as a spinal cord injury. In the following review only studies that are relevant 
to this research will be considered. These studies have reported on the 
relationships between sense of coherence and health, well-being and illness, 
and sense of coherence and anger, anxiety, depression and pain. 
It would be predicted from the theory of sense of coherence that there would be 
positive relationships between sense of coherence and health, psychological 
well-being and adaptation to acute and chronic illness and stress, and negative 
relationships between sense of coherence and anger, anxiety, depression, 
negative affect and the incidence and intensity of pain. A number of studies have 
tested these predictions. These studies have been carried out in different 
countries and cultures, with different participant groups, and using different 
criterion measures. 
Sense of coherence has consistently been found to be significantly related 
positively to health, adaptation to illness and stress, and to positive psychological 
state, and significantly related negatively to anger, anxiety and depression and 
negative affect. The results of the small number of studies on the relationship 
between sense of coherence and pain have been equivocal. There are no 
published studies on the relationships between sense of coherence and the 
psychological consequences of exposure to an extremely stressful event. 
The Relationships Between Sense of Coherence and Health, Well-Being, 
Illness and Stress 
Some 30 articles have reported on studies on the relationships between sense of 
coherence and health, well-being, illness and stress. These studies can be 
classified into three categories: (1) studies of people who were not in treatment; 
(2) studies of people who were not in treatment but who were experiencing 
particular stressors; and (3) studies of people who were in treatment for a 
particular illness, or who were having surgery. Some of these studies can be 
classified into two or all three categories. In addition, some 30 other articles have 
reported on studies that have considered the relationships between sense of 
coherence and anger, anxiety, depression and pain. 
Studies of People Not in Treatment 
Salmela-Aro (1992) studied the relationships between sense of coherence, life 
satisfaction, personality, self-esteem and the number of significant personal 
projects with which the participants in the study were involved. Participants were 
Finnish undergraduate psychology and technology students and a group of 
students who were in counselling. Significant positive relationships were found 
between sense of coherence and life satisfaction, psychological well-being and 
self-esteem. Significant positive relationships were also found between sense of 
coherence and the number of personal projects that participants were presently 
involved in and that they had recently completed successfully. 
Coe, Romeis, Tang, and Wolinsky (1990) found a significant positive 
relationship between sense of coherence and actual and perceived physical and 
psychological well-being in older veterans in the United States; Dahlin, 
Cederblad, Antonovsky, and Hagnell (1990) found significant positive 
relationships between sense of coherence and health and quality of life in 
Swedish adults who had had three or more psychiatric risk factors in childhood; 
Hawley, Wolfe, and Cathey (1992, p. 1916) commented that the data from their 
study of sense of coherence in patients with rheumatoid arthritis confirmed their 
previous observations that: "Many people with painful and disabling rheumatic 
disorders are often psychologically healthy and find strengths within themselves 
to manage in spite of severe illness"; Kalimo and Vuori (1990) found significant 
positive relationships between sense of coherence and happiness, life 
satisfaction and feelings of personal competence in a Finnish urban and rural 
sample; Langius et al. (1992) found significant positive relationships between 
sense of coherence and extroversion and self motivation in Swedish samples of 
nurses and patients; McSherry and Holm (1994) found a significant positive 
relationship between sense of coherence and positive affect in university 
students in the United States; and Ryland and Greenfeld (1991) found 
significant positive relationships between sense of coherence and levels of 
energy, feelings of being rested, personal happiness, and fewer health worries, 
in university teachers in the United States. 
Bishop (1993) found a significant negative relationship between sense of 
coherence and the number and severity of illnesses reported during the previous 
year by Chinese university students in Singapore; Langius and Bjorvell (1993) 
found a significant negative relationship between sense of coherence and 
reported illnesses and psychosocial distress in a representative urban sample in 
Sweden; McSherry and Holm (1994) found a significant negative relationship 
between sense of coherence and reported symptoms in university students in 
the United States; and Williams (1990) found a significant negative relationship 
between sense of coherence and the reported number and severity of illnesses 
experienced by critical care nurses in the United States. 
Studies of People Not in Treatment But Who Were Experiencing Particular 
Stressors 
Carmel, Anson, Levenson, Bonneh, and Maoz (1991) and Anson, Carmel, 
Levenson, Bonneh, and Maoz (1993) studied the relationships in kibbutz 
members in Israel between sense of coherence, physical and psychological well-
being and the number of recent and significant negative life events. They found 
that the higher the sense of coherence, the better the reported physical and 
psychological well-being and the fewer reported negative life events. Anson et al. 
(1993, p. 159) concluded that: "Sense of coherence appears to be a better 
resource for avoiding the effect of recent life events and for moderating 
psychological distress and functional limitation after experiencing such events". 
Antonovsky, Sagy, Adier, and Visel (1990) found that sense of coherence was 
significantly related to attitudes towards retirement in a sample of Israelis who 
were about to retire. The higher the sense of coherence before retirement, the 
lower the perceived losses from leaving work and the higher the perceived gains 
from retirement. 
Flannery and Flannery (1990), Flannery, Perry, Penk, and Flannery (1994), 
McSherry and Holm (1994) and Radmacher and Sheridan (1989) found 
significant negative relationships between sense of coherence and levels of 
stress in university students in the United States. 
Lewis, Campbell, Becktell, Cooper, Bonner, and Hunt (1992) and Lewis, Bonner, 
Campbell, Cooper, and Willard (1994) studied the relationship between sense of 
coherence and burnout in dialysis nurses in the United States. Lewis et al. 
(1992, p. 549) found that: "As the level of stress increases, sense of coherence 
has a major effect in mediating the effect of stress on burnout". Lewis et al. 
(1994, p. 331) concluded that: "Burnout is most likely to occur in dialysis nurses 
with high levels of personal and work-related stress, low levels of sense of 
coherence, and inadequate coping resources. Conversely, burnout is less likely 
to occur in dialysis nurses with low levels of personal and work stress, high 
levels of sense of coherence, and adequate coping resources". 
Gallagher, Wagenfeld, Baro, and Haepers (1994) studied the primary carers of 
dementing and non-dementing chronically ill family members in Belgium. Sense 
of coherence was significantly related to the ability to select appropriate coping 
strategies and to the ability to avoid potentially maladaptive or unhealthy 
behaviours. There was also a significant positive relationship between sense of 
coherence and the ability to gain meaning out of the experience of caring. In a 
retrospective study of Holocaust survivors that specifically considered the 
relationship between sense of coherence and meaning, Yeheskel (1995) found 
that survivors who had consistently reported meaningful activities in their lives 
since the Holocaust had significantly higher sense of coherence scores than 
survivors who had not reported meaningful activities. 
Studies of People Who Were in Treatment For a Particular Illness, or Who 
Were Having Surqerv 
Nyamathi (1993) studied women in Los Angeles who were at risk of HIV 
infection. The women were black or Hispanic, were homeless or in drug 
rehabilitation programs, and were either intravenous drug users, or the sexual 
partners of intravenous drug users, or working prostitutes. Nyamathi found that 
women with a higher sense of coherence had fewer personal and emotional 
problems, perceived fewer personal and other threats in their lives, took fewer 
drug and sex related risks and were emotionally less distressed, than women 
with a lower sense of coherence. 
Chamberlain, Pethe, and Azariah (1992) studied surgery patients in New 
Zealand. They found that pre-surgery levels of sense of coherence were 
significantly related positively after surgery to optimism, psychological well-being 
and a positive view of health and significantly related negatively to psychological 
distress; Collins, Hanson, Mulhern, and Padberg (1992) found a significant 
positive relationship between sense of coherence and positive affect in recently 
diagnosed cancer patients in the United States; Gritz, Wellisch, Siau, and Wang 
(1990) found a significant positive relationship between sense of coherence and 
the degree to which marriage relationships became stronger after the diagnosis 
of cancer in a United States sample; and Kravetz, Drory, and Florian (1993) 
found significant positive relationships between sense of coherence and 
hardiness and locus of control in coronary heart patients in Israel. 
Tishelman, Taube, and Sachs (1991) found significant negative relationships 
between sense of coherence and psychological and social distress with Swedish 
cancer patients; Callahan and Pincus (1995, p. 32-33), who studied patients in 
the United States who were being treated for rheumatoid arthritis, concluded 
that: "Individuals with more difficulty in performing (activities of daily living), more 
overall pain, poorer global health status, and higher levels of perceived learned 
helplessness are more likely to have lower levels of sense of coherence"; 
Lundman and Norberg (1993) studied the relationships in Swedish insulin 
dependent diabetics between sense of coherence and the perceived negative 
and positive effects of diabetes, psychological well-being and scores on a 
measure of metabolic control. Lundman and Norberg found that there were 
significant positive relationships between sense of coherence and coping ability 
and well-being and significant negative relationships between sense of 
coherence and perceived problems. There were no relationships between sense 
of coherence and worries about the long-term consequences of the diabetes, or 
between sense of coherence and metabolic control; and Antonovsky, Hankin, 
and Stone (1987) in Israel, and Midanik, Soghikian, Ransom, and Polen (1992) 
in the United States, found negative relationships between sense of coherence 
and alcohol consumption and alcohol related problems. 
The Relationships Between Sense of Coherence and Anger, Anxiety, 
Depression and Pain 
Some 30 articles have reported on the relationships between sense of coherence 
and anger, anxiety, depression and pain. 
Anger 
Significant negative relationships have been found between sense of coherence 
and anger by Collins et al. (1992), with recently diagnosed cancer patients in the 
United States; by Kravetz et al. (1993), with coronary heart disease patients in 
Israel; by Langius et al. (1992), with nurses in Sweden; and by McSherry and 
Holm (1994), in a controlled stress situation with university students in the 
United States. 
State Anxietv 
Significant negative relationships have been found between sense of coherence 
and state anxiety by Antonovsky and Sagy (1986), with Israeli adolescents and 
by McSherry and Holm (1994), with university students in the United States. 
Trait Anxiety 
Significant negative relationships have been found between sense of coherence 
and trait anxiety by Antonovsl<y and Sagy (1986), with Israeli adolescents; by 
Bernstein and Carmel (1987; 1991) and Carmel and Bernstein (1989; 1990), 
with Israeli medical students; by Collins et al. (1992), with cancer patients in the 
United States; by Flannery and Flannery (1990) and Flannery et al. (1994), with 
adult evening college students in the United States; by Hawley et al. (1992), with 
patients in treatment for rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis and fibromyalgia in 
the United States; by Kravetz et al. (1993), with Israeli coronary heart patients; by 
Langius et al. (1992), with nurses in Sweden; by Linn et al. (1993), with patients 
diagnosed as HIV positive in the United States; and by Hart, Hittner, and Paras 
(1991), McSherry and Holm (1994) and Radmacher and Sheridan (1989), with 
university students in the United States. 
Depression 
Significant negative relationships have been found between sense of coherence 
and depression by Collins et al. (1992) and by Gritz et al. (1990) with cancer 
patients in the United States; by Flannery and Flannery (1990) and Flannery et 
al. (1994) with adult evening college students in the United States; by Hawley et 
al. (1992) with patients in treatment for chronic rheumatoid arthritis, 
osteoarthritis, and fibromyalgia in the United States; by Kravetz et al. (1993) with 
patients in treatment for coronary heart disease in Israel; by Linn et al. (1993) 
with people diagnosed as HIV positive in the United States; by Petrie and Brook 
(1992) with patients who had recently attempted suicide in New Zealand; and by 
Ryland and Greenfeld (1991) with university teachers in the United States. 
Pain 
The relationship between sense of coherence and pain has been investigated in 
four studies. The results of these studies are equivocal. 
Petrie and Azariah (1990) administered the Orientation to Life Questionnaire to 
chronic pain patients in New Zealand before the beginning of a two day pain 
management course. Six months later the participants were asked to rate their 
"overall pain intensity since the course" (Petrie and Azariah, 1990, p. 44). There 
was no relationship between sense of coherence and pain intensity. It was found 
that there was a significant negative relationship (p< 0.01) between the 
meaningfulness items of the Orientation to Life Questionnaire and pain intensity. 
However, because of the factor structure of the Orientation to Life Questionnaire 
(see Antonovsky, 1987c; 1993), Antonovsky (1987c) argued that only a total 
score for sense of coherence could be calculated from the Orientation to Life 
Questionnaire and that separate scale scores would have no psychometric or 
psychological meaning. Similarly, in a review of the literature on the assessment 
of pain, Turk and Melzack (1992) concluded that retrospective ratings of pain 
have little validity, particularly over periods as long as six months. Petrie and 
Azariah's (1990, p. 45) conclusion, therefore, that: "Meaningfulness significantly 
predicts reported pain six months after the course", is open to some doubt. 
Callahan and PIncus (1995) found that sense of coherence was significantly and 
negatively related (2<0.01) to pain intensity measured at the same time with 
patients in the United States who had had rheumatoid arthritis for 14 years. 
However, Chamberlain et al. (1992), in New Zealand, found no relationship 
between sense of coherence measured before hip replacement surgery and pain 
intensity measured before surgery and also three days and six months, after 
surgery; and Tishelman et al. (1991), with Swedish cancer patients, found no 
relationship between sense of coherence and the incidence and intensity of pain 
measured at the same time on the Symptom Distress Scale (McCorkle & Young, 
1978). It is difficult, therefore, to draw any conclusions from the results of these 
four studies about the relationship between sense of coherence and pain. 
Further research is clearly needed. 
In this chapter, the literature on sense of coherence was reviewed. In the next 
chapter, the literature will be reviewed on the psychology of extremely stressful 
events and on the psychology of one particular extremely stressful event, 
traumatic spinal cord injury. 
CHAPTER 3 
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF EXTREMELY STRESSFUL 
EVENTS 
THE IMPLICATIONS OF SENSE OF COHERENCE FOR THE EARLY 
TREATMENT OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE HAD A TRAUMATIC SPINAL CORD 
INJURY 
CHAPTER 3 
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF EXTREMELY STRESSFUL EVENTS 
A traumatic spinal cord injury meets criteria to be defined as an extremely 
stressful event (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). As a consequence, 
much that has been published in the extensive literature on extremely stressful 
events is directly relevant to an understanding of the psychology of spinal cord 
injury (and, therefore, to the design of treatment programs for people who have 
had a spinal cord injury). However, there has been surprisingly little interaction 
between the literature on extremely stressful events and the literature on spinal 
cord injury: very few references have been made to the literature on extremely 
stressful events in the literature on spinal cord injury, and even fewer references 
have been made to the literature on spinal cord injury in the literature on 
extremely stressful events. 
This lack of contact between the two literatures has had many unfortunate 
consequences. For example, the results of numerous studies have now been 
published on the psychological consequences of exposure to an extremely 
stressful event, particularly on posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD; American 
Psychiatric Association, 1980; 1987; 1994). From the results of these studies it 
has been possible to identify a series of psychological principles that explain 
behaviour during, following, and, in some instances, even before, exposure to an 
extremely stressful event. The identification of these principles has been 
valuable since it has given clinicians and researchers the opportunity to identify 
a further series of principles that apply to the design of treatment and recovery 
programs for people who have been exposed to an extremely stressful event. 
This knowledge is directly relevant to an understanding of the experience, and to 
the treatment, of traumatic spinal cord injury. Even so, this knowledge has been 
almost completely neglected in the literature on spinal cord injury. 
This review begins, therefore, with a discussion of some of the issues in the 
literature on extremely stressful events that are relevant to the psychology of 
spinal cord injury. The literature on the psychology of spinal cord injury will then 
be reviewed. A series of recommendations for the design of treatment programs 
for people who have had a traumatic spinal cord injury will be presented in the 
final chapter of this report. 
The Definition of an Extremely Stressful Event 
Ursano, Fullerton, and McCaughey (1994, p. 5) defined an extremely stressful 
event as: "Dangerous, overwhelming, and sudden....Traumatic events have high 
intensity, are unexpected, infrequent, and vary in duration from acute to chronic". 
An "extremely traumatic stressor" (called in this report an "extremely stressful 
event") was defined in the fourth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders (DSM-1V; American Psychiatric Association, 1994, p. 424) 
as the: "Direct personal experience of an event that involves actual or threatened 
death or serious injury, or other threat to one's physical integrity; or witnessing 
an event that involves death, injury or a threat to the physical integrity of another 
person; or learning about unexpected or violent death, serious harm, or threat of 
death or injury experienced by a family member or other close associate". To be 
defined as an extremely stressful event, the event must also have created 
"Intense fear, hopelessness, or horror" in the person who was exposed to it 
(American Psychiatric Association, 1994, p. 424). No research has ever been 
carried out to determine whether people who have had a traumatic spinal cord 
injury (or the other people mentioned in the definition) felt "intense fear, 
hopelessness, or horror" at the time of the injury (or when they learnt of the 
injury). Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that they did, or that most of 
them did. It is also therefore reasonable to assume that a traumatic spinal cord 
injury meets criteria to be defined as an extremely stressful event. 
The Classification of Extremely Stressful Events 
A number of taxonomies have been proposed for the classification of extremely 
stressful events (for discussions, see Ursano et al. 1994; Wilson & Raphael, 
1993; see also the Journal of Traumatic Stress). A comprehensive database on 
traumatic stress (called the Published International Literature on Traumatic 
Stress, and abbreviated as PILOTS), is available on the Internet (Banks, 1995; 
Kubany, 1995). Unfortunately, there are only a few references to spinal cord 
injury in the PILOTS database. These references will be discussed later in this 
review. 
Quarantelli (1985) suggested that extremely stressful events could be classified 
as follows (see Table 3.1): 
Table 3.1 
Quarantelli's (1985) Classification of Extremely Stressful Events 







Note. Adapted from Quarantellf (1985, p.175). 
Guaranteiii (1965) presented evidence to show chat the psyciioiogicai 
consequences of an extremely stressful event are in part determined by the 
characteristics of the event. Similarly, Green (1993, p. 140) showed that specific 
"generic dimensions" of individual and collective extremely stressful events are: 
"Important risk factors for psychological problems, particularly Posttraumatic 
Stress Disorder and similar symptoms". The generic dimensions that Green 
identified are listed in Table 3.2 on the next page. 
Table 3. 2 
The Generic Dimensions of Extremely Stressful Events 
Dimension Experienced Trauma 
1 Threat to life and limb 
2 Severe physical harm or injury 
3 Receipt of intentional injury/harm 
4 Exposure to the grotesque 
5 Violent/ sudden loss of a loved one 
6 Witnessing or learning of loss of a loved one 
7 Learning of exposure to a noxious agent 
8 Causing death or severe harm to another 
Note. Adapted from Green {1993, p. 140). 
Green (1993) summarised the evidence for the relationships beween the 
generic dimensions of extremely stressful events and psychological outcomes, 
including PTSD. 
Ursano et al. (1994) integrated Green's (1993) model of generic dimensions into 
a more comprehensive model of traumatic stress. In this model the generic and 
unique characteristics of extremely stressful events were combined with the 
biological, psychological and social characteristics of the person who has 
experienced an event, and with factors in the stressful and post-stressful 
environments, to explain acute and long term psychological and physiological 
reactions, including health and illness. In their model, Ursano et al. emphasised 
the importance of psychological characteristics, such as sense of coherence, as 
mediators in determining the psychological and physiological consequences of 
exposure to an extremely stressful event. 
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF EXTREMELY STRESSFUL EVENTS 
Methodological Problems in Psychological Research on Extremely 
Stressful Events 
The emphasis in the literature on the psychology of extremely stressful events 
has been on the diagnosis and treatment of psychological disorders, particularly 
on posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). However, because of methodological 
problems, it is difficult to make cross-study comparisons in much of the research 
on PTSD and on the other psychological consequences of exposure to extremely 
stressful events (for discussions, see Baum, Solomon, Ursano, Bickman & 
Blanchard, 1993; Kulka & Schlenger, 1993; Ursano et al., 1994). It is not 
surprising, therefore, that Smith and North (1993) found in a review of 13 studies 
following natural disasters and technological accidents, in all of which DSM-111 
(American Psychiatric Association, 1980) criteria were used to identify PTSD, 
that the rate of PTSD varied from 2.3% following a tornado in the United States, 
to 53% following a bushfire in Australia. 
The Incidence of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Following Exposure to an 
Extremely Stressful Event 
Nevertheless, valuable studies have been published on the incidence of PTSD 
following exposure to extremely stressful events. In a review of this literature, 
Green (1994, p.348) suggested that: "Studies where the diagnosis was carefully 
assessed with sensitive instruments consistently indicate risk for PTSD 
following....various types of events in community samples, perhaps in the range 
of one quarter to one third of those exposed". Breslau, Davis, Andreski, and 
Peterson (1991) found a lifetime PTSD prevalence rate in young adults in the 
United States who had been physically assaulted, or who had experienced a 
threat to their life, or who had seen others killed or badly injured, of 25%. 
Breslau et al. estimated that people who had been injured in accidents had a 
lifetime PTSD rate of 12%. Norris (1992) estimated that the current PTSD rates 
in the United States were 14% from sexual assault, 13% from physical assault, 
12% from motor vehicle accidents, 8% from traumatic bereavement and 5% from 
disaster. Norris also estimated that the current rate of PTSD in the United States 
of people who had been exposed to an extremely stressful event was between 5 
and 11%. 
The Psychological Consequences of the Intensity of an Extremely 
Stressful Event 
There is a relationship between the intensity of an extremely stressful event and 
subsequent psychological distress. In a review of 19 studies on extremely 
stressful events, March (1993) concluded that there is a dose-response 
relationship between the intensity of an event and psychological outcome (see 
also, Grace, Green, Lindy & Leonard, 1993; Smith & North, 1993). The more 
intense the event, the more likely also that the dose-response relationship will 
persist (Weisaeth, 1994). In summarising the results of a Norwegian study, 
Weisaeth (1994, p. 91) also stated a general principle when he concluded that: 
"A severe exposure was sufficient to produce acute PTSD, and necessary to 
produce a disorder of long duration". Pynoos, Frederick, Nader, ArroyI, and 
Steinberg (1987, p. 1061) stated another general principle with their comment 
that: "With less extreme exposure, individual vulnerability factors have a more 
significant influence". 
The Psychological Consequences of Injury During an Extremely Stressful 
Event 
People who receive a physical injury during exposure to an extremely stressful 
event are more likely to develop PTSD and other psychological disorders than 
people who are not injured during exposure to such an event (for reviews of the 
literature, see Blumenfield & Schoeps, 1993; Green, 1993; Malt, 1994). 
Feinstein (1993) concluded that 25% of patients in the United Kingdom who had 
been admitted to an orthopaedic ward because of an accident (including spinal 
cord injury) had PTSD. However, the extent of physical injury is not necessarily 
the best predictor of psychological outcome: the perceived loss of function 
following injury and the perceived consequences of the loss of function for the 
continuation of important meanings in a person's life may be better predictors of 
psychological morbidity (see Green, 1994; Malt, 1994; see also, Beecher, 1956; 
1959). 
The Long-Term Psychological Consequences of Exposure to an Extremely 
Stressful Event 
PTSD may continue for many years following exposure to an extremely stressful 
event, and because of delayed onset, the incidence of PTSD following exposure 
to an extremely stressful event may actually increase over time (for discussions, 
see Green, 1994; Smith & North,1993). Gleser, Green, and Winget (1981) and 
Green, Lindy, Grace, Gleser, and Leonard (1990) studied survivors of the 
collapse in 1972 of the Buffalo Creek dam. Two years after the accident, 44% of 
the survivors met criteria for PTSD. Twenty eight percent of the survivors met 
criteria 12 years later. Eleven percent of the survivors did not meet criteria for 
PTSD in 1974 but met criteria for PTSD in 1986 (see also, Grace et al., 1993). 
Perry, Difede, Musngi, Frances, and Jacobsberg (1992) studied the incidence of 
PTSD in burn patients. Two weeks following injury, 35% of the patients met 
criteria for PTSD. Forty percent met criteria six months following injury. One year 
after injury, the incidence of PTSD had increased to 45% (see also, Blumenfield 
& Schoeps, 1993). There is only one prospective study of PTSD following spinal 
cord injury (Johnson, 1990). However, because of methodological problems, it 
is not possible to draw any conclusions from this study. 
Risk Factors For Exposure to an Extremely Stressful Event 
Risk factors for exposure to an extremely stressful event Include an age of 
between 16 and 25, extroversion, little education, male gender, physical 
orientation, and a family history of psychiatric disorder, conduct problems, or 
alcohol and drug abuse (Breslau et al., 1991; Green, 1994; Smith & North, 
1993). Malt (1994) reported that approximately one third of adults admitted to 
hospital following a physical trauma met criteria at the time of the trauma for an 
Axis 1, DSM-111-R psychiatric disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 
1987). One fifth met criteria for an Axis 11 DSM-111-R disorder. 
Risk Factors For the Development of a Psychological Disorder Following 
Exposure to an Extremely Stressful Event 
Risk factors for the development of PTSD or another psychological disorder 
following exposure to an extremely stressful event include childhood emotional, 
physical or sexual abuse, early separation from one or both parents, a family 
history of psychiatric disorders, conduct problems, or alcohol and drug abuse, a 
history of previous anxiety or depression, low education, narcissistic personality 
traits, poor problem solving and coping skills, previous bereavement, little 
(positive) social support and low social class (American Psychiatric Association, 
1994, pp. 424- 436; Green 1993; 1994; Lyons, 1991 a, b; Wilson & Raphael, 
1993, pp. 527- 657). 
Secondary and Chronic Traumatisation Following Exposure to an 
Extremely Stressful Event 
Earlier exposure to an extremely stressful event is a risk factor for PTSD 
following later exposure to an extremely stressful event (Bremner, Southwick, 
Johnson, Yehuda & Charney, 1993; Green, 1994; Radnitz, Schlein, Walczak, 
Broderick & Binks, 1995). Secondary or even chronic traumatisation may occur 
as a result of events such as bereavement, difficult treatment procedures, loss of 
physical function, loss of social support and loss of employment, any (or all) of 
which may be direct consequences of initial exposure to an extremely stressful 
event, such as a spinal cord injury. 
Recovery (including treatment) environments themselves may actually cause 
secondary or chronic traumatisation. A report of the 1972 Buffalo Creek disaster 
in West Virginia (rather colourfully) concluded, for example, that: "The end result 
insofar as rehousing was concerned was what might have been expected if a 
brilliant madman (had) set about in the most ingenious ways to maximise 
personal and social pathologies" (Harshbarger, 1976, p. 276 quoted in 
Quarantelli, 1985, p. 180). (For discussions on secondary and chronic 
traumatisation caused by post-trauma treatment environments, see Lyons, 1991 
a, b; Norris & Thompson, 1993; Straker & Moosa, 1994. For an account of 
secondary traumatisation in a treatment program following a traumatic spinal 
cord injury, see Lightpole, 1991; See also, Marini, 1994; Susman, 1994.) 
Psychological Consequences, Other Than PTSD, of Exposure to an 
Extremely Stressful Event 
However, PTSD is not the only psychological consequence of exposure to an 
extremely stressful event (for discussions, see American Psychiatric Association, 
1994, pp. 424 - 436; Davidson & Fairbank, 1992; Green, Lindy, Grace & 
Leonard, 1992; Koopman, Classen, Cardena & Spiegel, 1995). In a review of 
relevant studies, Ursano et al. (1994) reported that between 62% and 92% of 
people who met criteria for PTSD also met criteria for another current or previous 
psychiatric disorder. Similarly, Keane and Wolfe (1990) concluded that over 
75% of veterans with PTSD met criteria for one other psychological disorder. 
Kilpatrick, Saunders, Veronen, Best, and Von (1987; cited in Green, 1994) found 
that in a community sample in the United States of people with PTSD, 41% also 
currently reported sexual dysfunction, 32% reported major depression, 27% 
reported obsessive compulsive disorder, and 18% reported a phobia. 
People who have experienced an extremely stressful event, even if they do not 
meet criteria for PTSD, are also significantly more likely than controls to meet 
criteria for agoraphobia, alcohol and drug abuse and dependence, generalised 
anxiety disorder, major depression, obsessive compulsive disorder and sexual 
disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 1994, p. 425; Green, 1993; Orner, 
1992). Similarly, people who have experienced an extremely stressful event, and 
who do not meet criteria for any psychological disorder, may show symptoms or 
signs that may be diagnosed as related to a disorder (for a review of relevant 
research, and discussions, see Green, 1994; Malt, 1994; Weisaeth, 1994). 
Green (1994, p. 348) concluded that the symptoms and signs of PTSD: "May 
occur in a third to a half of those with clear-cut exposure to the most traumatic 
events". Anger, anxiety and depressive symptomatology are common 
consequences of exposure to an extremely stressful event (for discussions, see 
Ursano et al., 1994; Wilson & Raphael, 1993). 
Problems in the Conceptualisation of the Psychological Consequences of 
Exposure to an Extremely Stressful Event 
Even though there is considerable evidence for psychological disorder following 
exposure to an extremely stressful event, nevertheless, Koss, Goodman, 
Browne, Fitzgerald, Keita, and Russo (1994) and Lyons (1991b), have argued 
that the emphasis on identifying PTSD following exposure to an extremely 
stressful event has led to a limited understanding of the psychological 
consequences of extremely stressful events. This argument has merit. There are 
problems with the pathogenic emphasis in the psychology and psychiatry of 
extremely stressful events. By definition, extremely stressful events are 
abnormal. Anger, anxiety and depressive and other symptomatology, such as 
sleep loss and irritability following an abnormal event, may be expressions of 
normal behaviour, rather than expressions of pathology. They are certainly not 
necessarily expressions of the symptomatology of PTSD or of depression or of 
other psychological disorders. Hagstrom (1995, p. 392) therefore emphasised 
that: "The acute reactions following a disaster should not be regarded as 
pathological even in the presence of high levels of expressed anxiety or deep 
depression. As pointed out in DSM-111-R, a diagnosis of PTSD should be 
reserved for a situation in which such symptorns persist, become worse over 
time or submerge without any direct temporal connection with the event". 
Similarly, the placing by professionals of pathogenic diagnoses and 
interpretations on what may be normal behaviours following an abnormal event 
may only add to the secondary and chronic traumatisation that may follow the 
experience of an extremely stressful event (for discussions, see Carpenter, 1994; 
Spencer, Young, Rintala & Bates, 1995; Yoshida, 1994). 
The Pathogenic Emphasis in the Literature on the Psychology and 
Psychiatry of Extremely Stressful Events 
It should be clear from the above discussion that the literature on the psychology 
and psychiatry of extremely stressful events is pathogenic rather than 
salutogenic. The emphasis has been on the identification of assumed pathology 
rather than on the identification of resilience or successful adaptation. There has 
not been sufficient emphasis on understanding the (phenomenological) 
experience of people who have been exposed to extremely stressful events (for 
relevant discussions, see Carpenter, 1994; Spencer et al., 1995; Yoshida, 1994). 
Similarly, there has not been sufficient emphasis on understanding the 
characteristics of those recovery and treatment environments that could support 
and develop coping skills and resilience following an extremely stressful event 
(for discussions, see Green, 1993; Lyons, 1991 a, b; Wilson & Raphael, 1993). 
Indeed, Green (1994, p. 357) felt the need to conclude a review of relevant 
literature by commenting that: "We should strive to understand those individuals 
who are able to adapt without help to enhance our appreciation of those personal 
and environmental variables that protect". 
Resilience During and Following Exposure to an Extremely Stressful Event 
However, as Ursano et al. (1994, p. 8) have also commented: "The effects of 
traumatic events are not all bad". A small number of studies have looked not only 
at the pathological consequences of exposure to an extremely stressful event, 
but also at resilience during and after exposure to an event (for discussions, see 
Joseph, Williams & Yule, 1993; Lyons, 1991 a, b; Ursano, 1987). The results of 
these studies have shown that the emphasis on identifying pathology following 
an extremely stressful event does not adequately represent the experience of 
people who have been exposed to such an event. For example, during and 
immediately after the end of the Second World War, extensive research was 
carried out in Germany, Japan and the United Kingdom on the psychological 
effects of bombing (see Fritz & Marks, 1954; Janis, 1951; Titmus, 1950). In 
summarising this research, Quarantelli (1985, p. 177) commented that: "The 
research showed that the civilian populations in all the countries reacted 
remarkably well to wartime attacks and problems. There was not the widespread 
personal and social disorganization that had been predicted before the war. A 
few of the empirical findings were that morale remained generally high, mental 
disorders did not significantly increase, panicky evacuations did not occur, 
antisocial and criminal behavior did not markedly escalate, and suicide rates 
went down...(the research) demonstrated a picture of impressive stability and 
resilience on the part of the very heavily stressed, bombed populations". 
Similarly, in research that was designed in part to test Janoff-Bulman's (1985; 
1992) theory of "shattered assumptions" following exposure to an extremely 
stressful event, Joseph et al. (1993) studied 35 adult survivors of a collision at 
sea in 1988 in which four people were killed. Sixteen months after the collision, 
the survivors were given a series of questionnaires and were asked: "Has the 
disaster changed your outlook on life for the better, or for the worse". The 
survivors were also asked to explain the ways in which their outlook on life had 
changed. Joseph et al. (1993, p. 276) found that most survivors reported strong 
positive changes in their outlook on life. Ninety four percent of the survivors 
agreed that they no longer took life for granted, 91% valued their relationships 
more, 91% no longer took people for granted, 88% valued other people more, 
83% felt more experienced about life, 71% said that they had become more 
understanding and tolerant, 77% now took each day as a bonus, 54% said that 
they had more faith in human nature and 50% said that they were more 
determined to succeed in life. Joseph et al. (1993, p. 276) concluded that the 
results of their study supported the theory of shattered assumptions and that: 
"For the present sample there are strong positive existential changes in values 
and views about life and other people. Negative responses, on the other hand, 
were much less strongly endorsed". Joseph et al. (1993, p. 278) also concluded 
that: "The pattern of endorsement obtained with the present sample also raises 
the question of whether a person can simultaneously experience both positive 
and negative changes in outlook At present, disaster research is constrained 
by its focus on maladaptive responses It is hoped especially that this work will 
draw attention to the positive responses experienced by many survivors, and 
encourage researchers and clinicians to explore these aspects of disaster 
response as well as negative symptomatology". (For other studies in which both 
the positive and negative consequences of exposure to an extremely stressful 
event have been studied, see Quarantelli, 1985; Sledge, Boydstun & Rahe, 
1980; Taylor, 1977; Wolfe, Keane, Kaloupek, Mora & Wine, 1993.) 
There is, however, a need for more research in which both the positive and 
negative psychological consequences of exposure to extremely stressful events 
are studied (for a discussion, see Ursano, 1987). Indeed, as Lyons (1991b, pp. 
104-105), has commented: "Increased knowledge about those survivors who are 
able to transcend such adversity is likely to not only deepen our "awe of the 
human spirit and its capacities" (Janoff-Bulman & Timko, 1985, p. 92), but also 
suggest additional interventions for the survivors who fare less well. Extending 
our knowledge of factors associated with enhanced psychosocial functioning will 
provide a greater understanding of the mechanism by which trauma impacts 
upon an individual. We will thus be able to refine our predictions of risk for 
psychopathology and tailor preventative intervention efforts accordingly". 
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF TRAUMATIC SPINAL CORD INJURY 
There is an extensive literature on the psychology of (traumatic) spinal cord 
injury. The literature includes a number of reviews. The reader is referred 
particularly to Trieschmann's (1988) excellent (although now dated) Spinal cord 
injuries: Psychological, social and vocational rehabilitation. (See also, 
Trieschmann, 1978; 1980; 1984; 1986; 1987; 1990; 1992. Trieschmann's ideas 
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7.) More recent reviews of the literature on 
the psychology of spinal cord injury include Butt and Fitting (1993), Dollfus 
(1993), Frost (1993), Jacob et al. (1995), Livneh and Antonak (1994), Partridge 
(1994), Rohe (1993), Siddall et al. (1995) and Stass et al. (1993). 
There are serious problems in the literature on the psychology of spinal cord 
injury. These problems have implications for the design of treatment programs 
for people who have had a spinal cord injury. In the following review some of the 
most significant of these problems will be considered. The reader is referred to 
the reviews listed above for more general discussions on the psychology of 
spinal cord injury. 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Following Traumatic Spinal Cord injury 
Although a traumatic spinal cord injury meets criteria to be defined as an 
extremely stressful event, and although much that has been published in the 
literature on extremely stressful events is relevant to an understanding of the 
psychology of spinal cord injury, nevertheless, there are very few references to 
the literature on extremely stressful events in the literature on spinal cord injury. 
This neglect of the literature on extremely stressful events is a fundamental 
weakness in the literature on spinal cord injury and has had numerous 
consequences for the design of treatment programs for people who have had a 
spinal cord injury. 
For example, in a recent report of a study on PTSD and spinal cord injury, 
Radnitz et al. (1995) were able to identify only two previous studies, one of which 
was prospective (Johnson, 1990), on PTSD following spinal cord injury (for the 
second study, see Harris & Hendley, 1990). However, both of these studies have 
methodological problems that make it difficult to draw any conclusions from 
them. Similarly, there are only five references in English in the PILOTS database 
on PTSD following spinal cord injury. One of these five references, written by two 
neurologists (Miller & Cartlidge, 1972), was published before the diagnostic 
criteria for PTSD were defined. The (pathogenic) emphasis in this article was on 
neurological interpretations of behaviour following spinal cord injury and on the 
identification of malingering. The authors made no attempt to understand the 
psychological experience and consequences of spinal cord injury. Two of the 
references in the PILOTS database (Craig, Hancock, Dickson, Martin & Chang, 
1990; Partridge, 1994) were reviews of the literature, in one of which (Craig et 
al.,1990), PTSD was not discussed at all. In the other two references (Tate, 
Kewman & Maynard, 1990; Tate, Maynard & Forchheimer, 1993) PTSD was not 
discussed in detail. Yet, there are (quite literally) hundreds of articles on PTSD 
(and on other topics) in the literature on the psychology of extremely stressful 
events that are of direct relevance to the treatment of spinal cord injury. 
References to these articles rarely appear in the literature on spinal cord injury. 
In the first major attempt to study PTSD following spinal cord injury, Radnitz et 
al. (1995) interviewed and tested a convenience sample of 126 United States 
veterans who had had a spinal cord injury either in combat or later. The veterans 
were not demographically representative of the population of people in the 
United States with a spinal cord injury, nor of United States veterans with a 
spinal cord injury. There are other methodological problems in the design of this 
study. Nevertheless, the Radnitz et al. study is valuable. Depending on the 
diagnostic instrument they used, Radnitz et al. found that between 11.9% and 
16.7% of the veterans met criteria for a diagnosis of current PTSD, and that 
between 28.6% and 34.9% of the veterans met criteria for lifetime PTSD. In 
addition, 27.8% of the veterans reported that they currently experienced at least 
two DSM-111-R symptoms of PTSD and 42.1% reported a lifetime experience of 
at least two DSM-111-R symptoms of PTSD. Radnitz et al. (1995, p. 148) 
concluded, therefore, that: "We found that the prevalence of PTSD in spinal cord 
injury is comparable to that of other traumatized populations, and that a relatively 
large percentage of individuals with spinal cord injury report some symptoms of 
PTSD". Radnitz et al. (1995, p. 149) also concluded that: "Since the prevalence 
of PTSD in spinal cord injury is comparable to that of other traumatized 
populations, why hasn't it been reported in the literature until now?". Whatever 
the reasons for the lack of research and reporting on PTSD, very little is known 
about PTSD following spinal cord injury. 
Resilience Following Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
In a comprehensive review of the literature on disability, including the literature 
on spinal cord injury, Livneh and Antonak (1994, p. 31) similarly were only able 
to identify two references in the literature on spinal cord injury to "ego strength or 
ego resilience". In comparison, over 200 references on anxiety and depression 
were easily identified in the literature on spinal cord injury for this review. 
The first reference identified by Livneh and Antonak (1994) on ego strength and 
resilience was a discussion by Roberts (1972) on the psychological 
consequences of spinal cord injury. Roberts' article is refreshingly recent in its 
thinking. Roberts (1972, p. 1115) began by commenting that: "It is paradoxical 
that, while the bulk of the literature published on spinal cord injury emphasises 
the medical issues, some of the major problems are psychological and social. 
The psychological aspects of the spinal cord injured patient have not been 
adequately studied or evaluated". Roberts (1972, p. 1115) argued that the best 
predictor of future behaviour is past behaviour and, that, therefore: "The greater 
the degree of 'ego strength' possessed by the patient, the better the adjustment 
to his disability is going to be. 'Ego strength' is determined by the patient's 
possession of most or all of the following characteristics: good physical 
functioning, spontaneity, the ability to share emotional experiences, conventional 
but not fundamental or dogmatic religious beliefs, permissive morality, good 
contact with reality, feelings of personal adequacy and vitality, physical courage, 
and lack of fear. Individuals with high ego strength are much better able to cope 
with severe stress than individuals who lack these characteristics". Roberts 
based his conclusions on his clinical experience with the MMPI (Hathaway & 
McKinley, 1951). Unfortunately, Roberts did not extend his (salutogenic) 
discussion to the implications that the development of strength and resilience 
(rather than the treatment of depression) would have for the design of treatment 
programs for people who have had a spinal cord injury. Nevertheless, Roberts' 
article, the first to discuss ego strength and resilience following a spinal cord 
injury, was a very important (and very neglected) contribution to the literature on 
spinal cord injury. 
The second of the two studies on ego strength and resilience identified by 
Livneh and Antonak (1994), was an investigation by Bracken, Shepard, and 
Webb (1981) of adaptation following spinal cord injury. The Bracken et al. study 
was unremarkable, except that one of the tests given to participants was a 
shortened version of a test based on Freudian theory and designed to measure 
ego resilience (Block, 1965). Unfortunately, Bracken et al. presented no 
psychometric data on this test or on the short version of the test. In addition, 
Bracken et al. acknowledged that no norms were available to interpret the scores 
of people with a spinal cord injury on the short version of the test. Nevertheless, 
Bracken et al. (1981, p. 276) concluded that participants in the study: "Scored 
around the theoretical mean" on the ego resilience test. Bracken et al. also 
concluded that participants who were high on ego resilience: "Were significantly 
less angry and anxious and more likely to accept therapy and were better 
adapted to life in general". Finally, Bracken et al. (1981, p. 282) concluded that: 
"Severe psychological reactions to spinal cord injury continue to be evident when 
the patient is discharged from the acute care hospital. Moreover, many patients 
exhibit severe enough psychological reactions that these reactions are likely to 
interfere with future rehabilitation. The study indicates a need for more thorough 
and intensive psychological counselling of spinal cord patients during acute 
hospitalisation. It is not enough to leave this for the rehabilitation phase of 
treatment 
Bracken et al. (1981) are to be commended for this study, the first (and only) 
study to investigate resilience following a traumatic spinal cord injury. However, 
because of the methodological problems, one would be unwise to draw any 
conclusions from the study, even though Bracken et al. offer potentially useful 
ideas for the design of treatment programs. Indeed, it is clear that very little is yet 
known about psychological resilience following traumatic spinal cord injury, or 
about the implications that an understanding of resilience would have for the 
design of treatment programs for people who have had a traumatic spinal cord 
injury. 
Stage Theory Following Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
It is still accepted by some authors (see Miller & Eggerth, 1994) that 
psychological adaptation to a traumatic spinal cord injury requires that the 
injured person pass successfully through a series of consecutive stages 
following injury. Numerous versions of stage theory have been proposed (see, 
for example. Bracken & Shepard, 1980; Guttman, 1976; Stewart, 1977; Weller & 
Miller, 1977a, b). The major stages that have been suggested (in the order in 
which the stages are considered to occur) are: (1) shock, (2) anxiety, (3) denial, 
(4) depression, (5) anger and (6) adjustment. More recent studies have shown, 
however, that there is little evidence to support stage theory following a traumatic 
spinal cord injury. Indeed, the more recent studies have shown that the evidence 
contradicts stage theory (see, Buckelew, Frank, Elliott, Chaney & Hewett, 1991 ; 
Glass, 1992; Krause, 1992; Trieschmann, 1988). 
In a review of the literature on grief, which applies also to the psychological 
processes that follow a traumatic spinal cord injury, Worden (1991) argued that 
it is more helpful to talk about "tasks of mourning" rather than stages of 
adaptation. Worden suggested that in stage theory it is implied that there is a 
necessary order to the stages for successful adaptation to occur, when this is not 
so. Similarly, stage theory imposes expectations on an injured (or grieving) 
person, that could have iatrogenic consequences, including mystification and 
disempowerment, and secondary traumatisation (for discussions, see Dijkers & 
Cushman, 1990; 1991). Worden suggested that conceptualising the 
psychological processes that occur following a serious injury as tasks rather than 
as stages gives more control and power to an injured person. 
Depression Following Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
It has also been accepted in the literature on the psychology of spinal cord injury 
that depression is a common (and indeed, following stage theory, for successful 
adaptation, a necessary) consequence of spinal cord injury (see, for example, 
Craig et al., 1990; Judd, Burrows & Brown, 1986). However, depression is not 
necessarily a consequence of traumatic spinal cord injury. Recent studies have 
shown that the incidence of depression following spinal cord injury is not as high 
as stage theorists and others have suggested. In addition, in studies of long term 
psychological adaptation to spinal cord injury, it has been shown that depression 
following injury is actually a poor predictor of later adjustment. People who are 
depressed in the first few months following a traumatic spinal cord injury are less 
well adjusted later in life than people who are not depressed in the first few 
months following injury. These (and other) findings contradict the central 
assumptions of stage theory (see Jacob et al., 1995; Malec & Neimeyer, 1983; 
Trieschmann, 1987; 1988; Wortman & Silver, 1989). Indeed, in a recent review 
of the literature on depression following spinal cord injury, Jacob et al. (1995, p. 
377) concluded that much of the literature on depression following spinal cord 
injury had "significant methodological limitations". As a consequence, Jacob et 
al. concluded that very little is really yet known about depression following spinal 
cord injury, other than that depression is not necessarily a consequence of spinal 
cord injury. 
The Experience of Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
A small number of people who have had a traumatic spinal cord injury have 
written about their experience in treatment. Their accounts offer valuable insights 
into the psychological experience of a spinal cord injury, and into those 
characteristics of treatment environments that assist, or hinder, recovery and 
rehabilitation (for examples, see Caywood, 1974; Cooper, 1994; Goldiamond, 
1973; Halpert: and Williams, 1992; Lawson, 1978; Lightpole, 1991; Spooner, 
1992). A smaller number of accounts have been written by members of the 
family of a person who has had a spinal cord injury (see Lapham-Randlov, 1994; 
Shaddinger, 1995). A small number of interviews and case studies have also 
been published (see Dunnum, 1990; Jablonski, 1995; Klemz & Modi, 1992; 
Kurtz, 1993; Theuerkauf & Stewart, 1992). 
In these descriptions of their experiences, the spinal cord injured people 
emphasised the fundamental importance to their recovery and rehabilitation, 
from the moment of their accident to the time of their discharge from hospital 
(and later), of psychological understanding and support. However, in the 
descriptions of their experiences, the spinal cord injured people also commented 
that psychological understanding and support are not always present in spinal 
cord injury treatment programs. Lightpole and Spooner were particularly critical 
of their treatment. Lightpole (1991, p. 562) commented that: "I questioned the 
lack of psychological support....! dismissed my surgeon/consultant as I felt he did 
not listen to me". Spooner (1992, pp. 38, 39) commented that: "Great emphasis 
was laid on physical prowess and less attention, if any, (was) paid to the mental 
trauma, implying that all that was needed was a stiff upper lip". 
As a consequence of comments such as these, a number of studies have been 
conducted on patient and treatment staff perceptions of the experience of spinal 
cord injury (see, for example, Cushman & Dijkers, 1990; Dijkers & Cushman, 
1990; 1991; Glass, Krishnan & Bingley, 1991; Thomas & Ernst, 1994; see also, 
Gerteis, Edgman-Levitan, Daley & Delbanco, 1993). In a comprehensive 
discussion of treatment staff attitudes on spinal cord injury, Dijkers and 
Cushman (1990, p. 381) concluded that: "Research....has provided evidence 
that rehabilitation staff tend to overstate the frequency and/or intensity of 
negative mood states, and to disregard the optimism, hope and even happiness 
of their spinal cord injured patients". Dijkers and Cushman (1990, p. 381) also 
concluded that the effects of the environment on a person following spinal cord 
injury had been neglected both in treatment and in research: "There seems to be 
an almost instinctive assumption that the multiple causation of behaviour is 
suspended once a person becomes disabled, and that the further development 
and change in such a person's life is due entirely to intrapsychic factors, at best 
in reaction to the event and the environment. By and large, the rehabilitation 
literature disregards the effects of professional staff's values, assumptions, 
attitudes, expectations and behaviours" and, finally, (p. 388): "Rehabilitation 
professionals have difficulty seeing the causal effect of their own actions". 
Although the environmental effects on a person in treatment with a spinal cord 
injury have been neglected, nevertheless, a small number of valuable 
environmental studies have been conducted with people who have had a spinal 
cord injury (see, for example. Carpenter, 1994; Creighton, Dijkers, Bennett & 
Brown, 1995; Gerhart, Koziol-McLain, Lowenstein & Whiteneck, 1994; Hammell, 
1992; 1994; Yoshida, 1994). A number of more general studies, relevant to an 
understanding of the experience of spinal cord injury, have also been conducted 
in rehabilitation and other settings. 
For example, Kellehear and Fook (1989) studied sociological factors that were 
implicated in interpretations made by staff members of denial by patients who 
were terminally ill. Kellehear and Fook found that what was often interpreted as 
denial by a staff member was not necessarily denial at all. On occasions, the 
behaviour that was described as evidence of denial was actually a consequence 
of a miscommunication between a staff member and a patient, or, alternatively, a 
patient's behaviour had simply been misinterpreted by a staff member. 
Secondly, the interpretation of denial was sometimes made because a staff 
member had not sufficiently understood a patient's experience and (therefore) 
interpretation of a particular event. Thirdly, the interpretation of denial was 
sometimes made by a staff member who was distancing himself or herself 
emotionally from the suffering of a patient. Thus, Kellehear and Fook (1989, p. 
532) commented that optimism: "May be professionally labelled as denying, 
since optimism appears unrealistic in terms of the professional technical 
definitions of dying. However, in terms of their own subjective experience patient 
expectations can appear quite realistic. This social discrepancy between 
professional assessment and patients' experience may give rise to patients 
being wrongly labelled". Kellehear and Fook's research has direct relevance to 
the treatment of spinal cord injury. 
Very little is presently known about the effects of treatment environments on 
people who have had a spinal cord injury. However, as Kellehear and Fook 
(1989) and others have shown, staff assumptions, attitudes and behaviours have 
a significant influence on people in treatment. Similarly, the assumptions on 
which treatment programs are designed (and their clinical, and power, 
implications) also have a significant influence on people in treatment. This has 
not been sufficiently understood in the literature on the psychology of spinal cord 
injury, nor in the design of spinal cord injury treatment programs. 
The findings of some recent studies, particularly by nurses, occupational 
therapists, patient educators, social workers and sociologists who work in 
rehabilitation settings, have direct relevance to spinal cord injury. The reader is 
referred especially to Dunn, Brown, and McGuigan (1994), Egendorf (1995), 
Gerteis et al. (1993), Howell, Krantz, and Barnard (1995), Hwu (1995), Morse 
and O'Brien (1995), Peloquin (1993), Spencer, Krefting, and Mattingly (1993), 
and Spencer et al. (1995). A comprehensive review of the literature on the 
psychological effects of treatment and other environments may be found in Bell, 
Greene, Fisher, and Baum (1996). 
Pain Following Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
Pain is a significant problem following spinal cord injury. This has been 
recognised in the clinical and research literature for ninety years (see. Head & 
Holmes, 1906; 1911). Nevertheless, the study of pain following spinal cord injury 
has been neglected. Pain following spinal cord injury was discussed in only 19 
of the 2,400 articles published between 1975 and 1995 in Pam, the journal of the 
International Association for the Study of Pain. Similarly, pain following spinal 
cord injury was discussed in only 16 of the 1700 articles published between 
1965 and 1995 in Paraplegia, the journal of the International Medical Society of 
Paraplegia (Paraplegia was renamed Spinal Cord in 1996). Pain following spinal 
cord injury was neglected in the two editions of the supposedly definitive 
taxonomy of pain published by the International Association for the Study of Pain 
(Merskey, 1986; Merskey & Bogduk, 1994); and was discussed on only one of 
the 1500 pages in Wall and Melzack's (1994) standard Textbook of Pain. 
Even so, there is agreement that pain is a significant problem for people with a 
spinal cord injury. In a metaanalysis of ten studies on pain following spinal cord 
injury, Bonica (1991) concluded that 65% of people with spinal cord injury 
experienced chronic pain. Seventy one percent of these people with pain 
reported that the pain was mild or moderate and 21 % reported that the pain was 
severe. The percentage of people in the ten studies who reported pain varied 
from 90% (Davis and Martin, 1947) to 34% (Munro, 1950). This considerable 
variation is a consequence of many factors. These factors include the use of 
different definitions of pain in different studies, differences in the characteristics 
of spinal cord injuries that have been studied, differences in the ways in which 
pain has been classified and measured and differences in the time following 
injury when pain has been measured. Because of these (and other) problems, it 
is difficult to draw any conclusions from studies on pain following spinal cord 
injury, or to make comparisons between studies (for a comprehensive 
discussion, see Siddall et al., 1997). 
A few reports have been published of research on the psychology of pain 
following spinal cord injury. Again, however, it is difficult to draw conclusions 
from these studies, partly because of the difficulties mentioned above, but also 
because many of the psychological tests that have been used in the studies 
have confounded the physical and psychological consequences of injury (for a 
related discussion, see Jacob et al., 1995). As a result, very little is presently 
known about the psychology of pain following spinal cord injury. Nevertheless, 
for useful recent discussions, the reader is referred to Anke, Stenehjem, and 
Stanghelle (1995), Gerhart, Bergstrom, Charlifue, Menter, and Whiteneck 
(1993), Stensman (1994), and, more generally, to Gamsa (1994 a, b). (For 
further references, see also the series of articles on chronic pain and spinal cord 
injury, edited by Elliott & Wegener, 1992.) 
In the final chapter of this report a series of recommendations will be presented 
for the design of treatment programs for people who have had a spinal cord 
injury. It will then be argued that there is a need to integrate the literature on 
spinal cord injury with the literature on extremely stressful events. It will also be 
argued that there is a need to integrate the lessons that have been learned from 
clinical practice following extremely stressful events with clinical practice 
following spinal cord injury. 
In the next chapter, the aims and hypotheses of this study will be presented. 
CHAPTER 4 
AIMS AND HYPOTHESES 
THE IMPLICATIONS OF SENSE OF COHERENCE FOR THE EARLY 
TREATMENT OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE HAD A TRAUMATIC SPINAL CORD 
INJURY 
CHAPTER 4 
AIMS AND HYPOTHESES 
PREDICTIONS FROM THE THEORY OF SENSE OF COHERENCE 
Antonovsky (1979;1987c) made a number of predictions about the effects that 
an extremely stressful event with long term physical consequences, such as a 
spinal cord injury, would have on a person's sense of coherence. The 
predictions depended on the level of the person's sense of coherence at the time 
of exposure to the extremely stressful event. Antonovsky predicted that 
immediately following exposure to the event, sense of coherence would initially 
decrease. After the initial decrease, the sense of coherence would then either 
increase, or would continue to decrease, depending on the level of sense of 
coherence at the time of the event. The sense of coherence of a person that was 
high at the time of the event would gradually increase and possibly return to the 
previously high level. The sense of coherence of a person that was lower (but not 
low) at the time of the event would also gradually increase, but at a slower rate 
than that of a person with a higher sense of coherence. The sense of coherence 
of a person that was low at the time of the event could continue to decrease 
following the event. 
Antonovsky's (1979;1987c) different predictions were a consequence of his 
conceptualisation of sense of coherence. The higher a person's sense of 
coherence, the more able the person would be, following an extremely stressful 
event, to understand the event and its consequences, to manage problems 
resulting from the event and to regain meaning following the event. The lower a 
person's sense of coherence, the less able the person would be to understand 
the event and its consequences, to manage the consequences of the event and 
to regain meaning following the event. The consequences of a low sense of 
coherence (for example, not understanding the numerous physical complications 
that may follow a spinal cord injury and not understanding the importance, 
therefore, of personal responsibility to prevent complications) could create a 
dynamic (such as possible pressure sores caused by insufficient attention to the 
condition of the skin), that could contribute to a continuing decrease both in 
physical condition and in sense of coherence. 
Antonovsky (1979;1987c) also argued that a person with a high sense of 
coherence at the time of exposure to an extremely stressful event could have 
unavoidable indirect long-term physical consequences from exposure to the 
event (such as the increasing brittleness of bones following a spinal cord injury), 
that could lead to gradual long term decreases in comprehensibility, 
manageability and meaningfulness and, therefore, in sense of coherence. (For a 
case study that illustrates the relationship between high sense of coherence and 
successful adaptation following a traumatic spinal cord injury, see Spooner, 
1992; For a case study that illustrates the relationship between low sense of 
coherence and poor adaptation following a traumatic spinal cord injury, see 
Kurtz, 1993.) 
Antonovsky (1979;1987c) predicted that following exposure to an extremely 
stressful event, there would be relationships between the level of sense of 
coherence and the experience of positive cognitions and affects such as hope 
and optimism and of negative cognitions and affects, such as anger, anxiety and 
depression. The higher a person's sense of coherence following an extremely 
stressful event, the more positive and the less angry, anxious and depressed 
and negative the person would be. Similarly, the higher a person's sense of 
coherence following the event, the less likely it would be that the person would 
experience either acute or chronic pain. If a person did experience pain, 
Antonovsky argued that there would be an inverse relationship between sense of 
coherence and the intensity of the pain: the higher a person's sense of 
coherence, the lower the intensity of the pain. 
These predictions have never been studied empirically. They are, however, 
particularly interesting since, if confirmed, a number of suggestions would follow 
from them for the design of treatment programs for people who have had a spinal 
cord injury. 
AIMS OF THIS RESEARCH PROJECT 
This research project was designed, therefore, to study prospectively some of 
the predictions about sense of coherence following an extremely stressful event 
that follow from the theory of sense of coherence. 
The specific aims of the research were: 
(1) to determine the levels of sense of coherence and positive affect, and anger, 
anxiety, depression and negative affect, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 13 weeks following a 
traumatic spinal cord injury; 
(2) to determine the relationships between sense of coherence, positive affect, 
anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect between 2 and 13 weeks following 
a traumatic spinal cord injury; 
(3) to determine the incidence and intensity of pain 2, 4, 6, 8, 13 and 26 weeks 
following a traumatic spinal cord injury; 
(4) to determine the relationships between sense of coherence, positive affect, 
anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect between 2 and 13 weeks following 
a traumatic spinal cord injury and the incidence and intensity of pain between 2 
and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury. 
HYPOTHESES 
The following hypotheses were therefore tested: 
(1) (a) Between 2 and 6 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are 
significant increases in sense of coherence and in positive affect. 
(1) (b) Between 2 and 6 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are 
significant decreases in anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect. 
(2) (a) At 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there is a significant 
positive relationship between sense of coherence and positive affect. 
(2) (b) Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
there is a significant positive relationship between sense of coherence and 
positive affect. 
(2) (c) At 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are significant 
negative relationships between sense of coherence and anger, anxiety, 
depression and negative affect. 
(2) (d) Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
there are significant negative relationships between sense of coherence and 
anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect. 
(2) (e) At 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are significant 
negative relationships between positive affect and anger, anxiety, depression 
and negative affect. 
(2) (f) Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury there 
are significant negative relationships between positive affect and anger, anxiety, 
depression and negative affect. 
(3) (a) At 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are significant 
positive relationships between anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect. 
(3) (b) Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
there are significant positive relationships between anger, anxiety, depression 
and negative affect. 
(4) (a) Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
participants with a high sense of coherence are significantly more positive than 
participants with a low sense of coherence. 
(4) (b) Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
participants with a high sense of coherence are significantly less angry, anxious, 
depressed and negative than participants with a low sense of coherence. 
(5) (a) Between 2 and 6 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there is a 
significant decrease in the incidence of pain. 
(5) (b) Between 2 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there is a 
significant decrease in the incidence of pain. 
(5) (c) Between 2 and 6 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are 
significant decreases in the intensity of the highest pain scores, musculoskeletal 
pain, neuropathic at level pain, neuropathic below level pain and visceral pain. 
(5) (d) Between 2 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are 
significant decreases in the intensity of the highest pain scores, musculoskeletal 
pain, neuropathic at level pain, neuropathic below level pain and visceral pain. 
(6) (a) Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
participants with a high sense of coherence have a significantly higher rate of 
decrease in the incidence of pain than participants with a low sense of 
coherence. 
U 
(6) (b) Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
participants with a high sense of coherence have a significantly lower intensity of 
pain than participants with a low sense of coherence 
(7) (a) The intensity of pain 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
predicts the intensity of pain 4, 6, 13 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal 
cord injury. 
(7) (b) Psychological variables only, prior to, and on, each occasion, over 2 to 13 
weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury, predict the intensity of 
pain 6,13 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury. 
(7) (c) The intensity of pain and psychological variables together prior to, and on, 
each occasion, over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord 
injury, predict the intensity of pain 13 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal 
cord injury. 
In the next chapter, the methods used to test these hypotheses will be described. 
CHAPTER 5 
METHOD 
THE IMPLICATIONS OF SENSE OF COHERENCE FOR THE EARLY 




The research described in this report was conducted in the Acute Spinal injuries 
Unit at the Royal North Shore Hospital in Sydney, Australia. Permission to carry 
out the research was given by the (then) medical director of the Acute Spinal 
Injuries Unit in June 1992. In giving permission, the medical director placed four 
conditions on the research: 
(1) participants in the research could not be tested or interviewed until they were 
medically stable. A decision on medical stability would be made by the medical 
director 14 days following injury; 
(2) after participants were medically stable, they could only be tested and 
interviewed once every two weeks; 
(3) participants could only be tested and interviewed for a total of one hour on 
each occasion; 
(4) the researcher could only discuss psychological issues with participants on 
these occasions (that is, for one hour every two weeks during treatment). 
The research was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee at Royal 
North Shore Hospital (approval number 9204/35M) and by the Human Research 
Ethics Committee at the University of Wollongong (approval number HE93/288). 
Reading for the research began in January 1991 and was completed in 
December 1995. From June 1992 until August 1993 a number of preliminary 
studies were carried out to clarify the aims, hypotheses, design and procedures 
for the research. The preliminary studies are described in Appendix A. Data for 
the research were collected from September 1993 until September 1995. 
SAMPLING 
Forty people consecutively admitted to the Acute Spinal Injuries Unit with a 
traumatic spinal cord injury, who met criteria for inclusion (see below), were 
studied in the research. The 40 people are called "participants" in this report. 
It was noted in Chapter 1 that the most recent Australian national incidence data 
for traumatic spinal cord injury are those for 1991. The sample of 40 participants 
was therefore compared with the demographic characteristics of the 1991 
Australian national incidence population. The demographic characteristics on 
which comparisons were made were: age at time of injury, cause of injury, 
gender of the injured person, level of lesion of injury (tetraplegia or paraplegia) 
and degree of completeness of injury (complete or incomplete). 
The sample of 40 was representative of the 1991 data on all of the demographic 
characteristics except level of lesion of injury. There were significantly (2<0.05) 
more tetraplegics and fewer paraplegics in the sample than in the 1991 
Australian incidence population. This is consistent with changes that have been 
observed in recent years in the epidemiology of spinal cord injury in Australia 
and in other countries, including Canada, the United Kingdom and the United 
States. As a result of recent improvements in care at the scenes of accidents and 
in acute treatment, the proportion of people who have been surviving with a 
tétraplégie injury, particularly a high tétraplégie injury, has been increasing. (For 
discussions on recent changes in the epidemiology of spinal cord injury, see 
DeVivo, Rutt, Black, Go & Stover, 1992; Tator et al., 1993 a; Blumer, 1995; For 
discussions on recent improvements in early treatment following spinal cord 
injury, see Cardona et al., 1994; Swain & Grundy, 1993.) 
The characteristics of the sample and of the 1991 Australian incidence 
population are summarised in Tables 5.1 to 5.5. 
Age at the Time of Injury 
Table 5.1 
Comparison of Research Participants With the Incidence in 1991 of Spinal Cord 
Injury in Australia: Age at the Time of Iniurv 
Research participants / IVfVbf Mit«.« 
Age at time of injury 
0=4 f V ß 1 m 1 f V f 
5-9 r \ f r x c t ! X u(uYo; 0(0.0%) 
10-14 0(0%) 5(1.9%) 
15-19 4(10%) 45(16.8%) 
20-24 10(25%) 44(16.4%) 
25-29 3(7.5%) 38(14.2%) 
30-34 3(7.5%) 29(10.8%) 
35-39 3(7.5%) 23(8.6%) 
40-44 5(12.5%) 19(7.1%) 
45-49 3(7.5%) 17(6.3%) 
50-54 2(5%) 12(4.5%) 
55-59 2(5%) 6(2.2%) 
60-65 0(0%) 7(2.6%) 
65+ 5(12.5%) 22(8.2%) 
Total 40(100%) 68(100%) 
Cord Injury Statistics in Australia (p. 19). Sydney, New South Wales: Quadcare. 
Cause of Injury 
Table 5.2 
Comparison of Research Participants With the Incidence in 1991 of Spinal Cord 
Injury in Australia: Cause of Injury 
Research participants # t V f W b l M f f M 
Cause of injury 
Crush and fall A Any 1 1 # f V f 70(26.1%) 
Sport 4(10%) 39(14.5%) 
Transport 24(60%) 143(53.4%) 
Violence 1(2.5%) 10(3.7%) 
Other traumatic 0(0%) 6(2.2%) 
Total 40(100%) 268(100%) 
Note. 1991 Australian incidence data obtained from Walsh, J. (1992). Spinal 
Cord Iniury Statistics in Australia (p. 11). Sydney, New South Wales: Quadcare. 
Gender of the Injured Person 
Table 5.3 
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Iniurv in Australia: Gender of the Iniured Person 
Research participants Australia 





Total 40(100%) 268(100%) 
Note. 1991 Australian incidence data obtained from Walsh, J. (1992). Spinal 
Cord iniurv Statistics in Austraiia (p. 10). Sydney, New South VVaies: QmQome. 
Level of Lesion of Injury 
Table 5.4 
Iniurv in Australia: Level of Lesion of Iniurv 
Research participants Australia 
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Total 40(100%) 268(100%) 
Note. 1991 Ausiraiian incidence data obtained from Walsh, J. (1992). Spinal 
Cord iniurv Statistics In Austraila (p. 11). Sydney, New South VVaies: Guadcsre. 
Degree of Completeness of Injury 
Table 5.5 
Iniurv in Australia: Dearee of Comoleteness of Iniurv 
Research participants Australia 
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141(52.6%) 
Total 40(100%) 268(100%) 
Note. 1991 Australian Incidence data obtained from Walsh, J. (1992). Spinal 
Cord IniurY Siatisiics In Australia (p. 11). Sydney, New South Wales: Qmucm^. 
INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA 
The rationale for the choice of the inclusion and exclusion criteria is described in 
Appendix A. 
Inclusion Criteria 
People were eligible for inclusion in the research if they: 
(1) were admitted to the Acute Spinal Injuries Unit because of a traumatic spinal 
cord injury; 
(2) were 18 years of age or older on admission; 
(3) were admitted 14 days or earlier following injury; 
(4) were medically stable 14 days following injury. 
Exclusion Criteria 
People were eligible for exclusion from the research if they: 
(1) were admitted to the Acute Spinal Injuries Unit because of a spinal cord injury 
caused by a disease, rather than by a trauma; 
(2) were under 18 years of age on admission; 
(3) were admitted 15 days or later following injury; 
(4) were medically unstable 14 days following injury; 
(5) were deaf on admission; 
(6) were unable to speak English on admission; 
(7) were diagnosed as having brain damage, dementia or a psychiatric disorder 
on admission; 
(8) were (re)admitted from the Acute Spinal Injuries Unit to the Intensive Care 
Unit between 14 and 42 days following injury; 
(9) were ventilator dependent 14 days following injury. 
People Excluded from the Study 
Nineteen people who were admitted to the Acute Spinal Injuries Unit during the 
period of the study met criteria for exclusion from the study. The reasons for 
exclusion were: 
(1) one person declined to take part in the study; 
(2) two people were admitted because of a spinal cord injury caused by a 
disease, rather than by a trauma; 
(3) two people were under 18 years of age on admission; 
(4) three people were admitted 15 days or later following injury; 
(5) three people were medically unstable 14 days following injury; 
(6) one person was deaf on admission; 
(7) one person was unable to speak English on admission; 
(8) three people were diagnosed as having brain damage, dementia, or a 
psychiatric disorder on admission; 
(9) two people were (re)admitted to the Intensive Care Unit between 14 and 42 
days following admission; 
(10) one person died after admission. 
MEASURES 
Antonovsky (1979; 1987c) suggested that certain predictions could be made 
from the theory of sense of coherence about the relationships following a 
physical trauma between sense of coherence and anger, anxiety, depression, 
negative affect, positive affect and pain. The psychological measures used in the 
research to test some of these predictions were chosen during the preliminary 
studies. Seven criteria were used to choose the measures. The seven criteria 
were that the tests: 
(1) would have to be psychometrically strong; 
(2) would have to be psychologically appropriate for participants who were 
disabled; 
(3) would have to be physically appropriate for use with participants some of 
whom could not use their hands; 
(4) would have to be minimally intrusive; 
(5) would (if possible) have been used in previous research on sense of 
coherence or on spinal cord injury; 
(6) would have to be designed on assumptions that were consistent between 
tests; 
In addition: 
(7) the administration of the tests that were finally chosen would have to be 
completed in one hour. 
Psychological Measures 
The rationale for the choice of the psychological measures is described in 
Appendix A. 
The psychological measures that were chosen for the research were: 
Sense of Coherence 
(1) the Orientation to Life Questionnaire (OLQ) (29 item form) (Antonovsky, 
1987c). 
Anger 
(1) the state form of the Hostility Scale of the Multiple Affect Adjective Check List-
Revised (MAACL-R) (Zuckerman & Lubin, 1985); 
(2) the content analysis Hostility Directed Outward Scale (Gottschalk & Gleser, 
1969; Gottschalk, Winget & Gleser, 1969). 
Anxietv 
(1) the state form of the Anxiety Scale of the MAACL-R (Zuckerman & Lubin, 
1985); 
(2) the state form of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Form Y) 
(Spielberger, 1983); 
(3) the content analysis Total Anxiety Scale (Gottschalk & Gleser, 1969; 
Gottschalk etal., 1969). 
Depression 
(1) the state form of the Depression Scale of the MAACL-R (Zuckerman & Lubin, 
1985); 
(2) the Beck Depression Inventory-Revised (Beck, Rush, Shaw & Emery, 1979; 
Beck & Steer, 1987); 
(3) the content analysis Hostility Directed Inward Scale (Gottschalk & Gleser, 
1969; Gottschalk & Hoigaard, 1986;Gottschalk et al., 1969). 
Negative Affect 
(1) the state form of the Dysphoria Scale (the sum of scores on the Anxiety, 
Depression and Hostility scales) of the MAACL-R (Zuckerman & Lubin, 1985). 
Positive Affect 
(1) the state form of the Positive Affect and Sensation Seeking (PASS) Scale (the 
sum of the scores on the Positive Affect (PA) and the Sensation Seeking (SS) 
Scales) of the MAACL-R (Zuckerman & Lubin, 1985); 
(2) the content analysis Positive Affect Scale (Westbrook, 1976). 
DESCRIPTION OF MEASURES 
Psychological Tests 
Orientation to Life Questionnaire (OLQ) (29 item form) 
Central to the design of the research is Antonovsky's concept of a sense of 
coherence. Sense of coherence is measured by the Orientation to Life 
Questionnaire (OLQ) (Antonovsl<y, 1987c). The OLQ has two forms, one with 29 
items and a short form consisting of 13 of the 29 items. The 29 item form was 
used in this research. Reliability and validity have been satisfactorily 
demonstrated for the 29 item OLQ. In 26 studies, Cronbach (1951) alphas 
ranged from 0.82 to 0.95 (Antonovsky, 1993). In a study of retirees, the two year 
test-retest correlation was 0.54 (Sagy & Antonovsky, 1990). The OLQ also has 
demonstrated validity. Appropriate positive correlations have been found 
between sense of coherence and measures of hardiness, life-satisfaction, locus 
of control, optimism, quality of life, resilience, self-efficacy, self-esteem and well-
being. Appropriate negative correlations have been obtained between sense of 
coherence and measures of alcoholism, anger, anxiety, depression, neuroticism, 
physical and psychiatric symptoms and stress. (For information on the factor 
structure and on the reliability and validity of the OLQ, see Antonovsky, 1987c; 
1993.) 
Multiple Affect Adjective Check List-Revised (MAACL-Rl (State Form^ 
The MAACL-R (Zuckerman & Lubin, 1985) is a revised version of the MAACL 
(Zuckerman & Lubin, 1965). The MAACL-R consists of 132 alphabetically listed 
(true-false) items and can be administered as a state and as a trait form. The 
state form was used in this research. The MAACL-R has two major scales that 
reflect its factor structure. These are the Dysphoria and the Positive Affect and 
Sensation Seeking (PASS) scales. The two major scales are further divided into 
five sub-scales that also reflect the factor structure, with Dysphoria having three 
sub-scales: Anxiety, Depression, and Hostility and the PASS scale having two 
sub-scales: Positive Affect (PA) and Sensation Seeking (SS). Reliability and 
validity have been satisfactorily demonstrated for the state form of the MAACL-R. 
For a hospital population the Cronbach alpha for the Dysphoria scale was 0.95 
and for the PASS scale 0.90. Test-retest reliabilities for the MAACL-R are 
appropriate for a state test: 0.30 for Dysphoria and 0.58 for PASS. The validity of 
the MAACL-R has been demonstrated in a number of different settings with 
normal subjects, general hospital patients and long and short term psychiatric 
inpatients and outpatients. (For information on the factor structure and on the 
reliability and validity of the MAACL-R, see Zuckerman & Lubin, 1985.) 
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Form Y) (STAI-Y) 
The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Form Y) (STAI -Y) (Spielberger, 1983) is a 
revised version of the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (Form X) (Spielberger, 
Gorsuch & Lushene, 1970). The STAI-Y was designed on a theoretical model of 
anxiety and on a factor analysis of responses to a pool of items that appeared to 
express either state or trait anxiety. The STAI-Y has two major factors, one 
reflecting state anxiety and the other trait anxiety. The two scales of the STAI-Y 
represent the factor structure with the 20 items in scale Y-1 measuring state 
anxiety and the 20 items in scale Y-2 measuring trait anxiety. The state scale 
was used in this research. Reliability and validity have been satisfactorily 
demonstrated for the state scale of the STAI. For working adults and female 
college students, the Cronbach alpha was 0.93 and for male college students, 
0.91. Test-retest reliabilities are appropriate for a state test: in a series of studies 
the median test-retest correlation was 0.33. The validity of the STAI has been 
demonstrated in studies with normal subjects, military recruits, general medical 
and surgical patients, long and short term psychiatric inpatients and outpatients 
and in both stressful and non-stressful situations. (For information on the factor 
structure and on the reliability and validity of the STAI, see Spielberger, 1983.) 
Beck Depression Inventory-Revised (BDh 
The Beck Depression Inventory-Revised (usually referred to as the Beck 
Depression Inventory, and abbreviated as the BDI, rather than as the BDI-R; 
Beck et al., 1979; Beck & Steer, 1987), is a revised version of the Beck 
Depression Inventory ( Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock & Erbaugh, 1961). The 
BDI is a 21 item questionnaire and consists of two sub-scales: a cognitive-
affective sub-scale (the first 13 items) and a somatic-performance sub-scale (the 
remaining eight items) that reflect the factor structure of the BDI. Reliability and 
validity have been satisfactorily demonstrated for the BDI. In 15 studies with 
normal samples, Cronbach alphas ranged from 0.73 to 0.92 and the mean alpha 
was 0.81. In nine studies with psychiatric samples, alphas ranged from 0.76 to 
0.95 and the mean alpha was 0.86. It would be expected that the test-retest 
correlations for normal subjects would be higher than those for psychiatric 
subjects. In six studies with normal subjects, test-retest correlations ranged from 
0.60 to 0.83. In five studies with psychiatric subjects, test-retest correlations 
ranged from 0.48 to 0.86. The validity of the BDI has been demonstrated in 
numerous studies with normal subjects, general medical patients and with long 
and short term psychiatric inpatients and outpatients. (For information on the 
factor structure and on the reliability and validity of the BDI, see Beck & Steer, 
1987; Beck, Steer and Garbin, 1988.) 
Content Analysis Scales 
In addition to the administration of the psychological tests that have just been 
described, participants were also interviewed and the interviews were analysed. 
The structure and analysis of the interviews were based on the theory and 
methodology of content analysis scales described by Gottschalk (1979) and 
Gottschalk, Lolas, and Viney (1986). Content analysis scales were developed on 
the assumption that they measure state rather than trait, and unconscious rather 
than conscious, psychological processes. The scales are particularly appropriate 
for use with people who have had a spinal cord injury, since the person being 
interviewed does not need to move, or to use his or her hands, for data to be 
obtained. Four content analysis scales were used in this research. These were 
the content analysis scales for anger (the Hostility Directed Outward Scale), 
anxiety (the Total Anxiety Scale) and depression (the Hostility Directed Inward 
Scale) described by Gottschalk and Gleser (1969), Gottschalk and Hoigaard 
(1986) and Gottschalk et al. (1969) and the scale to measure positive affect (the 
Positive Affect Scale) described by Westbrook (1976). 
The Hostilitv Directed Outward Scale 
The Hostility Directed Outward Scale (Gottschalk & Gleser, 1969; Gottschalk et 
al., 1969, pp. 62-92) is designed to measure anger on a continuum: "That varies 
from a denial of hostility, through references to anger without an object, to 
hostility toward a situation or infrahuman (sj^ objects, and finally to varying 
degrees of hostility toward human beings. The latter sub-categories range from 
expressions of mild dislike or criticism of an individual to stronger expressions of 
verbal aggression and physical violence" (Gottschalk et al., 1969, p. 62). 
Reliability and validity have been satisfactorily demonstrated for the Hostility 
Directed Outwards Scale. Interrater reliabilities are acceptable, ranging from 
0.58 to 0.87, with a mean of 0.79. Internal consistency is appropriately high and 
test-retest correlations appropriately low. The validity of the Hostility Directed 
Outward Scale has been demonstrated in studies with angry and non-angry 
normal subjects and with general medical and psychiatric patients. (For 
information on the reliability and validity of the Hostility Directed Outward Scale, 
see Viney, 1983.) 
Examples of different levels of awareness of hostility (anger) taken from the 
Interviews scored in this research are: overt hostility outward: I'll probably do my 
bloody nana, and shoot things right, left, and centre"; "I've got to control the 
anger"; "I'm angry at myself for snapping"; "I hate to be here"; "I grumble about 
them going to bed late"; and "My only goal is to get the hell out of here"; and of 
covert hostility outward: "They come and beat the crap out of him to get the 
phlegm off his lungs"; "I don't want them arguing, and making her life unhappy"; 
"We weren't getting on very well at all"; "I don't have any bitterness"; and "I'm not 
angry at him". 
ThP Total Anxiety Scale 
The Total Anxiety Scale (Gottschalk & Gleser, 1969; Gottschalk et al., 1969, pp. 
29-61) is designed to measure: "Different qualities of anxiety, depending on the 
context in which the anxiety is being generated. We have classified anxiety, on 
the basis of clinical experience, into six subtypes: death, mutilation, separation, 
guilt, shame, and diffuse or nonspecific anxiety. We recognise that the nature 
and sources of anxiety may be classified in other ways than these and that the 
categories we are using are not always mutually exclusive, distinctive, or unique. 
We believe, however, that our way of structuring the components of the general 
construct of anxiety has proved to be of considerable heuristic and predictive 
value." (Gottschalk et al., 1969, p. 29). Reliability and validity have been 
satisfactorily demonstrated for the Total Anxiety Scale. Interrater reliabilities are 
acceptable, ranging from 0.76 to 0.94, with a mean of 0.90. Internal consistency 
is appropriately high and test-retest correlations appropriately low. The Total 
Anxiety Scale also has demonstrated validity. Appropriate correlations have been 
obtained between scores on the scale and ratings of anxiety by psychiatrists and 
observers and also with self-reports of anxiety. Scores on the scale have been 
used successfully to discriminate between chronically ill and other subjects and 
to predict progress in rehabilitation. (For information on the reliability and validity 
of the Total Anxiety Scale, see Viney, 1983.) 
Examples of anxiety taken from the interviews scored in this research are: death 
anxiety: I 'm a little bit worried about having what, what would you call them, old 
aged men in the same room with me. I've had one die on me"; mutilation anxiety: 
"After my being involved in a plane accident, and damaging my spine quite 
severely"; separation anxiety: "I just want to get out of here, and get back to my 
family"; quilt anxiety:"You make mistakes, and you, you learn to live with them"; 
shame anxiety: "I can't get up without the brace"; and diffuse anxietv: I 'm just 
anxious to go forward". 
Hostility Directed Inward Scale 
The Hostility Directed Inward Scale (Gottschalk & Gleser,1969; Gottschalk & 
Hoigaard, 1986; Gottschalk et al., 1969, pp. 93-113) is designed: "To measure 
thoughts, actions, and feelings that are self-critical, self-destructive, or self-
punishing" (Gottschalk etal., 1969, p. 93). The Hostility Directed Inward Scale is 
a measure of depression. Reliability and validity have been satisfactorily 
demonstrated for the Hostility Directed Inward Scale. Interrater reliabilities are 
acceptable, ranging from 0.76 to 0.98, with a mean of 0.94. Internal consistency 
is appropriately high and test-retest correlations appropriately low. The Hostility 
Directed Inward Scale also has demonstrated validity. Appropriate correlations 
have been obtained between scores on the scale and ratings by psychiatrists 
and other observers and with self-reports of depression. Scores on the scale 
have also been used successfully to discriminate between chronically depressed 
and other patients and to predict progress in rehabilitation. (For information on 
the reliability and validity of the Hostility Directed Inward Scale, see Viney, 1983.) 
Examples of hostility directed inward (depression) taken from the interviews 
scored in this research are: "I'm scared of what I might do if I knew that I wouldn't 
be a whole person again"; "I'm not sure I want to go on living like this"; "Without 
my legs, and arms it's hopeless for me"; "I feel down, I don't know, I feel awful"; 
"I'm flat on my back, with the prospect of never walking again"; "I'd be no good to 
anyone, not even myself; I 'm going to walk around like a bloody cripple for the 
rest of my bloody life"; "My biggest worry I've got is falling face first out of the 
chair onto the floor"; "I'm not going to commit suicide just because I can't walk"; 
and "I don't want anyone to see me like this". 
The Positive Affect Scale 
The Positive Affect Scale (Westbrook, 1976, pp. 715-719) is designed to 
measure: "The construct of positive affect (which) is defined as all feeling states 
that are usually considered pleasurable, agreeable, or desirable as opposed to 
negative affects that are considered unpleasant" (Westbrook, 1976, p.16). 
Reliability and validity have been satisfactorily demonstrated for the Positive 
Affect Scale. Interrater reliabilities are acceptable: Westbrook (1976, p. 718) 
reported an interrater reliability of 0.93 between raters who analysed data from 
five different subject groups. Internal consistency is appropriately high and test-
retest correlations appropriately low. The Positive Affect Scale also has 
demonstrated validity. Appropriate correlations have been found between scores 
on the scale and scores on scales designed to measure hope and optimism. 
Scores on the scale have also been used successfully to discriminate between 
groups of clinical and research subjects. (For information on the reliability and 
validity of the Positive Affect Scale, see Viney, 1983; Westbrook, 1976.) 
Examples of positive affect taken from interviews scored in this research are: "I'm 
just surprised at my strength"; "I've been amazed at the support I've had from 
family and friends"; "For the first time in years I have actually laughed"; "I'm just 
m 
feeling more positive"; "I am coping with it very well"; "At the moment I'm feeling 
really good"; "I'm really glad to be alive"; "It's a miracle, what happened in the 
accident"; "Yesterday I took my first steps on the parallel bars, today I was in the 
walking frame"; "What I love is life". 
Pain Measures 
The research described in this report was designed to integrate with an ongoing 
epidemiological study of pain following spinal cord injury that began in 1992. 
There are at least three dimensions in the experience of pain: pain affect, pain 
intensity and pain location (Jensen & Karoly, 1992; Turk & Melzack, 1992). The 
tests used to measure pain in the epidemiological study had already been 
chosen before this study was designed. The tests measured only two of the three 
identified dimensions of pain: pain intensity and pain location. Pain affect was 
not measured in the epidemiological study. Antonovsky (1979; 1987c) did not 
make predictions about the relationship between sense of coherence and pain 
location. The location of pain, therefore, is not relevant to a study on the theory of 
sense of coherence. Pain affect and pain intensity are, however, both relevant to 
the theory. Unfortunately, when the research described in this report began, it 
was not possible to change the protocol of the epidemiological study so that it 
included a measure of pain affect. As a consequence, it was only possible in this 
research to study the relationship between pain intensity and sense of 
coherence. It was not possible to study the relationship between pain affect and 
sense of coherence. However, because there are so few published prospective 
studies on pain location following traumatic spinal cord injury, the pain location 
data that were obtained during the study are also presented and analysed in this 
report. The intensity of pain was measured at four standard pain locations: 
musculoskeletal pain, neuropathic at level pain, neuropathic below level pain 
and visceral pain (see Bonica, 1991; Siddall et al., 1995; 1997). Pain intensity 
was determined for each of the four locations. An individual score for pain 
intensity was also determined for each participant on each occasion. This was 
defined as the highest of the four pain location scores on any occasion and was 
called the Highest Pain Score. 
Pain intensity is defined simply as "how much a person hurts" (Jensen & Karoly, 
1992, p. 136). Two tests were used in the epidemiological study (and, therefore, 
in this research) to measure pain intensity: a Numerical Rating Scale (NRS) 
(Jensen & Karoly, 1992, pp. 140-141) and a Verbal Rating Scale (VRS) (Jensen 
& Karoly, 1992, pp. 137-139). Although the two tests are frequently used to 
measure the intensity of pain, little psychometric data have been published on 
them. (For discussions on the psychometric properties of the NRS and VRS, see 
Jensen & Karoly, 1992; Jensen, Karoly & Braver, 1986; Jensen, Karoly, 
O'Riordan, Bland & Burns, 1989; and Jensen & McFarland, 1993; For a 
comprehensive discussion on the measurement of pain, see Turk & Melzack, 
1992.) The psychometric data published on the NRS and on the VRS are not as 
complete as those summarised for the other tests used in this research. 
Numerical and Verbal Rating Scales 
The NRS consisted of a 101 item scale on which pain was measured from zero 
(no pain) to 100 (the worst pain imaginable). The VRS consisted of five 
categories: no pain, mild pain, moderate pain, severe pain and very severe pain. 
NRS and VRS Internal consistency data are presented In Table 2 of Jensen and 
McFarland (1993, p. 199). For the NRS, Cronbach alphas ranged from 0.84 for 
one administration on each of two days to 0.98 for four administrations on each 
of seven days. The authors do not present alphas for the VRS. Test-retest 
correlations for the NRS ranged from 0.63 for one administration on each of two 
days to 0.95 for four administrations on each of seven days. Again, the authors 
do not present test-retest data for the VRS. However, after comparing data on six 
different measures of pain Intensity, Jensen et al., (1986, pp. 124-125) 
concluded that the 101 point NRS and the five point VRS are both reliable 
measures of pain Intensity. 
Both the NRS and the VRS have demonstrated validity. Factor analyses have 
identified one factor In both scales that reflects pain Intensity. Scores on both 
scales have also been found to be independent of pain affect. However, because 
more psychometric data are available on the NRS, NRS pain intensity scores 
were considered in this study to be more definitive than VRS pain Intensity 
scores. 
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DESIGN 
The rationale and development of the design are described in Appendix A. 
Using the inclusion and exclusion criteria described earlier in this chapter, 14 
days following injury the medical director decided if potential participants met the 
criteria for inclusion in, or exclusion from, the study. Fourteen days following 
injury, the medical director also tentatively determined the level of lesion and the 
degree of completeness of lesion. However, because of possible changes, the 
level of lesion and degree of completeness of lesion were defined by the medical 
director at six months following injury. 
The psychological tests were administered to 40 participants 14 days (2 weeks) 
following injury. Eight participants who had been tested 14 days following injury 
became too ill to be tested psychologically either 28 days (4 weeks) or 42 days 
(6 weeks) following injury. The remaining 32 participants were tested 
psychologically 28 and 42 days following injury. Eighteen of the participants 
were tested psychologically 56 days (8 weeks) following injury and 19 
participants were tested psychologically 91 days (3 months) following injury. No 
participants were tested psychologically 183 days (6 months) following injury. 
The tests to measure pain were independently administered to all 40 participants 
14, 28, 42, 56 and 91 days following injury and to 36 participants 183 days 
following injury. The schedule of testing is summarised in Table 5.6 on the next 
page. 
Table 5.6 
Number of Participants to Whom Psychological Tests and Pain Rating Scales 
Were Administered At 2,4,6.8.13 and 26 Weeks Following Injury. 
Time fo}lowing injur/ 
2 weeks 4 weeks 6 weeks 8 weeks 13 weeks 26 weeks 
Psychoiogical tests 40 32 32 18 19 0 
Pain rating scales 40 40 40 40 40 36 
PROCEDURE 
The rationale and development of the procedures are described in Appendix A. 
Informed consent was obtained by the medical director 14 days following injury. 
The psychological measures were administered by the researcher who is a 
clinical psychologist in the Department of Health, New South Wales, Australia. 
Psychological tests were administered in such a way that they could easily be 
read by participants. Because some participants could not use their hands, 
answers were written by the researcher for all of the participants. After each 
response, answers were checked with participants to make certain that they had 
been recorded correctly. When the psychological tests had been administered, 
an interview was also (audio) recorded. Standard instructions for a content 
analysis interview were given for each interview: I'd like you to talk to me for a 
few minutes about your life at the moment-the good things and the bad-what it 
is like for you. Once you have started I shall be here listening to you: but I'd 
rather not reply to any questions you may have until a five-minute period is 
over, or until you have finished, if you finish before then. Do you have any 
questions you would like to ask now, before we start? (Viney,1986, pp. 59-60). 
The interview was transcribed by the researcher and then independently scored 
by an internationally acknowledged expert on content analysis for levels of 
anger, anxiety, depression and positive affect. On a small number of occasions 
participants could not be interviewed because of necessary medical treatment 
(for details, see the notes to the tables in Chapter 6; for the order in which the 
psychological tests were administered, see Appendix A). 
Pain was independently measured by a post-doctoral medically trained senior 
research fellow from the Pain Management and Research Centre at the Royal 
North Shore Hospital in the University of Sydney. At the beginning of the study 
the research fellow had had seven years experience in the assessment and 
treatment of pain. Participants were asked to rate: "The average pain that you 
have experienced over the past week" on a 101 point NRS from zero (no pain) 
to 100 (the worst pain imaginable) and on a five point VRS: None (no pain), mild 
pain, moderate pain, severe pain, or very severe pain. Answers were written by 
the research fellow for all of the participants. After each response, answers were 
checked by the research fellow with participants to make certain that they had 
been recorded correctly. 
The administration of the psychological measures always took place for between 
50 minutes and one hour between 11am and 2pm. Pain was assessed either 
immediately before or after the administration of the psychological measures, 
depending on the participant's treatment program and as close to the same time 
each day, with each participant, as possible. The assessment of pain took 
between five and ten minutes. As patients were discharged to other hospitals or 
to their homes, the pain data were obtained by telephone. It was not possible to 
administer the psychological tests or the interview on the telephone, or by mail. 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Psychological data were obtained from participants up to 91 days following 
injury. All data were included in the data analyses. No adjustments were made to 
£ values for multiple comparisons within or across variables. However, because 
multiple comparisons were made, significance was defined at Q< 0.01 for main 
effects and at ^ < 0.05 for interactions. 
The following data analyses were carried out: 
Changes in Psychological Variables Between Occasions 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) models with two factors (participants and 
occasion) were fitted to analyse changes in the psychological variables between 
occasions. Comparisons between occasions were made using adjusted means 
from the ANOVA. Results are presented as the change between occasions, the 
standard error of the change, 95% confidence intervals for the change and the 
values. 
Changes in the Incidence of Pain Between Occasions 
McNemar's Test (Conover, 1983) was used to compare the incidence of pain 
between occasions. Two way tables indicate the number of participants in each 
cell and the corresponding p_value. When a significant relationship existed, the 
percentage of participants whose scores increased or decreased was calculated 
together with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals for these percentages. 
Changes in the intensity of Pain Between Occasions 
The intensity of pain was measured by a NRS and a VRS. Because of the 
distribution of the NRS data, these data were analysed using the nonparametric 
Sign Test (Conover, 1983). Because the VRS consisted of only five categories, it 
was also appropriate to analyse the VRS data using the Sign Test. 
Relationships Between the Psychological Variables on the Same Occasion 
Simple correlation coefficients were calculated to determine the relationships 
between the psychological variables on the same occasion. 
Relationships Between the Psychological Variables Over Occasions 
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) model was fitted to estimate partial 
correlation coefficients to determine the relationships between the psychological 
variables over occasions. Factors included pari:icipants and occasion. 
Relationships Between the Psychological Variables and Sense of 
Coherence Between Occasions 
High and low sense of coherence were defined at two weeks following injury. 
The top 25% of scores at two weeks were defined as high sense of coherence 
and the bottom 25% as low sense of coherence. The high and low cut off points 
at two weeks were then used to define high and low sense of coherence on later 
occasions. The middle 50% of participants were assigned a missing value and 
excluded from analysis. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) models with factors 
participants, sense of coherence and occasion were fitted to the psychological 
variables. 
Relationships Between the Psychological Variables and the Incidence of 
Pain on the Same Occasion 
Simple correlation coefficients were calculated to determine the relationships 
between the psychological variables on the same occasion and the incidence of 
pain on the same occasion. 
Relationships Between the Psychological Variables and the Intensity of 
Pain on Each Occasion 
Stepwise regression methods were used to determine the significant (p<0.05) 
psychological predictors of pain, as measured by the NRS, on each occasion. 
Regression coefficients and corresponding standard errors were calculated. 
The results of the study will be presented in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER 6 
RESULTS 
THE IMPLICATIONS OF SENSE OF COHERENCE FOR THE EARLY 




In this chapter the results of the study will be presented. Where necessary, 
supporting data will be presented in Appendix B. The results will be summarised 
and discussed in Chapter 7. 
HYPOTHESIS 1 
Hypothesis 1 (a) 
Between 2 and 6 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are 
significant increases in sense of coherence and in positive affect. 
Hypothesis 1 (a): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.1. Supporting data are presented in Table B.1.) 
Between 2 and 6 following a traumatic spinal cord injury there was a significant 
increase in sense of coherence measured on the Orientation to Life 
Questionnaire (OLQ). There was a significant increase in positive affect 
measured on both the Positive Affect (PA) and the Positive Affect and Sensation 
Seeking (PASS) scales of the Multiple Affect Adjective Check List-Revised 
(MAACL-R). There was no significant increase in positive affect measured on the 
content analysis scales. 
Table 6.1 
Increases in Sense of Coherence and Positive Affect Between 2 and 6 Weeks 
Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
Increase be^A'een 2 and 6 weeks 
Increase SE 95% 2-value 
confidence 
interval 
Orientation to Life 
Questionnaire 10.3 3.39 3.6,16.9 0.003 3.02 
MAACL-R Positive Affect 4.2 1.16 1.9,6.5 0.0005 3.63 
MAACL-RPASS 5.4 1.22 3.0,7.8 0.0001 4.44 
Content Analysis Scales Positive Affect 0.2 0.16 -0.1,0.5 0.10 1.54 
Note. SE= Standard Error; PASS = Positive Affect and Sensation Seeking Scale; 
Orientation to Life Questionnaire and MAACL-R, n = 32, ^ 31 ; Content Analysis 
Scales, n = 29, df 28. 
Hypothesis 1(b) 
Between 2 and 6 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are 
significant decreases in anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect. 
Hypothesis 1 (b): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.2. Supporting data are presented in Table B.1.) 
Between 2 and 6 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there were 
significant decreases in anxiety, depression and negative affect measured on the 
MAACL-R. There were significant decreases in anxiety measured on the state 
scale of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) with normal and medical 
population norms. There was a significant decrease in depression measured on 
items 1 to 21 of the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI). 
There were no significant differences in anger measured on the MAACL-R, 
depression measured on items 1 to 13 and 14 to 21 of the BDI and anger, 
anxiety and depression measured on the content analysis scales. 
Table 6.2 
Decreases in Anger, Anxiety, Depression and Negative Affect Between 2 and 6 
Weeks Foilowinq a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
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MMCL-R Hostility 3.23 1.37 0.6, 6.0 0.02 2.41 
Content Analysis Hosiiliiy r\ A r\ U. lU 0.13 r\ A rr ^ rr -U. lO, U.OD r\ A O.oO 
MAACL-R Anxiety 9.5 1.77 6.0, 13.0 0.0001 5.34 
STAI Normal 8.2 1.82 4.6,11.8 0.0001 4.50 
STAI Medical 8.3 1.62 5.1, 11.5 0.0001 5.10 
Content Analysis Anxiety 0.43 0.21 0.02, 0.84 0.05 2.04 
MAACL-R Depression 8.7 2.11 4.6, 12.8 0.0001 4.10 
BDI Items 1 to13 1.4 0.59 0.2,2.6 0.02 2.44 
BDI Items 14 to 21 1.1 0.54 0.04, 2.2 0.04 2.07 
BDI Items 1 to 21 2.6 0.94 0.7,4.5 0.007 2.74 
Content Analysis 
Depression 0.13 0.15 -0.16, 0.42 0.40 -0.89 
MAvACL'R Dysphoria Q 1 W . i 1.87 5.4, 12.8 0.0001 4.87 
Note. SE = Standard Error; rL= 32, df = 31; Content Analysis Scales, n.= 29, dL 
28. 
HYPOTHESIS 2 
The data for Hypotheses 2 (a) and (b) are presented together in Table 6.3. 
Hypothesis 2 (a) 
At 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there is a significant positive 
relationship between sense of coherence and positive affect. 
Hypothesis 2 (a): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.3.) 
At 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there was a significant 
positive relationship between sense of coherence measured on the OLQ and 
positive affect measured on the PA and PASS scales of the MAACL-R. There 
was no significant relationship between sense of coherence measured on the 
OLQ and positive affect measured on the content analysis scales. 
Hypothesis 2 (b) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury there is a 
significant positive relationship between sense of coherence and positive affect. 
Hypothesis 2 (b): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.3.) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury there was a 
significant positive relationship between sense of coherence measured on the 
OLQ and positive affect measured on the PA and PASS scales of the MAACL-R 
and on the content analysis scales. 
Table 6.3 
Relationships Between Sense of Coherence and Positive Affect at 2 Weeks, and 
Over 2 to 13 Weeks Combined, Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniurv 
< W V I f ' W l W t i . l W I f W W I f l V I W i l l W 
Sense of Coherence At 2 weeks Over2,4, 6, 8to 13 weeks 
combined 
MAA.CL-R Posftiye Affect n W . f =T 0.49"" 
MAACL-R PASS U.fU 0.50** 
Content Analysis Scales 
Positive Affect 0.26 0.31* 
Note. At 2 weeks for MA„ACL-R, n^ 40, ^ = 38; for Content Analysis Scales, n = 
37, m = 35; over 2 to 13 weeks combined, for iViAACL-R, n ^ 141, ot ^ 33; for 
Content Analysis Scales, n = 106, ̂  = 64. 
0.01, **e< 0.001. 
Hypotheses 2 (c) and(d) 
The data for Hypotheses 2 (c) and (d) are presented together in Table 6.4. 
Hypothesis 2 (c) 
At 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are significant negative 
relationships between sense of coherence and anger, anxiety, depression and 
negative affect. 
Hypothesis 2 (c): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.4.) 
At 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there were significant negative 
relationships between sense of coherence measured on the OLQ and anxiety, 
depression and negative affect measured on the MAACL-R, anxiety measured 
on the state scale of the STAI with normal and medical population norms and 
depression measured on items 1 to 13, 14 to 21 and 1 to 21 of the BDI. There 
were no significant relationships between sense of coherence measured on the 
OLQ and anger measured on the MAACL-R and anger, anxiety and depression 
measured on the content analysis scales. 
Hypothesis 2 (d) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are 
significant negative relationships between sense of coherence and anger, 
anxiety, depression and negative affect. 
Hypothesis 2 (d): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.4.) 
Over 2 and 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury there 
were significant negative relationships between sense of coherence measured 
on the OLQ and anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect measured on the 
MAACL-R, anxiety measured on the state scale of the STAI with normal and 
medical population norms, depression measured on items 1 to 13, 14 to 21 and 
1 to 21 of the BDI and depression measured on the content analysis scales. 
There were no significant relationships between sense of coherence measured 
on the OLQ and anger and anxiety measured on the content analysis scales. 
Table 6.4 
Relationships Between Sense of Coherence and Anaer. Anxiety. Depression and 
Negative Affect at 2 Weeks, and Over 2 to 13 Weeks Combined. Following a 
Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
Correlation coefficients 
Sense of Coherence 2 weeks Over 2 to 13 weeks combined 
MA.ACL-R Anxiety =0.43*"' 
MAACL-R Depression -0.43** -0.52** 
MAACL-R Hostility -0.30 -0.27** 
MAACL-R Dysphoria -0.53** -0.55** 
STAI Normal -0.72** -0.61** 
STAI Medical -0.72** -0.56** 
BDI Items 1 to 13 -0.71** -0.64** 
BDI Items 14 to 21 -0.56** -0.37** 
BDI Items 1 to 21 -0.74** -0.63** 
Content Analysis Scales 
Anxiety -0.29 -0.22 
Depression -0.39 -0.30* 
Hostility -0.03 -0.21 
Note. At 2 weeks, for MAACL-R, STAI and BDl, n= 40, df = 38; and for Content 
Analysis Scales, n - 37, df - 35; over 2 to 13 weeks combined, for MAACL-R, 
STAI and BDI, n = 141, ^ = 93; and for Content Analysis Scales, n = 106, ^ = 
d4;^E< 0.01, 0.001. 
Hypothesis 2 (e) 
At 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are significant negative 
relationships between positive affect and anger, anxiety, depression and 
negative affect. 
Hypothesis 2 (e): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.5.) 
At 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there were significant negative 
relationships between positive affect measured on the PA scale of the MAACL-R 
and anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect measured on the MAACL-R, 
anxiety measured on the state scale of the STAI with normal and medical 
population norms and depression measured on items 1 to 13, 14 to 21 and 1 to 
21 of the BDI. 
There were significant negative relationships between positive affect measured 
on the PASS scale of the MAACL-R and anxiety, depression and negative affect 
measured on the MAACL-R, anxiety measured on the state scale of the STAI 
with normal and medical population norms and depression measured on items 1 
to 13,14 to 21 and 1 to 21 of the BDI. 
There were significant negative relationships between positive affect measured 
on the content analysis scales and anxiety measured on the state scale of the 
STAI with normal population norms and anxiety measured on the content 
analysis scales. 
There were no significant relationships between positive affect measured on the 
PASS scale of MAACL-R and anger measured on the MAACL-R; and between 
positive affect measured on the PA and PASS scales of the MAACL-R and 
anger, anxiety and depression measured on the content analysis scales. There 
were no significant relationships between positive affect measured on the 
content analysis scales and anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect 
measured on the MAACL-R, anxiety measured on the STAI with medical 
population norms, depression measured on items 1 to 13,14 to 21 and 1 to 21 of 
the BDI and anger and depression measured on the content analysis scales. 
Table 6.5 
Relationships Between Positive Affect and Anger. Anxiety. Depression and 
Negative Affect at 2 Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniurv 
Correlation CQefficienis 
At 2 weeks 
MAACL-R Content Analysis Scales 
PA PASS Positive Affect 
MAACL-R Anxiety -o.sr* -0.63** -0.14 
MAACL-R Depression -0.62** -0.57** -u.oo 
MAACL-R Hostility -0.45** -0.34 -0.27 
MAACL-R Dysphoria -0.72** -0.64** -0.28 
STAI Normal -0.82** -0.79** -0.40* 
STAI Medical -0.82** -0.81** -0.38 
BDI Items 1 to 13 -0.62** -0.59** -0.13 
BDI Items 14 to 21 -0.50** -0.47** 0.05 
BDI Items 1 to 21 -0.65** -0.62** -0.03 
Content Analysis Scales 
Anxiety -0.20 -0.26 -0.41* 
Depression -0.30 -0.30 -0.39 
Hostility -0.12 -0.06 -0.39 
Note. At 2 weeks, for rvW,CL-R, STAI and BDI. n - 40, ^ = 38; and for Content 
Anaiysis Scales, n-37, m - 35. 
0.01, 0.001. 
Hypothesis 2 (f) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal injury there are 
significant negative relationships between positive affect and anger, anxiety, 
depression and negative affect. 
Hypothesis 2 (f): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.6.) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury there were 
significant negative relationships between positive affect measured on the PA 
scale of the MAACL-R and anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect 
measured on the MAACL-R, anxiety measured on the state scale of the STAI 
with normal and medical population norms and depression measured on items 1 
to 13 and 1 to 21 of the BDI. 
There were significant negative relationships between positive affect measured 
on the PASS scale of the MAACL-R and anxiety, depression and negative affect 
measured on the MAACL-R, anxiety measured on the state scale of the STAI 
with normal and medical population norms and depression measured on items 1 
to 13 and 1 to 21 of the BDI. 
There were significant negative relationships between positive affect measured 
on the content analysis scales and negative affect measured on the MAACL-R, 
anxiety measured on the state scale of the STAI with normal and medical 
population norms and anger, anxiety and depression measured on the content 
analysis scales. 
There were no significant relationships between positive affect measured on the 
PA and PASS scales of the MAACL-R and depression measured on items 14 to 
21 of the BDI and anger, anxiety and depression measured on the content 
analysis scales; between positive affect measured on the PASS scale of the 
MAACL-R and anger measured on the MAACL-R; and between positive affect 
measured on the content analysis scales and anger, anxiety and depression 
measured on the MAACL-R and depression measured on items 1 to 13,14 to 21 
and 1 to 21 of the BDI. 
Table 6.6 
Relationships Between Positive Affect and Anaer. Anxiety. Depression and 
Negative Affect Over 2 to 13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal 
Cord Injur/ 
Correlation coei^cients 
Over 2 to 13 weeks 
combined 
MAACL-R Content Analysis Scales 
PA PASS Positive Affect 
MA,̂ ,CL-R Anxiety " W . - W W ^0.26 
MAACL-R Depression -0.55"" -0.47** -0.30 
MAACL-R Hostility -0.28* -0.26 -0.20 
MAACL-R Dysphoria -0.52** -0.51** -0.33* 
STAI Normal -0.69** -0.68** -0.49** 
STAI Medical -0.56** -0.63** -0.46** 
BDI Items 1 to 13 -0.44** -0.41** -0.24 
BDI Items 14 to 21 -0.22 -0.18 -0.18 
BDI Items 1 to 21 -0.41** -0.37** -0.27 
Content Analysis Anxiety -0.07 -0.13 -0.55** 
Content Analysis Depression -0.18 -0.22 -0.46** 
Content Analysis Hostility -0.13 -0.17 -0.34** 
Note. Over 2 to 13 weeks combined, for MAACUR, and BDl, n = 141, df ^ 93; 
and for Contení Anaiysis Scales, n ^ 106, df = 64; 0.01, 0.001. 
HYPOTHESIS 3 
Hypothesis 3 (a) 
At 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are significant positive 
relationships between anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect. 
Hypothesis 3 (a): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.7.) 
At 2 weeks, with four exceptions, the relationships between anger, anxiety, 
depression and negative affect measured on the MAACL-R, anxiety measured 
on the state scale of the STAI with normal and medical population norms and 
depression measured on items 1 to 13,14 to 21 and 1 to 21 of the BDI, were all 
significantly related positively. The four exceptions were the relationships 
between anxiety measured on the MAACL-R and depression measured on items 
14 to 21 of the BDI; anger measured on the MAACL-R and depression measured 
on items 14 to 21 and 1 to 21 of the BDI; and negative affect measured on the 
MAACL-R and depression measured on items 14 to 21 of the BDI. 
The relationships between the content analysis scales and the other scales were 
more complex and are more easily understood by direct reference to Table 6.7. 
Table 6.7 
Relationships Between Anger. Anxiety. Depression and Negative Affect at 2 
Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniurv 
Correlation coel^cients 
MAACL-R Anxiety Depression Hostility Dysphoria 
MA.ACL=R Depression 0.63** 
MAACL-R Hosiility 0.53** 0.53** 
MAACL-R Dysphoria 0.88** 0.86** 0.80** 
STAl Normal 0.71** 0.61** 0.43** 0.71** 
STAl Medical 0.73** 0.60** 0.44** 0.72** 
BDI Items 1 to13 0.62** 0.42* 0.47** 0.62** 
BDI Items 14 to 21 0.37 0.52** 0.02 0.37 
BDI Items 1 to 21 0.57** 0.57** 0.24 0.56** 
Content Analysis Scales 
Anxiety 0.17 0.30 0.11 0.25 
Depression 0.25 0.43* 0.14 0.33 
Hostility 0.21 0.52** 0.34 0.41* 
Note. At 2 weeks, for MAACUR, STAl and BDI, n^ 40, ^f ^ 38; and for Content 
Analysis Scales, n - 37, df - 35. 
0.01, 0.001. 
Table 6.7 (Continued) 
Relationships Between Anger. Anxiety. Depression and Negative Affect at 2 
Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniurv 
Correlation coefficients 
STAI Normal Medical 
STAI Medical 0.96"" 
BDl Items 1 to 13 /-\ I — r — U . D D 0.61** 
BDl Items 14 to 21 0.54** 
BDl Items 1 to 21 0.65** 0.65** 
Note. At 2 weeks, for MA -̂̂ .CL-R, STAI and BDl, n^ 40, ̂  ^ 38. 
* - rxA * * - r\ r\/>.A 
U . U I , U . U U I . 
Table 6.7 (Continued) 
Relationships Between Anger. Anxiety. Depression and Negative Affect at 2 
Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniurv 
Correlation coefficients 
BDI Items 1 to 13 Items 14 to 21 
BDI 
Items 14 to 21 0.40''* 
Items 1 to 21 0.77** 0.89** 
Note. At 2 weeks, for BDI, n= 40, df = 38. 
0.01, 0.001. 
Table 6.7 (Continued) 
Relationships Between Anger. Anxiety. Depression and Negative Affect at 2 
Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniurv 
Correlation coei^cients 
Content Analysis Scales Anxiety Depression Hostility 
.QT/ki Mrtrnri-al •W 1 / 11 f IVt 1 1 !«.<> 0.27 n 0.15 
STAi rviedical u.zo /-» /̂ «-t u.zo 0.13 
BDI Items 1 to 13 0.16 0.36 0.14 
BDI Items 14 to 21 0.09 0.29 0.16 
BDI Items 1 to 21 0.14 0.37 0.17 
Content Analysis Scales 
Depression 0.72** 
Hostility 0.15 0.24 
Note. At 2 weeks, for STAI and BDI, 40, ^ = 38; and for Content Analysis 
Scales, n - 3 7 , d f - 3 5 . 
0 . 0 1 , 0 . 0 0 1 . 
Hypothesis 3 (b) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are 
significant positive relationships between anger, anxiety, depression and 
negative affect. 
Hypothesis 3 (b): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.8.) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined, with three exceptions, the relationships between 
anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect measured on the MAACL-R, 
anxiety measured on the state scale of the STAI with normal and medical 
population norms and depression measured on items 1 to 13, 14 to 21 and 1 to 
21 of the BDI, were all significantly related positively. The three exceptions were 
the relationships between anger measured on the MAACL-R and depression 
measured on items 14 to 21 of the BDI; and between anxiety measured on the 
STAI with normal and medical population norms and depression measured on 
items 14 to 21 of the BDI. 
Again, the relationships between the content analysis scales and the other 
scales were more complex and are more easily understood by direct reference to 
Table 6.8. 
Table 6.8 
Relationships Between Anger. Anxiety, Depression and Negative Affect Over 2 to 
13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
Correlation coefficients 
MAACL-R Anxiety Depression Hostility Dysphoria 
I W I # V t x ^ k . - ! •» W W ^ f ' W ^ . ' I I . ' I V I 1 o.s r " 
MAACL-R Hosiility r\ * rx-tc-tc 0.58** 
MAACL-R Dysphoria 0.17** 0.87** 0.79** 
STAl Normal 0.58** 0.62** 0.47** 0.68** 
STAl Medical 0.59** 0.48** 0.40** 0.63** 
BDI Items 1 to13 0.44** 0.48** 0.44** 0.59** 
BDI Items 14 to 21 0.23* 0.39** 0.17 0.33** 
BDI Items 1 to 21 0.42** 0.54** 0.38** 0.55** 
Note. Over 2 to 13 weeks combined, for MAACL=R, STAl and BDI, n ^ 141, df 
33. 
0.01, 0.001. 
Table 6.8 (Continued) 
Relationships Between Anger. Anxiety. Depression and Negative Affect Over 2 to 
13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniurv 
Correlation coefficients 
MAACL-R Anxiety Depression Hostility Dysphoria 
Content Analysis Scales 
Anxieiy u.uo 0.16 0.11 rx jt rr U . I D 
Depression 0.17 0.32* 0.21 0.28 
Hostility 0.13 0.34* 0.21 0.28 
Note. Over 2 to 13 weeks combined, for Content Analysis Scales, n ^ 106, ^ ^ 
A 
0.01, 0.001. 
Table 6.8 (Continued) 
Relationships Between Anger, Anxiety. Depression and Negative Affect Over 2 to 
13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
Correlation coefficients 
STAI Normal Medical 
STAI Medical 0.91** 
BDI Items 1 to 13 0.58"" 0.51"" 
BDI Items 14 to 21 0.26 0.24 
BDI Items 1 to 21 0.52** 0.47** 
Note. Over 2 to 13 weeks combined, for STAI and BDl, n - 141, ^ " 93. 
* r\A -if^ f^r^'i I f ^ j-x, ys y ̂  U.Uf, U.UUI. 
141 x-r̂  
Table 6.8 (Continued) 
Relationships Between Anger. Anxiety. Depression and Negative Affect Over 2 to 
13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniurv 
Correlation coefficients 
BDI Items 1 to 13 Items 14 to 21 
BDI 
Items 14 to 21 0.31" 
Items 1 to 21 0.82** 0.88** 
Note. Over 2 to 13 weeks combined, for BDI, n = 141, df = 93. 
0.01, 0.001. 
Table 6.8 (Continued) 
Relationships Between Anger. Anxiety. Depression and Negative Affect Over 2 to 
13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
Correlation coefficients 
Content Analysis Scales Anxiety Depression Hostility 
STAl 
Normal 0.26 0.37" rx j ^ — r U.^Lf 
Medical 0.30 0.36* 0.27 
BDI 
Items 1 to 13 0.05 0.16 0.21 
Items 14 to 21 0.10 0.29 0.19 
Items 1 to 21 0.09 0.27 0.25 
Content Analysis Scales 
Depression 0.55** 
Hostility 0.15 0.34** 
Note. Over 2 to 13 weeks combined, for STAl and BDI, n ^ 141. ^ ^ 93; and for 
Content Analysis Scaies, n - 106, 64. 
0.01, 0.001. 
HYPOTHESIS 4 
See Table 6.9 for the number of participants over time whose sense of 
coherence was high or low. The data for Hypotheses 4 (a) and (b) are presented 
together in Table 6.10. Supporting data are presented in Tables B.2 to B.6. 
Table 6.9 
Number of Participants Between 2 and 13 Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal 
Cord Injury Whose Sense of Coherence Was High or Low. 
T i m o f r k i f r » \ f t / i « r i i n i n r v f i i i i v i v i i w v i i i ^ I f i j v f > j r 
Number of weeks 2 4 6 8 13 
MinH r-rthoren-ir-o 
1 I I U I i W W f I W i T V I W l I V I V I I V W 10 i n 1 w 19 7 t 8 
Low sense of coherence 10 rr D 3 A ^ 
n 20 19 24 10 12 
Total n 40 32 32 18 19 
Hypothesis 4 (a) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
participants with a high sense of coherence are significantly more positive than 
participants with a low sense of coherence. 
Hypothesis 4 (a): Summary of Results 
(See Tables 6.10 and B.3.) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
participants with a high sense of coherence had significantly higher positive 
affect scores measured on the PA and PASS scales of the MAACL-R than 
participants with a low sense of coherence. 
There was no significant relationship between high and low sense of coherence 
and positive affect measured on the content analysis scales. 
Hypothesis 4 (b) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
participants with a high sense of coherence are significantly less angry, anxious, 
depressed and negative than participants with a low sense of coherence. 
Hypothesis 4 (b): Summary of Results 
(See Tables 6.10. and B.4 to B.6.) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
participants with a high sense of coherence had significantly lower anxiety 
scores measured on the STAI with normal and medical population norms and 
significantly lower depression scores measured on the MAACL-R and items 1 to 
13 of the BDI. 
There were no significant relationships between high and low sense of 
coherence and anger, anxiety and negative affect measured on the MAACL-R, 
depression measured on items 14 to 21 and 1 to 21 of the BDI and anger, 
anxiety and depression measured on the content analysis scales. 
Table 6.10 
Significance of Differences in Positive Affect. Anger. Anxiety. Depression and 
Negative Affect Between Participants Who Had a High and a Low Sense of 
Coherence Over 2 to 13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord 
Injury 
Sense of Coherence 
High Low 
Mean SEM Mean SEM e-value F 
for difference 
MA.ACL-R 
Positive Affect Significant Interaction with occasion = 0.0002) 7.08 
MAACL-R 
PASS Significant interaction with occasion (p = 0.009) 3.85 
Content Analysis Scales 
Positive Affect 172 0.389 0 7 6 0.518 0.32 1.03 
MAACL-R 
Hostility 40.0 2.82 45.2 1.93 0.19 1.74 
Content Analy bca I WW Hostility 0,93 0.25 0.57 0.41 072 0.13 Note. ^ for F - 4, 42 for interactions with occasion; 1, 40 for MA.ACL-R main 
effect; 1, 28 for Content Analysis Scales main effect. 
Table 6.10 (Continued) 
Significance of Differences in Positive Affect. Anaer, Anxiety. Depression and 
Negative Affect Between Participants Who Had a High and a Low Sense of 
Coherence Over 2 to 13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord 
Injury 
Sense of Coherence 
Low 






41.9 271 50.8 0.14 
Significant interaction with occasion = 0.01) 
Significant interaction with occasion = 0.01) 
Content Analysis Anxiety 
Anxiety 1.2 
Depression 
0.45 3.4 0.74 0.05 
Significant interaction with occasion = 0.01) 
BDI Items 1 to 13 Significant interaction with occasion (2 = 0.027) 
BDI Items 14 to 21 6.1 0.71 7.3 1.04 0.4 









Note. ^ for F ^ 4, 42 for interactions with occasion; 1, 40 for MAA.CL-R main 
effect; 1, 28 for Content Analysis Scales main effect. 
Table 6.10 (Continued) 
Significance of Differences in Positive Affect. Anaer. Anxiety. Depression and 
Negative Affect Between Participants Who Had a High and a Low Sense of 
Coherence Over 2 to 13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord 
Injury 
Sense of Coherence 
High Low 
Mean SEM Mean SEM ^-value F 
for difference 
Content Analysis 
Depression 0.5 0.30 1.8 0.49 0.11 2.72 
MAACL-R Dysphoria 3.91 2.59 46.8 3.81 0.11 2.61 
Note. ^ for F - 4, 42 for Interactions with occ3sion;1, 40 for MA«ACL-R main 
effect; 1, 28 for Content Analysis Scales main effect. 
HYPOTHESIS 5 
The incidence of pain between 2 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord 
injury is presented in Table 6.11. 
Table 6.11 
Injury 
Time following injury 
2 weeks 4 weeks 6 weeks 8 weeks 13 weeks 26 weeks 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
No pain 5(12.5) 6(15) 10(25) 12(31) 11 (28) 9(25) 
Pain 35 (87.5) 34 (85) 30 (75) 27 (69) 28 (72) 27(75) 
n 40 40 40 w 39 
Hypothesis 6 (a) 
Between 2 and 6 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there is a 
significant decrease in the incidence of pain. 
Hypothesis 5 (a): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.12.) 
Between 2 and 6 weeks following a spinal cord injury there was no significant 
decrease in the incidence of pain. 
Table 6.12 
The Relationship Between the Incidence of Pain at 2 Weeks and the Incidence of 
Pain at 6 Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
Incidence at 6 weeks 
Incidence at 2 weeks No pain Pain 
No pain 
30 
Note, n = 40. 
p = 0.06. 
Hypothesis 5 (b) 
Between 2 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there is a 
significant decrease in the incidence of pain. 
Hypothesis 5 (b) Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.13.) 
Between 2 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there was no 
significant decrease In the incidence of pain. 
Table 6.13 
The Relationship Between the Incidence of Pain at 2 Weeks and the Incidence of 
Pain at 26 Weeks Following a Spinal Cord Injury 
Incidence at 26 weeks 
Incidence at 2 weeks No pain Pain 
No pain 
Pain 7 ZD 
Note, n = 36. 
p = 0.18. 
Hypothesis 5 (c) 
Between 2 and 6 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are 
significant decreases in the intensity of the highest pain scores, musculoskeletal 
pain, neuropathic at level pain, neuropathic below level pain and visceral pain. 
Hypothesis 5 (c): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.14, 6.15 and B.7.) 
Between 2 and 6 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there were no 
significant decreases in the intensity of the highest pain scores, musculoskeletal 
pain, neuropathic at level pain, neuropathic below level pain and visceral pain 
measured on the Numerical and Verbal Rating Scales. 
Table 6.14 
Number of Participants Whose Intensity of Pain Scores on the Numerical Ratina 
Scale Changed Between 2 and 6 Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord 
Injun/ 
Change from 2 to 6 woo lis 
Numerical Rating Scale Increase No change Decrease 
Highest pain scores 7 # 12 21 
rvlusculoskeieiai pain A IZ A rx lU 18 
Neuropathic at level pain 5 26 9 
Neuropathic below level pain 2 34 4 
Visceral pain 1 37 2 
Note, n - 40. 
Table 6.15 
Number of Participants Whose intensity of Pain Scores on the Verbal Rating 
Scale Changed Between 2 and 6 Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord 
Injury 
Change from 2 to 6 weeks 
Verbal Rating Scale Increase No change Decrease 
Highest pain scores 5 18 17 
rvlusculoskeleial pBin -7 { X —7 1 { 16 
Neuropathic at level pain 3 29 8 
Neuropathic below level pain 3 36 1 
Visceral pain 1 37 2 
Note, n - 40. 
Hypothesis 6 (d) 
Between 2 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there are 
significant decreases in the intensity of the highest pain scores, musculoskeletal 
pain, neuropathic at level pain, neuropathic below level pain and visceral pain. 
Hypothesis 5 (d): Summary of Results 
(See Tables 6.16,6.17 and B.6.) 
Between 2 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury there were no 
significant decreases in the intensity of the highest pain scores, musculoskeletal 
pain, neuropathic at level pain, neuropathic below level pain and visceral pain 
measured on the Numerical and Verbal Rating Scales. 
Table 6.16 
Number of Participants Whose Intensity of Pain Scores on the Numerical Rating 
Scale Changed Between 2 and 26 Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord 
Change from 2 to 26 weeks 
Numerical Rating Scale Increase No change Decrease 
Highest pain scores 9 6 21 
rvluscuioskeletal pain 8 8 r^rx zu 
Neuropathic at level pain 6 19 11 
Neuropathic below level pain 7 24 5 
Visceral pain 0 34 2 
Note, n = 36. 
Table 6.17 
Number of Participants Whose Intensity of Pain Scores on the Verbal Rating 
Scale Changed Between 2 and 26 Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord 
Injury 
Change from 2 to 26 weeks 
Verbal Rating Scale Increase No change Decrease 
Highest pain scores 17 f r 11 8 
rvluscuioskeletal pain 6 3 13 
Neuropathic at level pain 5 21 10 
Neuropathic below level pain 8 25 3 
Visceral pain 0 34 2 
Note, n = 36. 
HYPOTHESIS 6 
Hypothesis 6 (a) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
participants with a high sense of coherence have a significantly higher rate of 
decrease in the incidence of pain than participants with a low sense of 
coherence. 
Hypothesis 6 (a): Summary of Results 
(See Table 6.18.) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
participants with a high sense of coherence did not have a significantly higher 
rate of decrease in the incidence of pain than participants with a low sense of 
coherence (Chi squared = 3, ^ = 1, p > 0.01). 
Table 6.18 
Percentage of Participants With Pain Over 2 to 13 Weeks Combined Following a 
Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury Whose Sense of Coherence was High and Low 
Time following injury 
Weeks 2 4 6 8 13 
High sense of coherence 45 36.8 58.3 1 w 41.7 
Low sense of coherence 45 A Ji —7 «4Z.I l O . / 30 33.3 
n 20 19 24 10 12 
Trtfisi n 
1 W M f l_l 40 32 32 18 19 
Note. CMH Chi Squared = 3, df = 1, p = 0.08. 
Hypothesis 6 (b) 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury 
participants with a high sense of coherence have a significantly lower intensity of 
pain than participants with a low sense of coherence. 
Hypothesis 6 (b): Summary of Results 
Over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury there was 
no significant difference in the intensity of pain measured on the Numerical 
Rating Scale between participants who had a high sense of coherence and those 
who had a low sense of coherence (High sense of coherence: Mean = 38.3; SEM 
= 7.68; low sense of coherence: Mean = 41.9; SEM = 11.30, F < 0.001; ^ = 
1,43). 
HYPOTHESIS 7 
Hypothesis 7 was designed to see if it would be possible to predict the intensity 
of pain at 6,13 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury from (a) the 
intensity of pain 2 weeks following injury; (b) psychological variables over 2 to 13 
weeks combined following injury; and (c) a combination of the intensity of pain 
and psychological variables over 2 to 13 weeks combined following injury. The 
ability at 2 weeks following injury to predict pain intensity would be valuable 
when designing individual treatment programs between 2 and 6 weeks following 
injury; the ability at 6 weeks to predict pain intensity would be valuable when 
designing rehabilitation programs that may begin as early as 6 weeks following 
an injury; and the ability at 13 weeks to predict pain at 26 weeks (6 months) 
following injury would also be valuable in designing (longer term) rehabilitation 
programs. These are the reasons for parts (a), (b) and (c) of Hypothesis 7. 
Hypothesis 7 (a) 
The intensity of pain 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury predicts the 
intensity of pain 4,6,13 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury. 
Hypothesis 7 (a): Summary of Results 
The intensity of pain 2 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord injury predicted 
the intensity of pain 6 and 13 weeks following injury, but did not predict the 
intensity of pain 4 and 26 weeks following injury. (See Table 6.19.) 
Table 6.19 
Correlation Coefficients and Variance Explained of the Intensity of Pain at 4, 6, 
13 and 26 Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury Predicted By the 
Intensity of Pain at 2 Weeks Following Injury 
Time following injury 
Weeks 4 6 13 26 
Correlation coefficient 0.37 0.56" 0.42" 0.23 
Variance explained 14% 31% 16% 5% 
Total n 40 40 40 36 
Note. Vanance explained = correlation coefficient squared; * p < 0.01. 
Hypothesis 7 (b) 
Psychological variables only, prior to, and on, each occasion, over 2 to 13 weeks 
combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury, predict the intensity of pain at 
6,13 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord Injury. 
Hypothesis 7 (b): Summary of Results 
(See Tables 6.20 to 6.22.) 
The following predictive models were obtained from stepwise regression 
analyses: 
Table 6.20 
Significant Psychological Variables Only, Prior To, and On, Each Occasion, Over 
2 to 6 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury, Predicting the 
Intensity of Pain 6 Weeks Following Iniurv and Variance Explained 
Predictor Regression coefficient (SE) 
Positive Affect (MAACL-R) (4 weeks) 4.7(1.10) 
Sensation Seeking (MAACL-R) (6 weeks) -2.5 (0.53) 
BDI (Items 1 to 13) (4 weeks) 6.8(2.51) 
BDI (Items 14 to 21) (4 weeks) 3.2 (1.64) 
Variance explained 60% 
Note. SE = Standard Error; n = 40; Significant at p < 0.05 
Table 6.21 
Significant Psychological Variabies Only. Prior To, and On. Each Occasion. Over 
2 to 13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniurv. Predicting 
the Intensity of Pain 13 Weeks Following Injury and Variance Explained 
PredloioT Regression coefficient (SE) 
BDI (Items 14 to 21) (4 weeks) 4.7 (1.12) 
Positive Affect (Content analysis) (4 weeks) 19.6 (8.08) 
Hostility (Content analysis)(2 weeks) -14.9 (7.70) 
Variance explained 46% 
Note. SE = Standard Error; n = 30; Significant at e< 0.05. 
Table 6.22 
Significant Psychological Variables Only. Prior To. and On. Each Occasion. Over 
2 to 13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury. Predicting 
the Intensity of Pain 26 Weeks Following Iniun/ and Variance Explained 
Predictor Regression coefficient (BE) 
Sense of coherence (4 weeks) -0.44 (0.22) 
Positive Affect (Content analysis) (6 weeks) -16.5 (7.89) 
Variance explained 40% 
Note. SE = Standard Error; n = 20; Significant at ^<0.05. 
Hypothesis 7 (c) 
The intensity of pain and psychological variables together, prior to, and on, each 
occasion, over 2 to 13 weeks combined following a traumatic spinal cord injury, 
predict the intensity of pain 13 and 26 weeks following a traumatic spinal cord 
injury. 
Hypothesis 7 (c): Summary of Results 
(See Tables 6.23 and 6.24.) 
The following predictive models were obtained from stepwise regression 
analyses: 
Table 6.23 
Intensity of Pain and Psychological Variables Together, Prior To. and On. Each 
Occasion. Over 2 to 13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord 
Injury. Predicting the Intensity of Pain 13 Weeks Following Injury and Variance 
Explained 
Predictor Regression coefficient (SE) 
Depression (MAACL-R) (6 weeks) -1.19 (0.50) 
Numerical Rating Scale (4 weeks) 0.43 (0.15) 
BDI (Items 14 to 21) (6 weeks) 4.6 (1.36) 
Variarice explained 
Note. SE = Standard Error; n = 30; Significant at p<0.05. 
Table 6.24 
— i ^ j J(—1.:—:—iu 1:—= J 1 • • • w • 
Occasion, Over 2 to 13 Weeks Combined Followinq a Traumatic Spinal Cord 
Iniun/. Predictina the Intensity of Pain 26 Weeks Followina Iniurv and Variance 
Explained 
Predictor ^ ¿ i n r c i c c i r i r » r-naffir^'ictni f ' v w ^ i ^ v w i ^ i ' i 1 w ^ i 1 II. x^^^f 
Numerical Rating Scale (6 weeks) 0.44(0.15) 
Anxiety (Content analysis) (4 weeks) 14.3(5.17) 
Variance explained 51% 
Note. SE = Standard Error; n = 20; Significant at q_<0.05. 
In the next chapter the results will be summarised and discussed. 
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DISCUSSION 
In this chapter the results will be summarised and the implications of the results 
will be discussed. A series of recommendations will be presented for the design 
of early treatment programs for people who have had a spinal cord injury. The 
limitations of the research will be considered and suggestions will be made for 
future research. 
The Results of this Study 
It was predicted from the theory of sense of coherence that sense of coherence 
would increase during treatment following exposure to an extremely stressful 
event. This prediction was confirmed: during treatment there was a significant 
increase in sense of coherence. Similarly, it was predicted that positive affect 
would also increase during treatment. This prediction was also confirmed. 
It was predicted that during treatment there would be a positive relationship 
between sense of coherence and positive affect. This prediction was confirmed: 
during treatment there were significant positive relationships between sense of 
coherence and positive affect. Similarly, participants who had a high sense of 
coherence were significantly more positive than participants who had a low 
sense of coherence. 
It was predicted that as sense of coherence and positive affect increased during 
treatment, anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect would decrease. The 
results confirmed this prediction: during treatment there were significant 
decreases in anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect. 
It was predicted that during treatment there would be negative relationships 
between both sense of coherence and positive affect and anger, anxiety, 
depression and negative affect. Both of these predictions were confirmed; and 
participants who had a high sense of coherence were also significantly less 
angry, anxious, depressed and negative than participants who had a low sense 
of coherence. 
It was predicted that during treatment there would be significant positive 
relationships between anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect. This 
prediction was also confirmed. 
However, some predictions were not confirmed. It was predicted that during 
treatment, participants with a high sense of coherence would have a significantly 
higher rate of decrease in the incidence of pain than participants with a low 
sense of coherence. This prediction was not confirmed: there was no relationship 
between sense of coherence and the incidence of pain. 
Similarly, it was predicted that during treatment participants with a high sense of 
coherence would have a lower intensity of pain than participants with a low 
sense of coherence. Again, this prediction was not confirmed: there was no 
relationship between sense of coherence and the intensity of pain. 
It was predicted that the intensity of pain during treatment could be predicted 
from the intensity of pain two weeks following injury. This prediction was partly 
confirmed. It was found that a significant percentage of the variance of the 
intensity of pain at six weeks and three months following injury could be 
predicted from the intensity of pain two weeks following injury. However, the 
intensity of pain two weeks following injury did not predict the intensity of pain 
four weeks and six months following injury. 
Similarly, it was found that the intensity of pain six weeks and three and six 
months following injury could be predicted by scores on psychological tests and 
on content analysis scales. It was found that the intensity of pain three and six 
months following injury could be predicted from a combination of pain intensity 
scores and scores on psychological tests and on content analysis scales. 
It was predicted that there would be significant decreases in the incidence of 
pain between two and six weeks following injury and between two weeks and six 
months following injury. Neither of these predictions was confirmed: the 
incidence of pain between two and six weeks and two weeks and six months 
following injury did not decrease significantly. It was also found that between two 
weeks and six months following injury at any one time between 69% and 87.5% 
of the participants were experiencing pain. 
It was predicted that there would be significant decreases in the intensity of pain 
between two and six weeks following injury and between two weeks and six 
months following injury. Again, neither of these predictions was confirmed: the 
intensity of pain between two and six weeks and two weeks and six months 
following injury did not decrease significantly. In addition, the intensities of 
musculoskeletal pain, neuropathic at level pain, neuropathic below level pain 
and visceral pain also did not decrease significantly between two and six weeks 
and two weeks and six months following injury. 
The results support the conclusions of the research reported in Chapter 2 on the 
relationships between sense of coherence and positive affect, anger, anxiety, 
depression and negative affect. The results also support five predictions from the 
theory of sense of coherence that had not previously been tested: that sense of 
coherence would increase following exposure to an extremely stressful event; 
that positive affect would also increase following exposure to an extremely 
stressful event; that there would be a positive relationship between sense of 
coherence and positive affect following exposure to an extremely stressful event; 
and that following exposure to an extremely stressful event there would be 
negative relationships between both sense of coherence and positive affect and 
anger, anxiety, depression and negative affect. 
Although it was found that sense of coherence at four weeks was one of two 
factors predicting the intensity of pain six months following injury (the other factor 
was positive affect at six weeks), generally the results do not support the 
predictions from the theory of sense of coherence that there would be significant 
relationships between sense of coherence and the incidence and intensity of 
pain. It would appear from the results of this research, and from the review of the 
research on sense of coherence and pain in Chapter 2, that Antonovsky (1979; 
1987c) overstated the case for the relationship between sense of coherence and 
the incidence and intensity of pain, particularly following a severe traumatic 
injury. During early treatment following a severe injury, physical rather than 
psychological factors are more important in modulating the incidence and 
intensity of pain. However, it would be predicted from the gate-control theory of 
pain that sense of coherence would have a modulating effect on the incidence 
and intensity of pain. More research is therefore needed to determine the 
conditions under which this would occur. ( For an explanation of the gate-control 
theory of pain, see Melzack & Wall, 1965; for discussions on gate-control theory, 
see Bonica, 1990; Melzack & Wall, 1988; Wall & Melzack, 1994.) 
Most importantly for this research, the aim of which was to develop ideas for the 
design of treatment programs from the theory of sense of coherence for people 
who have had a spinal cord injury, the results show that research and clinical 
programs that emphasise the study and treatment of negative psychological 
states, and that neglect such characteristics as sense of coherence and positive 
affect (that is, programs that are designed on pathogenic assumptions), 
fundamentally misunderstand the experience of the people who are being 
studied or treated. Similarly, treatment programs that emphasise the 
interpretation, diagnosis and treatment of "pathology", neglect positive 
psychological processes that are potentially invaluable in treatment and in 
recovery (and that would be emphasised in programs designed on salutogenic 
assumptions). Indeed, the results of this research suggest that some treatment 
programs, by their emphasis on the identification and treatment of pathology, 
and by their neglect of more positive psychological processes, may actually add 
to the difficulties experienced by a person who has had a spinal cord injury. This 
would particularly be true if pain was also neglected during treatment. 
This study (and the broader epidemiological study of which it was a part) was the 
first research project to be undertaken in which pain was studied prospectively 
during the first six months following spinal cord injury. The results complement 
the results of the research on pain following spinal cord injury reported in 
Chapter 3: pain is a major and neglected problem for people who have had a 
spinal cord injury. The results of this study clearly show that pain is a significant 
problem during the first six months following a spinal cord injury. 
However, one very important reservation must be added to the above 
conclusions, all of which are based on data obtained from self-report tests which 
measure conscious processes. The data from the content analysis scales, which 
are designed to measure unconscious rather than conscious processes, 
tentatively suggest a complementary conclusion. These data show that during 
treatment there was a consistency in scores on the content analysis scales: 
generally, positive affect did not increase; anger, anxiety and depression did not 
decrease; there were significant positive relationships between anger, anxiety 
and depression, and significant negative relationships between positive affect 
and anger, anxiety and depression; and there were few significant relationships 
between scores on the content analysis scales and scores on the self-report 
tests. One possible explanation for this pattern of results is that at an 
unconscious (rather than at a conscious) level the negative psychological 
consequences of the participants' exposure to the extremely stressful event 
continued to be experienced. However, without more research, such a 
conclusion, which would have important implications for the design of treatment 
programs, could only be considered tentative. 
The characteristics of pathogenic and salutogenic treatment programs will now 
be discussed. A series of salutogenic recommendations will then be suggested 
for the design of early treatment programs for people who have had a spinal cord 
injury. 
The Characteristics of Treatment Programs Designed on Pathogenic and 
Salutogenic Assumptions for People Who Have Had a Traumatic Spinal 
Cord Injury 
Arguably the most important writer in the literature on the psychology of spinal 
cord injury is Roberta Trieschmann. In three books (Trieschmann, 1980; 1987; 
1988) and in numerous articles (see, for example, Trieschmann, 1978; 1984; 
1986; 1990; 1992) Trieschmann summarised and also defined the state of the 
art in the psychology of spinal cord injury. As Importantly, Trieschmann also 
presented a theoretical model of treatment for spinal cord injury that integrated 
research and clinical experience. Sadly, Trieschmann's ideas have not been as 
influential as they deserve. The problems that Trieschmann identified and 
discussed still continue in treatment programs, such as at the Royal North Shore 
Hospital, where this research was conducted, still continue to appear in the 
literature (see, for example, Boekamp, Overholser & Schubert, 1996), and have 
even appeared in articles by authors who have emphasised their respect for 
Trieschmann's ideas (see, for example, Craig, Hancock & Dickson (1994, a, b) 
for (respectful) comments on Trieschmann's ideas; but then see Craig & 
Hancock (1994), in which people with a spinal cord injury (not the psychologists 
who had designed the treatment program) were held responsible for the failure of 
a group treatment program). 
In her articles and books, Trieschmann made no references at all to Antonovsky 
and, similarly, Antonovsky made no references in his publications to 
Trieschmann or to spinal cord injury. Nevertheless, Trieschmann's and 
Antonovsky's ideas are reflections of the same paradigm. As the reader will recall 
from Chapter 2, Antonovsky called his paradigm "salutogenic" (as distinct from 
"pathogenic"). Trieschmann called the salutogenic paradigm the "educational 
and health care system (or model)" (as distinct from the "medical or sickness 
treatment system"). When Antonovsky's and Trieschmann's ideas are integrated 
(which has never been done before) a number of recommendations follow for the 
design of treatment programs for people who have had a spinal cord injury. 
The Medical or Pathogenic Model of Treatment 
Trieschmann (1988, p. 31) suggested that in the medical or pathogenic model of 
treatment, emphasis is placed on the medical treatment of physical pathology. 
Similarly, "If the person displays anxiety, self-doubt, depression, temper 
outbursts, lack of motivation, the medical model is still applied. A personality 
problem has been identified; the remedy is psychotherapy or counselling. The 
implicit assumption is made that these behaviours are evidence of some 
pathology and that they will disappear if the person just accepts the disability" 
(Trieschmann, 1988, p. 41). Trieschmann described how the medical model 
continues to dominate the treatment of spinal cord injury. 
Trieschmann (1988, p. 32) suggested that the medical model of treatment had 
the following characteristics (see Table 7.1 on the next page): 
Table 7.1 
Characteristics of the Medical or Pathogenic Model of Treatment of Spinal Cord 
injury 
There is an acute orientation in treatrr)ent. 
The person who Is being treaied Is analysed Into parts. 
There is a fragmented approach to treatment. 
Only objective data are considered valid. 
The emphasis in treatment is on crisis intervention. 
Professionals are the only source of legitimate knowledge. 
Emphasis in the interpretation and diagnosis of behaviour is on the abnormal. 
There is little coordination of services. 
Medical staff are the gatekeepers for all services. 
There is a focus on treatment in hospital or in a clinic . 
The person who is being treated is the passive recipient of services. 
The emphasis is primarily on physical treatment. 
Note. Adapted from Trieschmann (1988, p. 32). 
The Behavioural Equation for Rehabilitation Success Within the Medical or 
Pathogenic Model of Treatment 
Trieschmann (1988, pp. 37-39) suggested that the behavioural equation for 
rehabilitation success within the medical or pathogenic model of treatment could 
be represented as: 
B = f(Oxp) 
where: "Behavior (B) is a function of treatments to the biological-organic (O) 
variables unless hindered by underlying personality problems (p)" 
(Trieschmann, 1988, p. 38). 
As a consequence of this limited conceptualisation of rehabilitation, emphasis in 
the medical model is directed towards treatment of "organic problems" (O) such 
as loss of sensation, paralysis, spasms, bladder and bowel dysfunction and 
impaired respiration; and towards the treatment of "personality problems" (p) 
such as lack of motivation, depression, anxiety, anger, low self-esteem, low self-
confidence and frustration and dependency. The aim of rehabilitation in the 
medical model is the development of survival skills (B), such as the prevention of 
medical complications, bladder, bowel and skin care, bathing, grooming and 
feeding, and mobility and housekeeping (Trieschmann, 1988, p. 38). 
Additional Characteristics of the Medical or Pathogenic Model of 
Treatment 
It was mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2 that Antonovsky (1979; 1987c) argued that 
treatment programs that were designed on pathogenic assumptions overstated 
the incidence of psychological "pathology", misinterpreted and misdiagnosed 
normal behaviour as abnormal behaviour, and underestimated, or even ignored, 
the incidence and importance in treatment of positive psychological processes 
such as sense of coherence. The results of this research support Antonovsky's 
argument. The results show that very important positive psychological processes 
occur during early treatment following a spinal cord injury. However, as 
Antonovsky predicted, these processes have been neglected in treatment and in 
research. 
Antonovsky (1979; 1987c) argued that there was a need for treatment programs 
that were designed on salutogenic rather than on pathogenic assumptions. The 
differences in the assumptions of the two types of programs are fundamental. In 
salutogenic programs emphasis in treatment is on the systemic development of 
physical and psychological health and strength; in pathogenic programs 
emphasis is on the individual treatment of physical and psychological Illness. 
Antonovsky suggested that an understanding of the characteristics of pathogenic 
programs would help to define more clearly the characteristics of treatment 
programs that could be designed on salutogenic, rather than on pathogenic, 
treatment assumptions. 
As a consequence of Antonovsky's (1979; 1987c) suggestion, during this 
research the author observed the treatment program in which this research was 
carried out. The author observed treatment continuously, attended staff meetings 
In which treatment was discussed, attended meetings in which the staff 
discussed treatment with people who had been injured, and with members of the 
families of people who had been injured, and carried out over 200 Interviews with 
people who had been discharged from treatment, with members of the families of 
people who were either still In treatment, or who had been discharged from 
treatment, and with members of the treatment staff. From these observations and 
Interviews It became very clear that the treatment program was designed on the 
pathogenic assumptions of the medical model: the limitations placed on this 
research by the medical director were merely one expression, and were 
symbolic, of the medical model of treatment. 
During these observations and interviews, the author was able to identify a series 
of characteristics of the medical or pathogenic model of treatment of spinal cord 
Injury. These characteristics are in addition to those that were Identified by 
Trieschmann (1988), and that have been listed In Table 7.1. Following 
Antonovsky's (1979; 1987c) suggestion. It will be useful to summarise these 
additional characteristics of pathogenic treatment programs before discussing 
treatment programs designed on salutogenic assumptions. In the following 
discussion, the characteristics of pathogenic treatment programs will be 
presented In their purest form. Not all of the characteristics would necessarily be 
present in every program that was designed on pathogenic assumptions. Also, 
because the list of characteristics was developed from the author's observations 
and from interviews, rather than from a more rigorous research process, the 
characteristics will be presented as heuristic working hypotheses rather than as 
confirmed fact. 
The Additional Characteristics of Treatment Programs Designed on 
Pathogenic Assumptions 
In treatment programs that are designed on pathogenic assumptions the 
person's phenomenological experience of injury is minimised and pathogenic 
interpretations are placed on normal behaviour. For example, grief is 
misunderstood and (mis)diagnosed and treated as if it were depression. 
Psychological reality and normality are defined by the treatment team. Drugs are 
emphasised in the treatment of psychological "pathology" rather than counselling 
and psychotherapy. Incorrect psychological models (such as stage theory) are 
used to interpret behaviour. Posttraumatic stress disorder and related signs and 
symptoms of exposure to an extremely stressful event are neglected. 
Power is held by the treatment staff, pari:iculariy by the medical staff. More power 
is held by those members of staff who are involved in physical therapy, such as 
nurses and physiotherapists (and psychiatrists) than by members of staff who 
are involved in psychological or social aspects of therapy, including 
psychologists (if there are psychologists), social workers and occupational 
therapists. Because power is narrowly distributed and because there is a 
hierarchy in the distribution of power (with the injured person and the family of 
the injured person at the bottom of the hierarchy), treatment team meetings (if 
these are held at all) are not maximally effective. One consequence of this is that 
communication and coordination within the treatment team (and, therefore, 
treatment) is not maximally facilitated. Another consequence is that the 
development of new clinical and research ideas is also not maximally facilitated. 
In a treatment program designed on pathogenic assumptions, the injured person 
is disempowered rather than empowered. In addition, the injured person may 
become psychologically mystified during treatment, by, for example, the 
acceptance of incorrect interpretations and diagnoses of his or her behaviour 
and experience by members of the treatment staff who are (understandably but 
perhaps incorrectly) perceived by the injured person to have expertise and, 
therefore, to be correct in their interpretations and diagnoses of behaviour. 
Emphasis in pathogenically designed treatment programs is on the person who 
has been injured, rather than on an injured person in a family system that has 
been traumatised. There is little understanding that the experience of treatment 
may itself be traumatic both for the injured person and for the family of the 
injured person. Little attention is given therefore to the psychological effects of 
treatment procedures or of the physical and psychological treatment environment 
on the injured person or on members of the injured person's family. 
Communication between members of the treatment staff (for example, the 
surgeons) and the injured person may be poor. Communication between 
different members of the treatment staff (for example, between the surgeons and 
the nurses) may be poor or non-existent. Communication between different 
members of the treatment staff and patients (for example, between the surgeons 
and other members of the treatment staff and the injured person) may be poor 
and uncoordinated. Communication between different members of the treatment 
staff and the family of the injured person may also be poor and uncoordinated. 
Similarly, communication between the injured person and members of his or her 
family, and communication between different members of the injured person's 
family, may also be poor. 
Communication between the acute and rehabilitation treatment staff may also be 
poor. Follow-up and support following discharge from rehabilitation may be 
poorly coordinated and little emphasis may be given to the early identification or 
diagnosis of potential later difficulties. The emphasis in follow-up is on the 
treatment of physical problems (such as pressure sores and urinary tract 
infections) rather than on the identification and support for psychological and 
social issues for the injured person and for members of the family of the injured 
person (such as late onset posttraumatic stress disorder, or family dysfunction 
and conflict caused, or increased by, the psychological, social, financial or legal 
consequences of the injury). 
In programs designed on pathogenic assumptions it is assumed that the 
treatment model is appropriate, and different or complementary models of 
treatment are ignored or criticised. Little coherent thought is given to the 
assumptions on which the treatment program is designed. Little attention is 
given to obtaining feedback on the effectiveness of treatment and, therefore, on 
the appropriateness of the treatment program or model. Boundaries between the 
different treatment disciplines are clearly defined (and strictly enforced) and 
individual members of the treatment staff are only responsible for their defined 
area of expertise. There is no sense of a broader shared responsibility within an 
integrated and systemic plan of treatment. 
In a pathogenic treatment program little emphasis is given to ongoing staff 
education and training, particularly to education and training that goes beyond 
clearly defined professional boundaries, or that raises (fundamental) questions 
about the assumptions of the treatment model. Similarly, little emphasis is given 
to the ongoing training of the person who has been injured or to the training of 
members of the family of the person who has been injured. For example, (as was 
noted in Chapter 3) over half the people who have a spinal cord injury will 
continue to have pain for the remainder of their lives following injury (and as this 
research has shown, well over half will continue to have pain during the first six 
months following injury). Yet pain following spinal cord injury (as was also seen 
in Chapter 3) is poorly understood and is often neglected. In the pathogenic 
model, the treatment for pain following spinal cord injury is primarily 
pharmacological and after discharge is primarily and inappropriately based on 
an acute rather than on a chronic model of pain. Little attention is given to 
teaching psychological techniques to manage pain either to the injured person, 
or to members of the family of the injured person. 
The treatment of a person who has had a spinal cord injury may continue at 
various times for the remainder of the person's life. Nevertheless, within the 
pathogenic model, little thought is given to the importance of staff continuity or to 
the development of long-term treatment relationships between members of the 
staff and the injured person and members of the injured person's family. As a 
consequence, important anecdotal and other information about the injured 
person (that may not be in the clinical notes on the person) is gradually lost over 
time. Similarly, little attention is given to the development of long-term 
organisational memory. 
The Health Care or Salutogenic Model of Treatment 
Antonovsky (1979; 1987c) described how the pathogenic and salutogenic 
models of treatment differed fundamentally in their assumptions (see also. 
Chapters 1 and 2). Similarly, Trieschmann (1988, p. 39) emphasised the 
differences between the assumptions of the medical (that is, the pathogenic) 
model and those of the health care (or salutogenic) model: "With the educational 
or health care model, rehabilitation is viewed as the process of teaching the 
person to live with his disability in his own environment. It is a learning process 
and everyone in the rehabilitation team functions as a teacher....The person must 
be an active participant in this process, and a rehabilitation program must be 
designed by the staff with, not for, the person in order to meet his needs. The 
emphasis is on partnership" (Trieschmann, 1988, p. 39). 
Theschmann (1988, p. 32) suggested that the health care or salutogenic model 
of treatment of spinal cord injury is characterised by (see Table 7.2): 
Table 7.2 
Characteristics of the Health Care or Salutogenic Model of Treatment of Spinal 
Cord Injun/ 
Acute and chronic orientation. 
Synthesis of parts into a whoie. 
Systems approach. 
Value given to both objective and subjective data. 
Problem prevention. 
Both professionals and patients are the sources of knowledge. 
The psychological consequences of injury are considered to be normal. 
Services are coordinated by a "case manager". 
There is equal access to a variety of services. 
There is a community focus. 
The person is an active participant in the health process. 
The focus in treatment is on personal, organic and environmental interactions. 
Note. Adapted from Trieschmann (1988, p. 32). 
The Behavioural Equation for Rehabilitation Success Within the Health 
Care or Salutoqenic Model of Treatment 
Trieschmann (1988, p.39) suggested that the behavioural equation for 
rehabilitation success within the health care or salutogenic model of treatment 
could be represented as: 
B = f ( P x O x E ) 
where "Behavior (B), health, and rehabilitation adjustment are a function of the 
interaction of the psychosocial (P), biological-organic (O), and environmental (E) 
factors" (Trieschmann, 1988, p. 39). The aim of rehabilitation in the health care 
model is the development of interrelated skills that relate to productivity, 
harmonious living and survival. The emphasis in treatment is therefore on 
education and training in health and wellness, activities of daily living, social 
skills and assertiveness, negotiation skills, financial survival, family, social and 
sexual relationships, recreation and leisure, the management of personal care 
attendants, and vocational skills. 
The Intersystem Patient Care Model of Treatment and the Theory of 
Shattered Assumptions 
Antonovsky's conceptualisation of sense of coherence was discussed in 
Chapters 1 and 2. Antonovsky conceptualised sense of coherence as consisting 
of three characteristics: meaning, comprehensibility and manageability. It was 
mentioned in Chapter 2 that Artinian (1983; 1984; 1991) suggested that 
treatment programs could be designed on salutogenic assumptions. Artinian 
suggested that sense of coherence would be facilitated by treatment in programs 
that were designed on the principles of the intersystem model of treatment. 
Artinian developed this model of treatment from the theory of sense of 
coherence. Artinian predicted that important physical and psychological 
consequences would follow from an emphasis on strengthening sense of 
coherence during treatment. It was also mentioned in Chapter 3 that 
psychological traumatisation was fundamental to the experience of traumatic 
spinal cord injury. A reference was made to research on psychological 
traumatisation that was based on Janoff-Bulman's (1985; 1992) theory of 
shattered assumptions. 
Both the intersystem model of treatment and the theory of shattered assumptions 
include original and valuable ideas for the design of treatment programs for 
people who have had a spinal cord injury. The model and the theory will, 
therefore, now be discussed briefly. Recommendations will then be presented for 
the design of treatment programs for people who have had a spinal cord injury. 
The Intersvstem Model of Treatment 
Artinian (1983; 1984; 1991) understood the relevance of Antonovsky's 
salutogenic model for the design of treatment programs. Artinian suggested that 
a person's "situational sense of coherence" could be determined early in 
treatment. A person's treatment program could then be designed so that the 
situational sense of coherence could be strengthened during treatment. 
Individual treatment would be within a more general treatment environment that 
also would be designed on salutogenic assumptions. Emphasis in treatment 
would be on identifying and strengthening important meanings in a person's life 
(meaning), on assisting the person to understand his or her illness or injury and 
its implications (comprehensibility) and on identifying and strengthening the 
person's skills and resources (manageability). Artinian suggested that such a 
salutogenically designed treatment program would strengthen a person's sense 
of coherence and would have other positive psychological and physical 
consequences. Valuable implications follow from the intersystem model of 
treatment for the design of treatment programs for people who have had a spinal 
cord injury. 
The Theorv of Shattered Assumptions 
In the review in Chapter 3 of the literature on extremely stressful events, it was 
shown that psychological traumatisation is fundamental to the experience of 
spinal cord injury, not only for an injured person, but also for those people who 
are emotionally close to an injured person. However, it was also shown that 
psychological traumatisation following a spinal cord injury has been neglected in 
the literature on the psychology of spinal cord injury and in the treatment of 
spinal cord injury. Even in Trieschmann's (1988) otherwise excellent and 
definitive Spinal Cord Injuries: Psychological. Social, and Vocational 
Rehabilitation, there were no references to posttraumatic stress disorder. Yet, as 
was seen in Chapter 3, almost by definition, any program that is designed to 
treat spinal cord injury must also include the treatment of posttraumatic stress. 
Janoff-Bulman's (1985; 1992) theory of shattered assumptions following 
exposure to an extremely stressful event Is therefore particularly relevant to the 
design of programs for spinal cord Injury that are based on the salutogenic, or 
health care, model of treatment. Janoff-Bulman (1985, p. 20; 1992, pp. 18,178, 
180) was Influenced by Antonovsky's ideas, especially by his emphasis on the 
importance of meaning In managing stress. Janoff-Bulman was also influenced 
by research on the relationships between sense of coherence and successful 
adaptation to stress. The research on the theory of shattered assumptions is 
summarised In Janoff-Bulman (1992). 
Janoff-Bulman (1985; 1992) suggested that exposure to extremely stressful 
events "shatters assumptions" that the person who has been exposed to an 
extremely stressful event previously held about the world. Janoff-Bulman 
suggested that three "Implicitly held" assumptions are fundamental to human 
attempts to make order of the world. These assumptions help to make events 
appear more predictable and also help to reduce fundamental anxiety about 
death, meaning and vulnerability. The three assumptions are: "(1) the belief in 
personal invulnerability; (2) the perception of the world as meaningful and 
comprehensible; and (3) the view of ourselves in a positive light" (Janoff-Bulman, 
1985, p. 18). 
Janoff-Bulman (1985; 1992) suggested that exposure to an extremely stressful 
event, such as a spinal cord Injury, violates these three assumptions, and thus: 
"The assumptive world, developed and confirmed over many years, cannot 
account for these extreme events. The old assumptions and theories of reality 
are shattered, producing psychological upheaval....Victimization calls into 
question each of these primary postulates of our assumptive world, and by doing 
so destroys the stability with which we are ordinarily able to function" (Janoff-
Bulman, 1985, p. 18). The survivor of an extremely stressful event then 
experiences the fundamental anxiety that is normally controlled by a belief in the 
assumptions. This anxiety is expressed in behaviour, emotions and thoughts that 
are socially defined as traumatisation. Janoff-Bulman (1985, p. 22) suggested 
that recovery from exposure to an extremely stressful event is dependent on: 
"Coming to terms with these shattered assumptions and reestablishing a 
conceptual system that will allow the (person) to once again function effectively". 
As with the intersystem model of treatment, valuable implications for the design 
of treatment programs for people who have had a traumatic spinal cord injury 
follow from the theory of shattered assumptions. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
A series of recommendations will now be presented for the design of early 
treatment programs for people who have had a spinal cord injury. These 
recommendations have been developed by the author from the theory of sense 
of coherence and from research on sense of coherence, from Trieschmann's 
discussions on the health care model of treatment, from Artinian's discussions 
on the intersystem model of treatment, and from research on Janoff-Bulman's 
theory of shattered assumptions. The recommendations have also been 
developed from the results of this research, from the author's experience during 
this research and from the author's reading of the literature on the psychology of 
extremely stressful events and of spinal cord injury. All of the recommendations 
are based on the assumptions of the salutogenic or health care model of 
treatment. To avoid repetition, the recommendations apply to the injured person. 
However, when appropriate, it should be understood that the recommendations 
also apply to the members of the family of the injured person. 
Recommendations for the Design of Early Treatment Programs for People 
Who Have Had a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
Fundamental to the design of a treatment program designed on salutogenic 
assumptions would be an understanding of the injured person's 
phenomenological experience of the injury and of its physical, psychological and 
other consequences. It would be understood that the injured person would have 
been traumatised psychologically by exposure to an extremely stressful event. It 
would be understood that the injured person's assumptions about the world 
would have been "shattered" by exposure to the extremely stressful event. It 
would be understood that the injured person would be a member of a family 
system that would also have been traumatised psychologically and whose 
assumptions also would have been shattered. 
It would be understood that the principles of the theory of sense of coherence 
would be fundamental to the design of the treatment program. Emphasis would 
be given to identifying and strengthening the situational sense of coherence of 
the injured person and of the members of the family of the injured person. 
Emphasis would therefore be given to developing the three characteristics of 
sense of coherence: meaning, comprehensibility and manageability. The 
treatment program would be designed on the principles of Artinian's intersystem 
model of treatment. 
It would be assumed that the behaviour of the injured person would be the 
normal consequence of exposure to an (abnormal) extremely stressful event 
(rather than abnormal behaviour following a normal event). Judgements and 
psychiatric interpretations and diagnoses would be minimised. Similarly, care 
would be taken to understand, and not to place pathogenic interpretations on, 
normal processes such as anger, grief, adaptive denial and hope. Care would 
also be taken to help the injured person regain predictability, trust and control. 
The injured person would be given access to all information concerning him or 
her, including diagnoses and prognoses. Emphasis would be given to explaining 
this information so that it could be understood. 
Power would be distributed within the treatment program so that the injured 
person would be fully involved in decisions concerning his or her treatment. In 
addition, power would be distributed so that treatment decisions would not be 
dominated by members of staff who were primarily involved in physical or 
medical treatment. The director or coordinator, therefore, would not necessarily 
have to be medically trained. When appropriate, and after relevant training, 
professional responsibilities would be shared by members of the treatment staff. 
Emphasis would be given to integrating the physical, psychological and social 
treatment of the injured person and to theoretical consistency in all decisions and 
actions. 
Emphasis would be given to training the injured person. In addition, emphasis 
would also be given to the ongoing training of staff. This would include training in 
communication skills and in the skills of training and of teaching. 
Emphasis would be given to obtaining ongoing feedback on all aspects of the 
treatment program. This feedback would be integrated into ongoing treatment. 
Emphasis would be given to encouraging discussion on the treatment program 
and on its assumptions. At regular intervals the assumptions and aims of the 
treatment program would be reconsidered. 
Emphasis would be given to creating a long-term (treatment) relationship with an 
injured person. In this relationship emphasis would particularly be given to the 
integrated treatment of physical, psychological and social issues and to the 
preventative identification of potential problems at an early stage. Such a long-
term emphasis would have implications for the selection of staff and for 
personnel policy. 
It would be understood that pain could be a continuing and significant problem in 
the life of the injured person following injury. Emphasis would therefore be given 
to teaching the injured person psychological skills for the management of pain. 
Similarly, because the continuing experience of life with a spinal cord is stressful, 
emphasis would also be given to teaching the injured person psychological skills 
to manage stress. 
Similarly, and as much as possible, pharmacological treatment would be avoided 
in the treatment of anxiety, depression and post-traumatic stress. Emphasis 
would instead be given to teaching psychological skills that could be used by the 
injured person. 
It would be understood that treatment following injury could cause further 
traumatisation. Care would therefore be taken to minimise this possibility, 
particularly, for example, before and after necessary medical and surgical 
procedures, some of which have the potential to be very traumatic. 
Emphasis would be given to the development of an integrated relationship 
between the acute and rehabilitation phases of treatment. Emphasis would also 
be given to the development of long-term organisational memory and to the 
development of procedures to retrieve information from the organisational 
memory both for treatment and for research. 
The above recommendations integrate Antonovsky's ideas with those of 
Trieschmann. They include a structure that is designed on the principles of 
Artinian's intersystem model of treatment. They include ideas from research on 
Janoff-Bulman's theory of shattered assumptions following exposure to an 
extremely stressful event. They also include ideas from the results of this 
research, from the author's experience during this research and from the 
author's reading of the literature on the psychology of extremely stressful events 
and of spinal cord injury. All of the recommendations are salutogenic and are 
theoretically consistent. 
The results of the research reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3, and the results of this 
research, suggest that treatment programs designed on salutogenic 
assumptions maximise an injured person's possibility of adapting successfully to 
a traumatic spinal cord injury. Programs designed on salutogenic assumptions 
also avoid the iatrogenic problems that are inherent in programs designed on 
pathogenic assumptions. 
THE LIMITATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH 
There are, however, some limitations to this research. The limitations are related 
to the size of the sample studied, to the design of the research, and to the 
psychological and pain measures that were used in the research. 
As with most prospective studies, the number of participants in the study 
decreased over time. Forty participants were tested psychologically two weeks 
following injury, 32 participants were tested psychologically four and six weeks 
following injury (a retention rate of 80%), 18 participants were tested 
psychologically two months following injury (a retention rate of 45%) and 19 
participants were tested psychologically three months following injury (a 
retention rate of 47.5%). Both the samples of 40 and of 32 participants were 
representative of the Australian incidence population (see Chapter 5). However, 
a selection process occurred during treatment. The samples of 18 and of 19 
participants both contained more people with tétraplégie and complete injuries 
than the Australian incidence population. Those participants who remained in the 
study also included people who had had multiple injuries, or who had had 
medical complications following their injury. 
The forty participants were also tested for the incidence and intensity of pain at 
two, four and six weeks, and two and three months following injury, and 36 of the 
40 participants were tested for pain six months following injury. The 36 
participants were representative of the Australian incidence population. 
Because the sample size was small, it is difficult to generalise from the results of 
this study to the populations of people in Australia and in the United States who 
have had a traumatic spinal cord injury. Also, because of the decrease in the 
number of participants during the study, it is particularly difficult to generalise the 
results of the psychological testing to the Australian and United States spinal 
cord injury populations. Unfortunately, the author was constrained by time in 
carrying out the study, and the initial sample of 40 participants consisted of all of 
the people over a period of two years who were eligible for inclusion in the study. 
Nevertheless, the results of the study would have been more valuable had the 
sample size been larger. 
There are very few prospective studies in the literature on the psychology of 
spinal cord injury. Indeed, the lack of prospective studies is one of the more 
serious weaknesses in the literature. This study was therefore designed to 
measure change over time, using repeated measures. However, the design of 
the study could have been improved. The design would have been improved, for 
example, by the inclusion of a control group. The design would also have been 
improved by more opportunities to test and to interview the participants. During 
the research, the author became aware that very subtle changes were occurring 
daily in the phenomenological experience of the participants. It would have been 
valuable, therefore, to have been able to record more interviews with the 
participants, particularly at critical times during their treatment. An analysis of 
these interviews almost certainly would have offered new insights into the 
experience of a spinal cord injury. Similarly, the design would also have been 
improved by the testing of the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR). It would 
have been interesting to have been able to relate the results of ESR testing (see 
Mills, Newham & Edwards, 1989, p. 423) to the participants' phenomenological 
experience, to their sense of coherence and to their experience of pain. 
During the interviews in the pilot study with the initial 20 participants, it was 
found that both the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) and the state scale of the 
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) confounded the physical consequences of 
injury and of treatment with the physical and psychological signs and symptoms 
of anxiety and depression, and confounded anxiety and depression with (normal) 
posttraumatic stress and with grief. This was confirmed during the later 
psychological testing. Problems were found with items 4,10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 18,19, 20 and 21 of the 21 item BDI and with items 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 
15, 17, 18, 19 and 20 of the 20 item STAI. (The BDI and STAI are included in 
Appendix C.) For example, item 16 of the BDI is scored for depression by a 
description of the degree of sleep loss. However, to prevent the development of 
pressure sores, patients with a spinal cord injury are woken every two hours 
during the night and their skin is checked. In a ward of four participants this 
(noisy procedure) takes 20 minutes (every two hours). Other treatment 
procedures which disturb sleep also regularly take place during the night. As a 
consequence, sleep deprivation is a common (but not commonly reported) 
iatrogenic consequence of treatment for spinal cord injury. A high score on item 
16 is not necessarily, therefore, an indication that a person is depressed. 
Similarly, item 19 of the BDI is scored for depression on the amount of recent 
weight loss. However, weight loss caused by lack of activity and by the effects of 
treatment is also a common (but again not commonly reported) iatrogenic 
consequence of treatment for spinal cord injury. A high score on item 19 is also 
not necessarily, therefore, an indication of depression. Similar problems also 
occur with items 4,10,11,13,14,15,17,18,20 and 21 of the 21 item BDI. 
Similarly, item 4 of the state scale of the STAI is scored for anxiety by the answer 
to the statement: "I feel strained". However, people who have had a spinal cord 
injury (who may therefore have lost the ability to move and to feel their bodies, 
but who may still experience pain) often report that their bodies feel physically 
strained. It is therefore not uncommon for a person with a spinal cord injury to 
confound emotional strain with physical strain when answering item 4. Item 10 of 
the state scale of the STAI is scored by the answer to the statement; "I feel 
comfortable". People who have had a spinal cord injury also often report that they 
do not feel comfortable physically. It is therefore not uncommon for them to 
confound emotional comfort with physical comfort when answering Item 10. 
Similar problems occur also with items 3, 6, 7, 8, 9,14, 17, 18,15,19 and 20 of 
the state scale of the 20 item STAI, and with some items of the trait scale of the 
STAI (which was not used in this research). 
One would have thought that this confounding of the physical consequences of 
injury and of treatment with the physical and psychological consequences of 
depression and of anxiety, and the confounding of anxiety and depression with 
posttraumatic stress and grief, would have been obvious problems for 
researchers to have solved before carrying out research on the psychology of 
spinal cord injury. However, this has not been so. The BDI and the STAI have 
regularly been used, and, indeed, still continue to be used, in research on the 
psychology of spinal cord injury (for examples, see the discussion in Boekamp et 
al., 1996). One consequence of the continuing use of the BDI and of the STAI is 
that the reported rates of the incidence and seventy of depression and of anxiety 
following spinal cord injury are almost certainly inflated (for a thoughtful 
discussion on this problem, see Jacob et al., 1995). Another consequence is that 
many treatment programs for people who have had a spinal cord injury have also 
almost certainly been designed on (pathogenic) misunderstandings of the 
phenomenological experience of people who have had a spinal cord injury (for 
an example of recent research using the BDI and STAI that illustrates these 
problems, see Craig et al., 1994, a, b; Hancock, Craig, Dickson, Chang & Martin, 
1993). 
The intensity of pain was measured by the two standard tests for measuring the 
intensity of pain, a 101 point Numerical Rating Scale (NRS) and a five category 
Verbal Rating Scale (VRS). It was noted in Chapter 5 that there is very little 
published psychometric data on the NRS and VRS, particularly on the VRS. 
Research has shown that people have difficulty discriminating between more 
than seven categories (for a discussion, see Taylor, 1991; for a more general 
discussion on problems in the measurement of pain, see Turk & Melzack, 1992). 
When the author was designing this research, therefore, he suggested to the 
medical researcher responsible for the epidemiological study that it might be 
more appropriate to use a seven point rather than a 101 point Numerical Rating 
Scale to measure the intensity of pain. However, he was told that this was not 
possible, since the convention in the literature on pain was to use an 11 or 101 
point NRS scale to measure the intensity of pain and that a seven point NRS 
scale was never used. As a consequence, because of the limited psychometric 
data on the NRS and on the VRS, and because of the problems inherent in using 
a 101 point discrimination scale, the conclusions made in this research about the 
intensity of pain following spinal cord injury may not be as strong as they at first 
appear. Also, pain affect was not measured at all in this study. The study would 
have been strengthened by the inclusion of a test to measure pain affect such as 
the affect scale of the McGill Pain Questionnaire (Melzack, 1975). 
Central to this study was the psychological test that Antonovsky designed to 
measure sense of coherence, the Orientation to Life Questionnaire, or OLQ. It 
was noted in Chapter 2 that the OLQ had not previously been used in the study 
of extremely stressful events. It was also noted in Chapter 5 that the OLQ is 
psychometrically strong. However, experience in this research suggests that the 
OLQ may not be as appropriate for research with people who have been 
exposed to an extremely stressful event as Antonovsky suggested. Some of the 
participants in this study had difficulty answering some of the items of the 29 
item OLQ (the OLQ is included in Appendix C). For example, item 12 of the OLQ 
states "Do you have the feeling that you are in an unfamiliar situation and you 
don't know what to do" and is then scored from one "Very often" to seven "Very 
seldom or never". The higher the total score on the OLQ the higher the sense of 
coherence. However, participants (rightly) argued that this item confounded 
sense of coherence with the psychological consequences of being seriously 
injured and of being treated in an acute ward in a hospital. It is quite common for 
a person with a spinal cord injury to feel during treatment that he or she is in an 
unfamiliar situation and does not know what to do (they are after all seriously 
injured and in an acute ward of a hospital). Similarly, item 16 states "Doing the 
things you do every day is" and is then scored one for the answer "A source of 
pain and boredom" and seven for the answer "A source of deep pleasure and 
satisfaction". Again, however, participants quite rightly pointed out that pain is a 
continuing problem for people with a spinal cord injury during treatment, and that 
the things that people who have a spinal cord injury have to do during treatment 
genuinely are boring, particularly if the person is a tétraplégie who has to lie in 
bed for weeks and sometimes even months unable to feel or to move his or her 
body. Similarly, item 24 states "Does it happen that you have the feeling that you 
don't know exactly what's about to happen". This item is scored from one "Very 
often" to seven "Very seldom or never". However, the wording of this item shows 
a (surprising) lack of understanding of the organisation of an acute ward in a 
large public hospital. It was a common experience for the participants in this 
study not to know what was about to happen to them. Indeed, very often even the 
treatment staff and the author did not know what was about to happen to them. A 
mobile X ray ordered for 11am could arrive at any time between 9am and 5pm, 
or not at all; a patient could be prepared for a major operation on the next day 
(and therefore would be given little food and would have his or her medication 
changed or reduced), and after being woken at 5am could then wait all day for 
the operation (very anxiously, and possibly for much of this time on his or her 
own), only to be told at 5pm (after also missing breakfast and lunch) that the 
operation had been cancelled because earlier operations had taken longer than 
anticipated. 
Similar problems also exist with items 1,3,6 , 7, 9 ,11,13 ,14 ,15 ,17 ,19 , 20, 21, 
22, 23, 27 and 29 of the 29 item OLQ. Some of these items confound sense of 
coherence with the psychological consequences of acute treatment, some 
confound sense of coherence with the psychological consequences of the 
structure of the treatment environment, some confound sense of coherence with 
an awareness of the serious physical and other limitations caused by the spinal 
cord injury, some confound sense of coherence with posttraumatic stress, some 
confound sense of coherence with an awareness of other people's reactions to 
the injured person's injury, and some confound sense of coherence with the 
psychological uncertainty about the future that is a normal part of the experience 
of acute treatment following a spinal cord injury. 
As a consequence, the author has some reservations about the appropriateness 
of the OLQ in the study of extremely stressful events. Nevertheless, the author 
believes that the salutogenic model and sense of coherence are very valuable 
concepts. However, more work clearly still needs to be done on measuring sense 
of coherence, particularly if sense of coherence is to be studied in the context of 
extremely stressful events. In the next section of this report, therefore, some 
suggestions will be made for further research on sense of coherence and on the 
OLQ. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
During this research the author became aware of a number of possibilities for 
future research on spinal cord injury and on the salutogenic model and on sense 
of coherence. 
There are many problems in the literature on the psychology of spinal cord 
injury. Many studies are ad hoc and are not grounded in theory. Other studies 
show an extraordinary lack of understanding of the experience of spinal cord 
injury and of the details of the treatment of spinal cord injury. Many studies are 
based on pathogenic assumptions that appear to have been given little or no 
thought; and few studies have been designed on salutogenic assumptions. 
Some of the psychological tests that are used in research on spinal cord injury 
are inappropriate for people who have a disability. Far too little attention has 
been given to the very serious problem of pain following spinal cord injury. Little 
attention has been given to the characteristics of treatment environments or to 
the psychological effects that treatment environments have on people who are 
being treated. And, of course, there is little contact between the literature on the 
psychology of spinal cord injury and the literatures on the psychology of 
extremely stressful events and of disability and rehabilitation. 
There is a need for a number of prospective studies. Very little is known, for 
example, about the phenomenological experience of spinal cord injury. Much 
that is presently known is anecdotal. There is a need, therefore, for studies in 
which people who have been injured (and the members of their families) are 
interviewed and observed from the moment of their admission to hospital to the 
moment of their discharge. There is a need for similar prospective studies on the 
experience of spinal cord injury after discharge from hospital. There is a need for 
a similar set of studies in which the members of the treatment staff are also 
interviewed and observed during treatment from admission to discharge. There 
is a need for prospective studies on the different perceptions of injury and of 
treatment that are held at different times during treatment by people who have 
been injured, and by different members of the treatment staff, and the 
implications that follow from these different perceptions. 
There is a need for studies on communication between members of staff and 
people who have been injured. There is a need for studies on communication 
between different members of staff. There is a need for studies on 
communication between the person who has been injured and his or her family, 
and on communication between members of the family of an injured person. 
There is a need for studies to determine the emotional and other needs of people 
who have been injured at important times during treatment. Similar studies are 
needed on the emotional and other needs of the members of the families of 
people who have been injured. There is a need for further studies to determine 
what information is needed by people who have been injured and how and when 
this information can most usefully be given to them. 
There is a need for studies on the assumptions that the different treatment 
professions have about the experience of spinal cord injury and about treatment. 
There is a need for research on the effects that these assumptions have on the 
design of treatment programs and on progress during and after treatment. There 
is a need for studies on the design of treatment programs. Heuristically useful 
models of treatment, such as that proposed by Artinian, need to be tested and 
developed. 
There is a need for research on resilience and on successful adaptation following 
spinal cord injury and on the characteristics of treatment programs that would 
facilitate these processes. There is a need for more research on grief and loss 
following injury and on the characteristics of these processes. There is a need for 
research on ways in which people can be helped to work through grief and loss 
following spinal cord injury. There is a need for epidemiological and other 
studies on anxiety and on depression that do not confound the physical effects of 
injury and of treatment with the symptoms and signs of anxiety and of 
depression, and that do not confound anxiety and depression with grief and loss. 
There is a need to develop psychological techniques that (when appropriate) 
could replace the use of drugs in the treatment of anxiety and depression and 
other processes (such as panic attacks) that may follow a spinal cord injury. 
There is a need for more research on posttraumatic stress and on those aspects 
of treatment that may cause secondary traumatisation (for example, waiting all 
day in acute treatment following a spinal cord injury, with little emotional support 
and no food, for a major operation that never happens). It would be valuable to 
understand the treatment and other implications for people who have had a 
spinal cord injury of the theory of shattered assumptions; and there is a need for 
much more research on the incidence and intensity and causes and treatment of 
pain following spinal cord injury. 
Similarly, many ideas follow from Antonovsky's conceptualisation of 
salutogenesis and of sense of coherence. Since the literature on extremely 
stressful events and on spinal cord injury is dominated by the pathogenic model, 
the number of possible research projects using the salutogenic model must be 
considerable. It would be valuable, for example, to analyse the assumptions and 
the design of present treatment programs. It would be valuable to think through 
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the implications of the salutogenic model and to design different treatment 
programs on salutogenic assumptions. It would then be valuable to compare the 
treatment outcomes of these salutogenic programs with the treatment outcomes 
of programs designed on pathogenic assumptions. It would be valuable to look at 
the implications of the salutogenic model for the training of people who have 
been injured and for the training of treatment staff. It would be valuable to 
consider the implications of the salutogenic model for the design of support 
systems in the community for people who have had a spinal cord injury and for 
members of their families. 
More research needs to be carried out on defining and operationalising the 
concept of sense of coherence. More research is needed on developing new 
methodologies, such as content analysis scales, to measure sense of coherence 
more effectively. Research is needed to revise the Orientation to Life 
Questionnaire. Research is also needed to develop methodologies to measure 
the individual characteristics of sense of coherence, particularly meaning. More 
research is needed on ways in which treatment programs could be designed so 
that the individual components of sense of coherence could be strengthened 
during treatment. More research is needed on the psychological and physical 
consequences of sense of coherence. More research is needed on the 
relationship between sense of coherence and pain and on the ways in which 
sense of coherence may modulate pain. Many other topics for research also 
follow from the salutogenic model. 
CONCLUSION 
This research study was designed to test predictions from the theory of sense of 
coherence and to develop ideas from the theory for the design of treatment 
programs for people who have had a spinal cord injury. The research confirmed 
some predictions from the theory of sense of coherence but did not confirm 
others. The research suggested some useful ideas for the design of treatment 
programs for people who have had a spinal cord injury. As Trieschmann (1988) 
has correctly stated, the treatment of spinal cord injury has been dominated by 
programs that have been designed on the assumptions of the medical or 
pathogenic model. The results of this research support Antonovsky's (1979; 
1987c) general argument that there is a need for a paradigm shift (Kuhn, 1970) 
in the design of treatment programs. The results also support Trieschmann's 
more specific argument that there Is a need for a paradigm shift in the design of 
treatment programs for people who have had a spinal cord injury. 
In conclusion, therefore, it is suggested that the design of treatment programs for 
people who have had a spinal cord injury would benefit considerably from the 
inclusion of the ideas of Antonovsky and of Trieschmann, and of Artinian, Janoff-
Bulman and others who are committed to the salutogenic, rather than to the 
pathogenic, model of treatment. Similarly, many useful suggestions for future 
research on spinal cord injury would also follow from a commitment to the 
salutogenic model. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE PRELIMINARY STUDIES 
In this appendix the process that led to the final design of the research will be 
described. 
CONDITIONS THAT WERE PLACED ON THE RESEARCH 
Permission to carry out the research was received from the (then) medical 
director of the Acute Spinal Injuries Unit at Royal North Shore Hospital in June 
1992. However, the medical director placed four conditions on the research. 
These conditions were that: 
(1) participants in the research could not be tested or interviewed until they were 
medically stable. A decision on medical stability would be made by the medical 
director 14 days following injury; 
(2) after participants were medically stable, they could only be tested and 
interviewed once every two weeks; 
(3) participants could only be tested and interviewed for a total of one hour on 
each occasion; 
(4) the researcher could only discuss psychological issues with participants on 
these occasions (that is, for one hour every two weeks). 
The conditions placed on the research by the medical director affected both the 
design of the study and the procedures that could be used within the design. 
THE AIMS OF THE PRELIMINARY STUDIES 
From June 1992 to August 1993 a number of preliminary studies were carried 
out. The aims of these preliminary studies were: 
(1) to identify more precisely the research questions to be studied; 
(2) to determine the most appropriate design and procedures for the final 
research project that would also meet the conditions placed on the research by 
the medical director; 
(3) to gain a deeper understanding of the experience of people who have had a 
spinal cord injury; 
(4) to gain a deeper understanding of the aims and assumptions of the treatment 
program at Royal North Shore Hospital. 
The preliminary studies began with a series of conversations and interviews with 
people who had recently been injured, with people who had been injured some 
months, and even years, before, with members of the families of people who had 
been injured and with members of the treatment staff. Treatment in the unit was 
also observed. When the design and procedures for the research had been 
tentatively identified, the tests that had also been identified for possible inclusion 
in the research were administered to a group of 20 pari:icipants two, four and six 
weeks following injury. The 20 participants were also asked for their ideas on the 
design of the research. The data from these pari:icipants were not included in the 
data analysis. The design was also discussed in detail with members of the 
treatment staff and with the senior research fellow who was collecting the pain 
data for the epidemiological study. 
PREDICTIONS FROM THE THEORY OF SENSE OF COHERENCE 
Antonovsky (1979; 1987c) argued that following a physical trauma there would 
be predictable relationships between sense of coherence and anger, anxiety, 
depression, hope, locus of control, negative affect, optimism, pain, physiological 
marker variables and positive affect. An initial task was to identify tests that 
would measure these predictions and that would also meet the conditions placed 
on the design of the research. It was accepted that the final design would have to 
be a compromise between theory, research questions that arose from theory, 
and the conditions. 
THE SEVEN CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING TESTS 
The psychological test to measure sense of coherence was defined as 
Antonovsky's (1987c) Orientation to Life Questionnaire. The tests to measure 
pain in the epidemiological study were the Numerical Rating Scale (Jensen & 
Karoly, 1992, pp.140 -141) and the Verbal Rating Scale (Jensen & Karoly, 1992, 
pp. 137 -139). During the preliminary studies it was decided that the other tests 
that would be used in the research would need to meet seven criteria. The seven 
criteria were that the tests: 
(1) would have to be psychometrically strong; 
(2) would have to be psychologically appropriate for people who were disabled; 
(3) would have to be physically appropriate for use with people some of whom 
could not use their hands; 
(4) would have to be minimally intrusive; 
(5) would (if possible) have been used in previous research on sense of 
coherence or on spinal cord injury; 
(6) would have to be designed on assumptions that were consistent between 
tests. 
In addition: 
(7) the administration of the tests that were finally chosen had to be completed in 
one hour. 
TESTS THAT WERE IDENTIFIED FOR POSSIBLE INCLUSION IN THE 
DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH 
After a review of the relevant literature, and after considering the above criteria, 
the following tests were identified for possible inclusion in the design of the 
research: 
Sense of Coherence: Orientation to Life Questionnaire (Anonovsky, 1987c). 
Anger: The Hostility Scale of the Multiple Affect Adjective Check List-Revised 
Revised (MAACL-R) (Zuckerman & Lubin, 1985); the Research Edition of the 
State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory (STAXI) (Spielberger, 1988); and the 
Content Analysis Hostility Directed Outward Scale (Gottschalk & Gleser, 1969; 
Gottschalk et al., 1969, pp. 62 - 92). 
Anxiety: The Anxiety Scale of the MAACL-R (Zuckerman & Lubin, 1985); the 
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI-Y) (Spielberger, 1983); and the Content 
Analysis Total Anxiety Scale (Gottschalk & Gleser, 1969; Gottschalk et al., 1969, 
pp. 29 - 61). The STAI was considered for inclusion in the design because it had 
frequently been used in research to measure anxiety following spinal cord injury. 
The inclusion of the STAI would thus allow the results of the research to be 
compared to the results of previous research. 
Depression: The Depression Scale of the MAACL-R (Zuckerman & Lubin, 
1985); the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) (Beck & Steer, 1987); and the 
Content Analysis Hostility Directed Inward Scale (Gottschalk & Gleser, 1969; 
Gottschalk et al., 1969, pp. 93 - 113). The BDI was considered for inclusion in 
the design because it also had frequently been used in earlier research on spinal 
cord injury. 
Hope: The Hope Rating Scale (Snyder, Irving & Anderson, 1991). 
Locus of Control: The Multidimensional Health Locus of Control Scale 
(Wallston & Wallston, 1978). 
Negative Affect: The Dysphoria Scale of the MAACL-R (Zuckerman & Lubin, 
1985). 
Optimism: The Life Orientation Test (Scheier & Carver, 1985,1987). 
Pain: The Numerical Rating Scale and the Verbal Rating Scale (Jensen & 
Karoly, 1992). 
Physiological Marker Variables: The erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) 
(Mills et al., 1989, p. 423). 
Positive Affect: The Positive Affect (PA) and the Positive Affect and Sensation 
Seeking (PASS) Scales of the MAACL-R (Zuckerman & Lubin, 1985); The 
Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS) (Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 1988); 
and the Content Analysis Positive Affect Scale (Westbrook, 1976 ). 
LESSONS FROM THE PRELIMINARY STUDIES FOR THE DESIGN OF THE 
RESEARCH 
In different combinations, all of the tests were administered to the 20 participants 
mentioned above. 
It was found that it took between 15 and 18 minutes to administer the OLQ. 
Problems were identified with the OLQ. These were discussed in Chapter 7. 
The STAXi took between 15 and 20 minutes to administer and some participants 
found it difficult to answer some of the questions. It was therefore decided not to 
include the STAXI in the final design. 
The administration of the MAACL-R took between 12 and 15 minutes. It was 
found that the MAACL-R was very appropriate for use with people who had had a 
spinal cord injury since the questions in the MAACL-R only required a yes or no 
verbal answer. After discussions with the 20 participants, it was decided that the 
entire MAACL-R (that is, the scales for anger, anxiety, depression, negative 
affect, positive affect and sensation seeking) would be administered. 
\ 
Each of the state and trait forms of the STAI took between 10 and 12 minutes to 
administer. Since the emphasis in the study was on state rather than trait 
characteristics and because time was limited, it was decided to include only the 
state form of the STAI in the final design. Problems were identified with the STAI. 
These were discussed in Chapter 7. The Anxiety Scale of the MAACL-R was 
administered as part of the MAACL-R. 
The BDI took between five and eight minutes to administer. Problems were 
identified with the BDI. These were discussed in Chapter 7. The Depression 
Scale of the MAACL-R was administered as part of the MAACL-R. 
It was decided not to use the Hope Rating Scale because the scale did not 
adequately discriminate between participants. 
It was decided not to use the Multiple Health Locus of Control Scale because 
some participants had difficulty understanding some of the questions and 
because some participants gave inconsistent answers to complementary 
questions in the two forms of the scale (for example, Question 7). 
It was decided not to use the Life Orientation Test because the test did not 
adequately discriminate between participants. 
The possibility of obtaining blood samples and measuring the erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate (ESR) was also considered since Antonovsky (1979, 1987c) 
had predicted that there would be relationships between sense of coherence and 
physiological marker variables. It has been suggested that: "This simple 
investigation is useful as a screen for active disease and in following the 
progress of treatment" (Mills et al., 1989, p. 423). Blood samples were obtained 
and ESR rates were determined for six patients in the preliminary studies. 
However, after the first six analyses, the laboratory technicians responsible for 
analysing the samples said that they could not carry out any further analyses. 
The technicians said that the analysis of the samples was creating too much 
work for them. The researcher attempted to negotiate with the technicians, but 
was unable to solve this problem. 
It was found that the Positive and Negative Affect Scale did not discriminate 
between participants. The Positive Affect (PA) and the Positive Affect and 
Sensation Seeking (PASS) Scales of the MAACL-R were administered as part of 
the MAACL-R. 
The recorded interview took about five minutes. To be consistent with the 
selection of the psychological tests described above, it was decided that the 
content of the interviews would be analysed for anger, anxiety, depression and 
positive affect. A methodology does not yet exist to analyse the content of 
interviews for sense of coherence. 
It was observed, and confirmed by the 20 participants, that they were easily tired 
by any task, including taking part in a conversation or interview. The participants 
suggested that the administration of the psychological tests should begin with 
the MAACL-R since the questions in the MAACL-R required only a yes or a no 
verbal answer and were not threatening. They suggested that this would help 
participants adjust to the administration of the tests. They also suggested that 
the order of administration of the tests should then be determined by the amount 
of energy that was required to answer the questions in each test, with the more 
difficult tests administered before the less difficult. After more discussions with 
the 20 participants, it was decided that the MAACL-R would be followed by the 
OLQ, then the state form of the STAI, the BDI and the recorded interview. 
Patients in the Acute Spinal Injuries Unit were treated continuously throughout 
the day and night. After discussions with the treatment staff and with the 
participants, it was concluded that the most appropriate time to administer the 
tests would be between 11am and 2pm. During this time participants usually did 
not have medical treatment and they did not attend occupational or physical 
therapy and visitors had usually not yet arrived. 
Since the aim of the research was to study people who had been injured during 
the first few months following injury, the conditions that had been placed on the 
research determined when participants could be tested. The administration of 
the psychological tests would have to occur at two week intervals after 
participants had been defined as medically stable. It was necessary that pain 
should also be independently measured on the same days and as close in time 
as possible to the administration of the psychological tests. The measurement of 
pain took between five and ten minutes. This time was not included in the limit of 
one hour set by the medical director for the psychological assessment. 
H6 
The inclusion and exclusion criteria for participants have already been listed in 
Chapter 5. These criteria were determined after a review of the literature, on 
observations made during the preliminary studies and after considering the age 
ranges of the normative data for the psychological tests. 
CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PRELIMINARY STUDIES FOR THE DESIGN OF 
THE RESEARCH 
As a consequence of the experience gained in the preliminary studies, it was 
concluded that the design of the research would consist of the following: 
participants would be tested psychologically two, four and six weeks following 
injury and, if they remained in treatment, also two and three months following 
injury. It was accepted that very few participants would be available for 
psychological testing six months following injury. Pain would be independently 
measured on the same days. Since pain could be measured in a telephone 
interview, it was decided that pain would also be measured at two, three and six 
months following injury, even if participants were not tested psychologically at 
these times. All of the testing, including the telephone interviews, would be 
conducted between 11am and 2pm. 
It was also concluded that the final tests in the study would always be 
administered in the following order: the Multiple Affect Adjective Check List-
Revised, the Orientation to Life Questionnaire, the state form of the State-Trait 
Anxiety Inventory, the Beck Depression Inventory and finally the recorded 
interview. The content of the interview would be analysed for anger, anxiety, 
depression and positive affect. It was expected that the administration of the tests 
would take between 50 minutes and one hour, with patients with tétraplégie 
injuries generally taking one hour. To obtain sufficient statistical power and a 
representative sample of participants, the research would be continued until 40 
participants had been assessed two weeks following injury. It was assumed that 
there would be some loss of participants, particularly after six weeks following 
injury when participants would begin to be discharged to other hospitals or to 
their homes. 
APPENDIX B 
SUPPORTING DATA AND STATISTICS 
Table B.1 
Means. Adjusted Mean Differences. Standard Errors and Levels of Significance 
of Psychological Variables 2 and 6 Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord 
Injury 
¿kr l i ! i c f f i i H 








between 2 and 
6 weeks 
t i . 
Anxiety 52.6(1.12) 43.1 (1.37) -9.5 (1.77) 0.0001 
Depression 52.3 (1.33) 43.6 (1.63) -8.7(2.11) 0.0001 
Hostility 44.4 (0.85) 41.1 (1.07) -3.3 (1.37) 0.02 
Dysphoria 49.0 (1.18) 39.8 (1.45) -9.1 (1.87) 0.0001 
Positive Affect 55.2 (0.73) 59.4 (0.90) +4.2 (1.16) 0.0005 
PASS 50.5 (0.77) 55.9 (0.94) +5.4 (1.22) 0.0001 
STAI 
Normal 52.9 (1.15) 44.7(1.41) -8.2 (1.82) 0.0001 
Medical 47.4 (1.03) 39.1 (1.26) -8.3 (1.62) 0.0001 
Note. MMCL-R ^ Mump\e Affect Adjective Check List^Revised; PASS = Positive 
Affect and Sensation Seeking Scaie of the MAACL-R; STAI - State-Trait Anxieiy 
Inventory. 
Table B.1 (continued) 
Means, Adjusted Mean Differences. Standard Errors and Levels of Significance 
of Psychological Variables 2 to 6 Weeks Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord 
injury 
Adjusted /^dj ii sted 
mean at mean at 
2 weeks 6 weeks 
Adjusted mean 
difference 








3.8 (0.37) 2.4 (0.46) -1.4 (0.59) 
7.8(0.34) 6.7(0.42) -1.1 (0.54) 
11.6(0.59) 9.1 (0.73) -2.6(0.94) 
150.2(2.14) 160.5(2.62) +10.3(3.39) 





2.29(0.13) 1.85(0.16) -0.43(0.21) 
1.09 (0.09) 0.96 (0.11) -0.13 (0.15) 
0.83(0.09) 0.93(0.10) +0.10(0.12) 
1.20(0.10) 1.46(0.13) +0.24(0.16) 








Kipte. BDl ~ Beck Depression \meniory\ OLQ - Orientation to Life Questionnaire. 
Table B.2 
Mean Positive Affect (PA) Scores and Average Standard Errors of Measurement 
(SEM) on the Multiple Affect Adiective Checklist-Revised (MAACL-R) Over 2 to 
13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniup/. Related to High 
and Low Sense of Coherence. 
Time following Injury 
Sense of Coherence 2 weeks 4 weeks 6 weeks 8 weeks 13 weeks 
High (SEM= 1.63} 
Low (SEM = 2.35) 
56.5 58.6 58.8 60.4 59.9 
51.0 61.0 56.6 63.4 53.3 
Note. There was a significant interaction between week and sense of coherence 
(£=0.0002). 
Table B.3 
Mean Positive Affect and Sensation Seeking (PASS) Scores and Average 
Standard Errors of Measurement (SEM) on the Multiple Affect Adjective 
Checklist-Revised (MAACL-R) Over 2 to 13 Weeks Combined Following a 
Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury. Related to High and Low Sense of Coherence. 
i ime following injury 
Sense of Coherence 2 weeks 4 weeks 6 weeks 8 weeks 13 weeks 
High (SEM = 2.04) 
Low (SEM ^ 2.94) 
52.4 55.2 55.9 57.0 58.5 
j i ^ i t r - p - s - î r r A t-t ^ « - t rt îî s-s i—. 
^ D . O DD.O D I . O OZ.O -^O.» 
Note. There was a significant interaction between week and sense of coherence 
(2=0.009). 
Table B.4 
Mean State Anxiety Scores and Average Standard Errors of Measurement (SEM) 
on the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) With Normal Population Norms Over 
2 to 13 Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniury. Related to 
High and Low Sense of Coherence. 
Time following injury 
Sense of Coherence 2 weeks 4 weeks 6 weeks 8 weeks 13 weeks 
High (SEM = 2.89) 
Low (SEM = 4.18) 
47.8 41.5 42.0 41.2 40.3 
63.1 48.0 57.1 42.7 61.5 
Note. There was a significant interaction between week and sense of coherence 
(e=0.014). 
Table B.5 
Mean Depression Scores and Average Standard Errors of Measurement (SEM) 
on the Multiple Affect Adjective Check List - Revised (MAACL-R) Over 2 to 13 
Weeks Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Iniurv. Related to High and 
Low Sense of Coherence. 
Time following injury 
Sense of Coherence 2 weeks 4 weeks 6 weeks 8 weeks 13 weeks 
High (SEM = 3.50) 
! / i ^ r — a « IT LOW (ocm = D.U^) 
43.9 42.3 43.1 42.8 
53.2 36.2 
43.7 
Note. There was a significant interaction between week and sense of coherence 
(e=0.01). 
Table B.6 
Mean Depression Scores and Average Standard Errors of Measurement (SEM) 
on Items 1 to 13 of the Beck Depression Inventory Over 2 to 13 Weeks 
Combined Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury. Related to High and Low 
Sense of Coherence 
Time following mjury 
Sense of Coherence 2 weeks 4 weeks 6 weeks 8 weeks 13 weeks 
High (SEM= 1.0) 
Low (SEM ^1.44) 
1.9 1.9 1.6 1.6 1.1 
5.8 2.1 6.5 4.3 ^ a 
Note. There was a significant interaction between week and sense of coherence 
(£ = 0.027). 
Table B. 7 
Differences in the Intensity of the Highest Pain Scores on the Numerical Rating 
Scale Between 2 and 6 Weeks, and the Adiusted Mean Differences Between 2 
and 6 Weeks. Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 
Adjusted Adjusted Adjusted mean 
mean at mean at difference between 











Note, n = 40; e = 0.006. 
Table B.8 
Differences in the Intensity of the Highest Pain Scores on the Numerical Rating 
Scale Between 2 and 26 Weeks, and the Adjusted Mean Differences Between 2 
and 26 Weeks, Following a Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury 











Mean AQ n 36.4 19 ft t ^ 0.05,25.1 
Standard Error 4.36 5.02 6.18 
Note. p= 0.49. 
APPENDIX C 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS 
1 • active 
2 • advenkirous 
3 • affectionate 
4 • afraid 
3 • agitated 
6 • agreeable 
• aggressive 
. 8 • alive 
9 • alone 
10 • amiable 
11 Q amused 
12 • angry 
13 • annoyed 
14 • awful 
15 • bashful 
IS • bitter 
17 Oblue 
13 • bored 
19 Q c a l m 
^ 20 • cautious 
21 • cheerful 
• 22 • clean 
23 • complaining 
24 • contented - - - ^ 
25. • contrary 
25 D c o o l 
27 • cooperative 
23 • critical 
29 • cross 
30 • cruel 
31 • daring 
32 • desperate 
33 • destroyed 
34 • devoted 
35 • disagreeable 
. 3^ • discontented _... 
•"•'37 ••Sscouiaged-'^-^^^^ 
38 • disgusted 
39 • displeased 
40 Q energetic 
41 Q enraged 
42 • enthusiastic 
43 • fearful .. 
44 • fine ' ' 
PA 
45 Q f i t 
46 • forlorn 
47 • frank 
48 Qf r se 
49 • friendly 
50 • frightened 
51 • furious 
52 QHvely 
53 • gentle 
54 • glad 
55 •gloomy 
56 Qgood 
57 • good-natured 
53 Qgrim 
59 • happy 
60 • healthy 
61 • hopeless 
62 • hostile 
63 • impatient 
64 • incensed 
65 • indignant 
66 • inspired 
67 Q interested 
63 • irritated 




73 • l o s t 
74 •loving 





80 • merry 










89 • peaceful 
90 • pleased 
91 • pleasant 
92 • polite 
93 • powerful 
94 • quiet 
95 • reckless 
96 • rejected 
97 • rough 
98 • sad 
99 • safe 
100 • satisfied 
101 • secure 
102 • shaky 
103 • shy 
104 • soothed 
105 • steady 
106 • stubborn 
107 • stormy 
108 • strong 
109 • suffering 
110 • sullen 
111 • ' sunk 
112 • sympathetic 
113 • tame 
114 • tender 
115 • tense 
116 • terrible 
117 • terrified 
118 • thoughtful 
119 • timid 
120 • tormented 
121 • understanding 
122 • uniiappy 
123 • unsociable 
-124 • upset 
"125 '•vexed ' ' 
•126 • warm 
127 • whole ' 
128 • wad 
129 •/willful 
130 •'wated 
131 • worrying 
132 • yoxmg 
Appendix: The Sense of 
Coherence Questionnaire 
The notation to the left of each item represents the pro-
file structure of the item, derived from the mapping sentence 
used in questionnaire construction (see p. 77). C = compre-
hensibility, MA = manageability, ME = meaningfiilness. The 
four numerals represent the elements in facets A, B, C, and D, 
respectively. 
A high score represents a strong SOC. Before calculating 
the total score, the thirteen items marked R should be reversed. 
For those interested in using a short form of the SOC, the 
thirteen items marked * are recommended. 
These notations, obviously, are to be omitted when the 
questionnaire is used. 
ORIENTATION TO LIFE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Here is a series of questions relating to various aspects ot our lives. Each question has seven possible answers. Please mark the 
number which expresses your answer, with numbers 1 and 7 being the s x a e m e answers. If the words under 1 are right for you. 
circle I : if the words under 7 are right for you, circle 7. If vou feel differently, circle the number which best expresses your feel-




n i l 
C 
1322 
1. When you talk to people, do you have the feeling that thcv don't understand you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 : 
never have always have 
this feeling feeling 
2. In the past, when you had to do something which depended upon cooperauon wiih others, did you have the feel-
ing that it: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
surely wouldn't 
get done 
3. Think of the people with whom you come into contact daiiv. aside from the ones to whom vou feel closest. How 
well do you know most of them? 
•> 4 5 6 7 
surely would 
get done 
1 2 3 3
you feel that 
they're strangers 
ME R ' 4 . Do you have the feeling that you don't reallv care about what i{oes on around you? 
1222 1 2 3 4 5 
very seldom 
or never 





•5. Has it happened in the past that you were surpnscd in- the behavior of people whom you thought you knew 
well? 




m a R 
1221 
ME R 
' ' 332 
ME 




2 3 3 1 
.ME R 
1313 
*6 . Has it happened that people whom you counted on disappomted vou? 
1 2 3 4 
never 
happened 
7. Life is: 
1 2 3 4 
full of 
in terest 
* 8 . Undl now your life has had: 
1 2 3 4 
no clear goaJs or 
purpose at all 
" 9 . Do you have the feeling that you're being created unfairly? 
1 2 3 4 
very often 
10. In the past ten years your life has been: 
1 2 3 4 
full of changes 
without your 
knowing what will 
happen next 
11. .Most of the things you do in the future will probably be: 


























12. Do you have the ieelinij dial you arc in in unfamiliar s i tuauon and don ' t know what :o do? 
I 2 J 4 5 6 
very of ten 
13. VVhat best describes how you see life: 
1 2 3 4 
one can always 
find a solution 
to painful things 
in life 
14. When you think about your life, you very of ten: 
1 2 J 4 
feel how ^ood it 
is to be alive 
15. When you face a difficult problem, the choice of a solution is: 
1 2 3 4 
always confusing 
and hard to find 
" 16. Doing the things you do every day is: 
1 2 3 4 
a source of deep 
pleasure and 
satisfaction 
I 7. Your life in the future will probably be: 
1 2 3 4 











ask yourself why 
you e.xist at all 
always completely 
clear 
a source of pain 
and boredom 
completely con-













18. When something unpleasant happened in the past your tendency wa«: 
1 2 3 4 
" t o eat yourself 
u p " about it 
*19. Do you have very mixed-up feelings and ideas? 
1 
very of ten 
3 
20. When you do something that gives you a good feeling: 
1 2 3 4 3 6 it's certain that 
you'll go on 
feeling good 
*21. Does it happen that you have feelings inside you would rather no t feel? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
very of ten 
22. You andcipate that your personal life in the future will be: 




23. Do you think that there will always be people whom you 11 be able to count on in the future? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
you ' re certain 
there will be 
to say "ok , 
that's that . 1 
have to live widi 
j<," and.go on 
very seldom 
or never 
it's certain that 
something will 




full of meaning 
and purpose 
you doubt 





24. Does it happen that you have the feeling that you don't know exactly what's about to happen? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
very often verv' seldom 
or never 
*25. Many people—even those with a strong character—sometimes feel like sad sacks (losers) in certain situations. How 
often have you felt this way in the past? 
C 
1211 
1 2 3 4 
never 
*26. When something happened, have you generally found that: 






you saw things 




27. When you think of difficulties you are likely to face in important aspects of your life, do you have the feeling 
that: 
1 












*28. How often do you have the feeling that there's litde meaning in the things you do in your daily life? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
very often 
*29. How often do you have feelings that you're not sure you can keep under control? 







Developed by Charles D. Spielberger 
in co l labora t ion with 
R. L. Gorsuch, R. Lushene, P. R. Vagg, and G. A. Jacobs 
STAI Form Y-1 
Name Date S 
Age Sex: M F T 
DIRECTIONS: A number of statements which people have used to 
describe themselves ¿ r e given below. Read each statement and then ^ 
blacken in the appropriate circle to the right of the statement to indi- ^ \ '̂ /p̂  
cate how you feel right now, that is, at this moment. There are no right fy^ i/^ 
or wrong answers. Do not spend too much time on anv one statement ''̂ z-
* / -7 f' r but give the answer which seems to describe your present feelings best. < 
1. I feel calm ^ ^ ® 
2. I feel secure ^ ^ ? 
3. I am tense ^ ^ 
4. I feel strained ® ^ 
5. I feel at ease i) ? ? ^ 
6. I feel upset 3) ^ i 
7. I am presenilv worrxiiig ()\er possible misfortunes D X % 1 
8. I feel satisfied ^ X ? 
9. I feel fr ightened ® ^ i 
10. I feel comfortable ^ X 1 ? 
11. I feel self-confident J) X X i 
12. I feel nervous ® 
13. I am jittery ^ ^ 
14. I feel indecisive ® ® 
15. I am relaxed ® ® ® -
16. I feel content ^ ' 
'D ® ® ' i) 
17. I am worried 
18. I feel confused ® ® ® ® 
19. I f e e l s t e a d v ® ® ® ® 







This questionnaire consists of 21 groups of statements. A f te r reading each group of statements carefuUy, 
circle the nurnber (0, 1, 2 or 3) next to the one statement in each ^ u p which best describes the way you 
have been fee l ing the past week, including today. K several statements within a group seem to apply equaUy 
well, circle each one. Be sure to read aJl the statements in each group before TnairiTig your choice. 
I do not feel sad. 
I feel sad. « r 
I am sad all the time and I can't snap out of it. 
I am so sad or imhappy that I can't stand it. 
2 ° I am not particularly discouraged about the 
future. 
^ I feel discouraged about the future. 
^ I feel I have nothing to look forward to. 
^ I feel that the future is hopeless and that 
things cannot improve. 
3 ° I do not feel like a failure. 
^ I feel I have failed more than the 
average person. 
^ As I look back on my life, aU I can see is 
a lot of failures. 
^ I feel I am a complete failure as a person. 
4 ° I get as much satisfaction out of things as I 
used to. 
^ I don't enjoy things the way I used to. 
^ I don't get real satisf suction out of anything 
anymore. 
^ I am dissatisfied or bored with everything. 
5 ° , I don't feel particularly guilty. 
^ I feel guilty a good part of the time. 
2 I feel quite guilty most of the time. 
^ I feel guilty all of the time. 
B 0 I don't feel I am being punished. 
^ I feel I may be punished. 
^ I expect to be punished. 
3 I feel I am being punished. 
7 ° I don't feel disappointed in myself. 
^ I am disappointed in myself. 
2 I am disgusted with myself. 
3 I hate myself. 
8 0 
10 
I don't feel I am any worse than 
anybody else. 
I am critical of myself for my weaknesses 
or mistakes. 
I blame myseM all the time for my faults. 
I blame myself for everything bad 
that happens. 
I don't have any thoughts of killing myself. 
I have thoughts of killing myself, but I 
would not carry them out. 
I would like to Idll myself. 
I would kill myself if I had the chance. 
I don't cry any more than usual. 
I cry more now than I used to. 
I cry aU the time now. 
I used to be able to cry, but now I can't cry 
even though I want to. 
1 1 ° I am no more irritated now than I ever am. 
^ I get annoyed or irritated more easily than 
I used to. 
^ I feel irritated all the time now. 
^ I don't get irritated at all by the things that 
used to irritate me. 
1 2 ° I have not lost interest in other people. 
1 I am less interested in other people than 
I used to be. 
2 I have lost most of my interest in 
other people. 
3 I have lost all of my interest in other people. 
13 ° I make decisions about as well as 
I ever coxild. 
1 I put off making decisions more than 
I used to. 
2 I have greater difficulty in making 
decisions than before. 
3 I can't make decisions at all anjnmore. 
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I don't feel I look any worse than I used to. 
I am worried that I am looking old or 
unattractive. 
I feel that there are permauient changes 
in my appearance that make me look 
unattractive. 
I believe that I look ugly. 
I can work about as well as before. 
It takes an extra effort to get started at 
doing something. 
I have to push myself very hard to do 
anything. 
I can't do any work at all. 
I can sleep as well as usual. 
I don't sleep as weU as I used to. 
I wake up 1 -2 hours earlier than usual 
and find it hard to get back to sleep. 
I wake up several hours earlier than I 
used to and cannot get back to sleep. 
I don't get more tired than usual. 
I get tired more easily than I used to. 
I get tired from doing almost anything. 
I am too tired to do anything. 
My appetite is no worse than usuai. 
My appetite is not as good as it used to be. 
My appetite is much worse now. 
I have no appetite at aU anymore. 
1 9 0 I haven't lost much weight, if any, lately. 
1 I have lost more than 5 pounds. 
2 I have lost more than 10 pounds. 
•i I have lost more than 15 pounds. 
I am purposely trying to lose weight by 
eating less. Yes No 
20 0 I am no more worried about my health 
than usual. ^ 
1 I am worried about physical problems 
such as aches and pains; or upset 
stomach; or conistipation. 
2 I am very worried about physical 
problems and it's hard to think of 
much else. 
•3 I am so worried about my physical 
problems that I cannot think about 
anything else. 
2 1 0 I have not noticed any recent change 
in my interest in sex. 
1 I fl-m less interested in sex than I used 
to be. 
2 I am much less interested in sex now. 
3 I have lost interest in sex completely. 
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PATIENT INFORMATION SHEET AND CONSENT 
f-UKIVl 
PATIENT INFORMATION SHEET FOR 
CLINICAL INVESTIGATION OF FACTORS INVOLVED IN SPINAL CORD INJURY 
PAIN 
The information below describes the various procedures that will be used as a part of this 
project. The procedure to be undertaken on each occasion will be indicated in the consent 
rorm 
1. Psychological assessment 
Standard tests of psychological function will be given to you. These comprise a series of 
questionnaires. All questionnaires do not need to be completed at the one sitting. All 
mformation received will be treated with strict confidentiality. 
2. Physical assessment 
Several stimuli will be applied to the skin at various parts of the body and you will be asked 
how it feels. These will include small hairs, a machine which produces vibrations, a machine 
that will produce a pressure sensation and a lamp or laser that will produce heat. It is possible 
that one or more of these may produce a brief feeling of pain. If they do cause pain, it will be 
stopped immediately. 
3. Sensory evoked potentials 
Electrodes will be placed on the skin of the lower leg and connected to a stimulator which will 
produce a small electrical current. This current will be felt but if it becomes painful will be 
stopped. Electrodes will also be placed on the scalp and/or on the skin over the spine at the 
back of your neck. These are to record the signal produced by the current in your legs. 
4. Electromyography 
Electrodes wall be placed on the skin of the lower leg. A small current will be passed through 
these electrodes. The response to this current will be measured by electrodes placed on the 
skin higher up the leg under the thigh. You will also be asked what you can feel when the 
stimulator is turned on to produce current. This stimulus, although not usually, may 
occasionally be painful. If at any stage you wish to stop the procedure, it will be stopped. 
5. Intravenous treatment with drugs 
A small plastic needle attached to a plastic tube will be placed in a vein in one arm. This will 
be explained to you before agreeing to this part of the study. Another plastic needle will be 
placed in the other arm. This will be used to draw off samples of blood to measure the amount 
of the drug in your blood stream. 
Please note: If you have questions or problems associated with this project you may contact 
Dr Philip Siddall or David Taylor of the Dept of Anaesthesia and Pain Management, RNSH 
on 438 8420. 
Any concerns regarding the conduct of this research may be directed to the Secretary of the 
Medical Research Ethics Committee, Royal North Shore Hospital. Any concerns regarding 
the conduct of the research associated with psychological assessment may also be directed to 
the Secretary of the University of Wollongong Human Experimentation Ethics Committee. 
ROYAL NORTH SHORE HOSPITAL 
CONSENT FORM TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH PROJECT 
I, 
of Postcode 
have been invited to participate in a research project entitled: 
Clinical Investigation of Factors Involved in Spinal Cord Injury Pain 
In relation to this project I have been informed of the following points: 
1. Approval has been given by the Medical Research Ethics Committee of the Royal North 
Shore Hospital. 
2. The aim of the project is to better understand the causes and provide more effective 
treatment for spinal cord injury pain. 
3. The results obtained from the study may or may not be of direct benefit to my medical 
management. 
4. Should I develop a problem which I suspect might have resulted from my involvement in 
this project, I am aware that I may contact Dr Philip Siddall or David Taylor of the 
Department of Anaesthetics and Pain Management, RNSH on 926 8931. 
5. I can refuse to take part in this project or withdraw from it at any time without affecting my 
medical care. 
6. Participation in this project will not result in any extra cost to me. 
7. The results of any tests or information regarding my medical history will not be published 
so as to reveal my identity. Only researchers involved in the project will have access to 
this information. 
Signature Witness 
(of patient/volunteer (please pnnt name) 
Date Signature. 
(witness) 
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ROYAL NORTH SHORE HOSPITAL 
CONSENT FORM TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH PROJECT 
(Continued) 
I have read and I believe I understand the Patient Information Sheet and the study has been 
explained to me by one of the staff involved in the project. 
The procedure/s that I am willing to undergo as part of this project are: 
(Delete as appropriate) 
1. Psychological assessment by interview and filling out a questionnaire. 
2. Physical assessment of sensation using one or more standard instruments including: 
response to stimuli such as carbon dioxide (C02) laser, infrared lamp, vibration. Von 
Frey hairs and pressure. 
3. Assessment of nerve flinction using one or more standard techniques including: 
electromyography, and somatosensory evoked potentials. 
4. Pain treatment including: 
a. Administration of local anaesthetic by one or more methods (epidural, subarachnoid or 
sympathetic ganglion). I am assured that these pain medications are in frequent use and 
are safe. 
b. Intravenous analgesic -1 will be told which analgesic treatment I am to be given. 
5. Positron emission tomography (PET) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain. 
If taking part in this part of the project I also state that I am not aware that I am currently 
pregnant or that this is likely. 
I have been informed of any of the unlikely adverse effects or risks related to the procedures I 
will undergo. 
After considering all these points I accept the invitation to participate in this project to the 
extent that I have indicated above. 
I also state that I have/have not participated in any other research project in the past 3 months. 
If I have the details are as follows 
Signature Witness 
(of patient/volunteer) (Please print name) 
Date Signature. 
(Witness) 
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I begin to see there is a future 
Christopher Reeve, four months after his injury 
#HONE:98076^ 
